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INTRODUCTION
This is a Challenge to the form of the Petition for a Ballot Proposal (“Petition” or
“Proposal”) proffered by a group self-designated as “Reproductive Freedom for All” (the
“Petitioner”).1 The Challenger, Citizens to Support MI Women and Children, is a duly formed
ballot question committee which was organized, in part, to oppose the Proposal’s attempt to
revise the Michigan Constitution.
On March 7, 2022, the Petitioner submitted the Petition to the Bureau of Elections so it
could be approved as to form by the Board of State Canvassers (the “Board”) at its March 23,
2022 meeting.2 That Petition’s “full text of the proposed amending article” section consisted
entirely of legible, commonly recognized English-language words, organized in nine paragraphs
and separated by spacing and/or punctuation. Id. At its March 23, 2022 meeting, the Board
unanimously approved the following motion of Member Daunt:
I move that the Board of State Canvassers conditionally approve the form of the
constitutional amendment submitted by Reproductive Freedom For All provided
sponsors remove the definite article “the” prior to the word “constitution” in the
“we, the undersigned” sentence prior to circulation with the understanding that
the Board's approval does not extend to, one, the substance of the proposal which
appears on the petition or, two, the manner in which the proposal language is
affixed to the petition.3
Thereafter, on March 30, 2022, the Petitioner submitted the Petition to the Bureau of
Elections.4 Although the Petition removed the word “the” on the signature page as required by
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Exhibit 1, Reproductive Freedom for All Petition submitted on March 30, 2022.
Exhibit 2, Reproductive Freedom for All Petition submitted on March 7, 2022.
3
Exhibit 3, TR 3/23/22 Board of State Canvassers Meeting, at pp 52-53.
4
Exhibit 1. The Petition is also available on the Michigan Department of State website.
Reproductive Freedom for All 33022 (michigan.gov), at https://www.michigan.gov/sos//media/Project/Websites/sos/24delrio/Reproductive_Freedom_
for_All_747778_7.pdf?rev=a51e8ef7772546bc86058eb68765c97e&hash=96107C919479F71B
AC345B4509DA11AD (accessed Aug. 17, 2022).
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the Board’s conditional approval of March 23, 2022, the Petition also contained, for the first
time, at least 60 changes that were never reviewed by the Bureau of Elections and never
approved as to form by the Board—and never could have been approved as to form by the
Board. These changes are in the form of removed spaces that eliminated dozens of words
previously set forth in the text and replaced them with a hodgepodge of nonsensical gibberish.
Compare Exhibit 1 & Exhibit 2; see also Exhibit 4, Affidavit of Kimberly Walcott.
Section 483a of the Michigan Election Law requires the sponsor of a petition proposing
an amendment to the Constitution to file its petition with the Secretary of State prior to
circulation. MCL 168.483a(1). Significantly, as represented by the Petitioner in its so-called
“Section 483a Notice” to the Secretary of State, it is this March 30, 2022 version of the Petition
that was circulated by the Petitioner and signed by each and every signer of this Petition now
before the Board. Moreover, the Challenger has caused to be reviewed the 514 Petition sample,
and can confirm that each of the Petitions in the 514 Petition sample appears to contain the same
errors as contained in the March 30, 2022 version of the Petition. 5
The Board must reject the Petition because it seeks to insert nonexistent words into the
Michigan Constitution, including but not limited to the following nonsensical collections of letters:

 DECISIONSABOUTALLMATTERSRELATINGTOPREGNANCY
 INCLUDINGBUTNOTLIMITEDTOPRENATALCARE
 POSTPARTUMCARE
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ORALLEGEDPREGNANCYOUTCOMES
INCLUDINGBUTNOTLIMITEDTOMISCARRIAGE
ORABORTION
TAKEADVERSEACTIONAGAINST
FORAIDINGORASSISTINGAPREGNANT
THEPOINTINPREGNANCYWHEN
PROFESSIONALJUDGMENTOFANATTENDINGHEALTHCAREPROFESSI
ONAL

Exhibit 5, Affidavit of Genevieve Marnon.
2




ANDBASEDONTHEPARTICULARFACTSOFTHECASE
THEREISASIGNIFICANTLIKELIHOODOFTHEFETUS'SSUSTAINEDSURVI
VALOUTSIDETHE. 6

Simply put, the foregoing collections of letters are not “words.” They are nonsensical
groupings of letters that are found in no dictionary and are incapable of having any meaning.
Further, they are not contained in some boilerplate part of the Petition, but rather are within the
very heart of the verbiage being proposed to become part of the State’s organic governing
document – including passages purporting to set forth key definitions. Such gibberish simply
cannot be offered to the People to be added to the Michigan Constitution. Finally, these
incoherencies were not set forth in the March 7 Petition submitted to and conditionally approved
by the Board; rather they were added afterward. Thus, the Board must reject the Petition as not in
strict compliance with the Constitution and Law.
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Exhibit 1, 3/30/22 Petition; see also Exhibit 4, Walcott Affidavit, ¶ 7; Exhibit 5, Marnon
Affidavit, ¶ 4.
3

ARGUMENT
I.

The Petition cannot add to the Michigan Constitution a nonsensical collection of
letters which are not words that can be found in any dictionary, are not capable of
having any meaning, and differ from the Petition approved by this Board. Whether
the Petition’s numerous defective passages are deemed gibberish or typographical
errors, which this Board does not correct, the Petition must be rejected.
A. The Board is tasked with guarding against improper petitions and has the authority
and clear legal duty to reject petitions that are not in the form prescribed by
Michigan law.
The Board is established by statute and by Constitution. 7 The Board’s authority is vested

and limited through statutes and the Constitution.8 Each Board member must take the
constitutional oath of office, which states: “I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support the
Constitution of the United States and the constitution of this state, and that I will faithfully
discharge the duties of the office of…according to the best of my ability. No other oath,
affirmation, or any religious test shall be required as a qualification for any office or public
trust.”9
As an agency, the Board “has no inherent power” and “[a]ny authority it may have is
vested by the Legislature, in statutes, or by the Constitution.”10 So, in reviewing petitions, the
Board must follow the requirement that petitions “be in the form, and shall be signed and
circulated in such a manner, as prescribed by law.”11 Even mistakes in drafting are a basis for the

7

Const 1963, art 2, § 7 (“A board of state canvassers of four members shall be established by
law”).
8
Mich Civil Rights Initiative v Bd of State Canvassers, 268 Mich App 506, 515; 708 NW2d 139
(2005).
9
Const 1963, art 11, § 1; see also MCL 168.22c (requiring Board members to take the oath).
10
Citizens for Protection of Marriage v Bd of State Canvassers, 263 Mich App 487, 492; 688
NW2d 538 (2004) (citations omitted).
11
Const 1963, art 12, § 2 (emphasis added).
4

Board to reject a petition.12 The Board must utilize a standard of strict compliance in its review
of the form.13 By its plain terms, MCL 168.482, which utilizes the mandatory term “must,”
applies to petitions to amend the Constitution.
In determining whether a petition is sufficient, the Board should only review the “four
corners of the petition.”14 The responsibility to protect the Constitution from proposals brought
forth by invalid petitions is great—a submitted petition not satisfying the Legislature’s
prescribed form will “arrest[] the initiation and enjoin[] submission of the mentioned
proposal.”15
B. Michigan law requires that petitions for proposed constitutional amendments must
contain the “full text” of the proposed amendment.
Both the Constitution (art 12, § 2) and the statute (MCL 168.482(3)) require that the
Petition contain the “full text” of the proposed amendment contained in the Proposal.
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Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies v Bd of State Canvassers, unpublished order of the
Court of Appeals, issued Sept. 6, 2002 (Docket No. 243506), lv denied, 467 Mich 869; 650
NW2d 327 (Sept. 10, 2002). The Court of Appeals ruling in Michigan Campaign for New Drug
Policies is attached as Exhibit 6 and discussed further below.
13
See Stand Up for Democracy v Sec’y of State, 492 Mich 588, 593; 822 NW2d 159 (2012)
(“[B]ecause MCL 168.482(2) uses the mandatory term ‘shall’ and does not, by its plain terms,
permit certification of deficient petitions with regard to form or content, a majority of this Court
holds that the doctrine of substantial compliance is inapplicable to referendum petitions
submitted for certification.”); Citizens Protecting Michigan’s Constitution v Sec’y of State, 280
Mich App 273, 276; 761 NW2d 210 (2008) (“Constitutional modification requires strict
adherence to the methods and approaches included in the constitution itself. Shortcuts and end
runs to revise the constitution, which ignore the pathways specifically set forth by the framers,
cannot be tolerated.”) (emphasis added)
14
Mich Civil Rights Initiative, 268 Mich at 519.
15
Carman v Sec’y of State, 384 Mich 443, 449; 185 NW2d 1 (1971).
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“Article 12, § 2 of the 1963 Constitution governs amendment of the Constitution by
petition and vote.”16 It requires that “[e]very petition shall include the full text of the proposed
amendment….”17
Article 12, § 2 also addresses the circulation of such petitions and provides that “[a]ny
such petition shall be in the form, and shall be signed and circulated in such manner, as
prescribed by law.”18 To this end, the Michigan Supreme Court has made clear that the
Legislature is authorized to prescribe by law the manner of signing and circulating petitions that
propose constitutional amendments.19
The Legislature “enacted the publishing requirements for petitions” in MCL 168.482. 20
That statute provides unambiguously that “the full text of the amendment so proposed” must be
set forth in a petition to amend the Michigan Constitution.21 The Secretary of State’s guidance
repeats this “full text” requirement multiple times. 22
Significantly, the consequences of violating this “full text” requirement of Section 482
are unequivocal: “If a petition under section 482 is circulated and the petition does not meet all
of the requirements under section 482, any signature obtained on that petition is invalid and must
not be counted.”23 As Attorney General Nessel has opined in affirming the constitutionality of
the statute requiring that outcome, MCL 168.482a(4), “mandatory petition form and content

16

Citizens Protecting Michigan’s Constitution v Sec’y of State, 324 Mich App 561, 599; 922
NW2d 404, aff’d 503 Mich 42; 921 NW2d 247 (2018).
17
Id, 324 Mich App at 587, quoting Const 1963, Art 12, § 2.
18
Ibid.
19
Consumers Power Co v Attorney General, 426 Mich 1; 392 NW2d 513 (1986).
20
Citizens Protecting Michigan’s Constitution, 324 Mich App at 600.
21
MCL 168.482(3) (emphasis added).
22
Exhibit 7, Sponsoring a Statewide Initiative, Referendum, or Constitutional Amendment
Petition, pp 17-19.
23
MCL 168.482a(4).
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requirements must be complied with, and…nonconforming petitions are not entitled to
placement on the ballot.”24 “Entitlement to be placed on the ballot requires a showing of actual
compliance with the law.”25 MCL 168.482a(4) “essentially implements [Stand Up for
Democracy’s] holding by confirming that form and content errors will result in the invalidation
of signatures. This result is mitigated to some extent by the fact that petition sponsors may seek
approval as to the form of their petition before circulating.”26
C. The Petition does not publish the “full text” of a proposed amendment to the
Michigan Constitution—the “full text” of a proposed amendment requires actual
words.
Here, the Proposal contains nonexistent words which render the Petition fatally defective.
These nonexistent words cannot become part of the Michigan Constitution because they are not
text. Because the Constitution does not define the term “text,” it “must be given [its] usual and
ordinary meaning.”27 According to the dictionary, “text” consists of:
“The original words of something written or printed, as opposed to a paraphrase,
translation, revision, or condensation.” 28
Consequently, without actual words, there can be no “text,” as various justices of the
Supreme Court have recognized:
Our primary goal in construing a constitutional provision is to give effect to the
intent of the people of the state of Michigan who ratified the Constitution, by
applying the rule of common understanding. We locate the common

24

OAG, 2019, No. 7310, p 20 (May 22, 2019), citing Stand Up for Democracy, 492 Mich at
601-619.
25
Id, quoting Stand Up for Democracy, 492 Mich at 219.
26
Id. (Attorney General Nessel’s emphasis).
27
People v Alger, 323 Mich 523, 530; 35 NW2d 669 (1949); John Hancock Mut Life Ins Co v
Ford Motor Co, 322 Mich 209, 222; 33 NW2d 763 (1948) (“Words used [in a constitutional
provision] are to be given their natural, obvious and ordinary meanings and not a technical
meaning.”); Mayor of Cadillac v Blackburn, 306 Mich App 512, 517; 857 NW2d 529 (2014).
28
See The American Heritage Dictionary (available online at American Heritage Dictionary
Entry: text (ahdictionary.com)
7

understanding of constitutional text by determining the plain meaning of the text
as it was understood at the time of ratification.29
Michigan has long recognized that the touchstone of any constitutional inquiry is
the actual words put into it by the People:
…as the Constitution does not derive its force from the convention which framed,
but from the people who ratified it, the intent to be arrived at is that of the
people, and it is not to be supposed that they have looked for any dark or abstruse
meaning in the words employed, but rather that they have accepted them in the
sense most obvious to the common understanding, and ratified the instrument in
the belief that that was the sense designed to be conveyed.” 30
Put another way, “[t]he words of a governing text are of paramount concern, and
what they convey, in their context, is what the text means.” 31
Meanwhile, the dictionary defines a “word” as “n. 1. A unit of language, consisting of
one or more spoken sounds or their written representation, that functions as a principal carrier of
meaning, is typically seen as the smallest such unit capable of independent use, is separated
from other such units by spaces in writing, and is often distinguished phonologically, as by
accent or pause.” Webster’s College Dictionary (Random House, 2001) (emphasis added).
Incoherencies such as “DECISIONSABOUTALLMATTERSRELATINGTOPREGNANCY,” or
“ORALLEGEDPREGNANCYOUTCOMES,” or

29

League of Women Voters of Mich v Sec’y of State, 508 Mich 520, 535; 975 NW2d 840 (2022)
(cleaned up) (Cavanagh, J); accord Paquin v City of St Ignace, 504 Mich 124, 129-130; 934
NW2d 650 (2019) (Bernstein, J); People v Cain, 498 Mich 108, 132; 869 NW2d 829 (2015)
(Viviano, J, dissenting, joined by McCormack, CJ) (“in interpreting the constitutional phrase
‘trial by jury,’ the guiding principle is to give the text the meaning it was understood to have at
the time of its adoption by the people”) (cleaned up).
30
1 Cooley, Constitutional Limitations (6th ed), p 81 (emphasis added), quoted by Traverse City
Sch Dist v Attorney General, 384 Mich 390, 405; 185 NW2d 9 (1971); see also Federated
Publications, Inc v Bd of Trustees of Michigan St Univ, 460 Mich 75, 85; 594 NW2d 491 (1999).
31
Johnson v Interstate Mgmt Co, LLC, 849 F 3d 1093, 1098 (CA DC 2017) (Kavanaugh, J),
quoting Antonin Scalia & Bryan A. Garner, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts 56
(2012).
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“FORAIDINGORASSISTINGAPREGNANT,” or “THEPOINTINPREGNANCYWHEN,” meet
none of those indicia: they carry no meaning, are not “the smallest such unit capable of
independent use,” are not distinguished phonologically, and certainly are not “separated from
other such units by spaces in writing.” They are nonsense; letters run together in meaningless
fashion, signifying nothing. One might just as sensibly attach a signature sheet to the alphabet
strip that graces the wall of every kindergarten, for the 26 letters on that cardboard universe
collectively contain every conceivable word that could be used to amend the constitution.
The importance of having actual words on a valid petition cannot be overemphasized.
As the Supreme Court has recognized, “the purpose of any statutory text is communicated
through the words actually enacted.”32 And specifically with regard to constitutional provisions,
now-Chief Judge Gleicher of the Court of Appeals has recognized that “Constitutional
interpretation begins with the text: the words approved by the ratifiers.”33
Because the Petition fails to use actual words in the full text in its proposed amendment,
how can the People know what they are voting for or against? Even worse, if the proposed
amendment is approved, to what words do the People or the courts look in order to interpret the
meaning of these new constitutional provisions? Challenger’s search of the entire state and
federal Westlaw database reveals some three dozen court decisions discussing “nonsensical
speech,” and every single one involves someone in the throes of a mental-health crisis. See, e.g.,
Matter of Carl S, 510 P 3d 486 (Alaska Sup Ct 2022); People v Rodas, 6 Cal 5th 429 P3d 1122
(Cal 2019); United States v Benford, 541 Fed App’x 861 (CA 10, 2013); Valarie v Dept of

32

State v McQueen, 493 Mich 135, 155 n 57; 828 NW2d 644 (2013) (emphasis added).
Council of Orgs & Others for Educ About Parochiaid v State, 326 Mich App 124, 157; 931
NW2d 65 (2018) (Gleicher, J. concurring in part and dissenting in part) (emphasis added), aff’d
by equally divided Court, 506 Mich 455; 958 NW2d 68 (2020).
33
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Corrections, 2009 Westlaw 22327684 (WD Mich, July 22, 2009). Not one even remotely
involved the issue of whether gibberish can serve to amend the organic governing document of a
State.
Since the Nation’s founding it has been universally understood that a constitution
comprises actual, comprehensible words. “The framers of the Constitution, and the people who
adopted it, must be understood to have employed words in their natural sense, and to have
understood what they meant.” 1 Cooley, Constitutional Limitations (1 st ed), p 58 (emphasis
added), quoting Gibbons v Ogden, 9 Wheat 1, 188 (1824) (Marshall, CJ). Because the Petition
fails to use actual words in the full text in its proposed amendment, the mandatory (and
necessary) publication requirements of the Michigan Constitution and the Michigan Election
Law have not been fulfilled. Regardless of how many signatures have been collected on the
Petition, the signatures must be invalidated, and the Proposal is “not entitled to placement on the
ballot.”34
D. There is no mechanism to correct the Petition’s deficiencies.
According to the Court of Appeals:
The Board's authority and duties with regard to proposed constitutional
amendments are limited to determining whether the form of the petition
substantially complies35 with the statutory requirements and whether there are
sufficient signatures to warrant certification of the proposal. 36
Thus, this Board expressly lacks any authority to correct the Petition’s deficiencies.
And except by the People in a new proposal, there is no provision in either the Michigan
Constitution or the Michigan Election Law which allows the correction of the Petition’s

34

OAG, 2019, No. 7310, p 20 (May 22, 2019), citing Stand Up for Democracy, 492 Mich at
601-619.
35
Now “strictly” complies. See Stand Up for Democracy, 492 Mich at 593.
36
Citizens for the Protection of Marriage, 263 Mich App at 493 (citations omitted).
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deficiencies by the Petitioner, the Secretary of State, a court, or anyone else. In fact, once the
Petition was filed, the Michigan Election Law provides that the Secretary of State “shall not
accept further filings of that petition to supplement the original filing.” 37 The reason why the
Petition may not now be corrected is obvious: “A Constitution is made for the people and by the
people.”38 Consequently, “[e]ach provision of a State Constitution is the direct word of the
people of the State, not that of the scriveners thereof.” 39 Therefore, the Petition’s words (or lack
thereof) cannot be altered—except by the People in a new proposal.
E. Even if the Petition’s incomprehensible text were dismissed as simply dozens of
typographical errors, this Board’s practice is to reject the form of a petition which
contains such errors.
Rejection of a petition’s form because of typographical errors is not new to this Board.
At its September 23, 2021 meeting, a petition sponsor known as Secure MI Vote sought approval
as to form from this Board; however, the submitted petition contained typographical errors. As
explained by Director of Elections Jonathan Brater:
MR. BRATER: Ten instances in which a colon has been printed as an "L." So
you can see one at the top?
MR. SHINKLE: Yeah.
MR. BRATER: So those are typos.40
A copy of this Secure MI Vote petition, containing these typographical errors, is
attached.41 While no member of this Board agreed to approve the form of the Secure MI Vote
Petition with typographical errors, there was discussion as to whether the Secure MI Vote

37

MCL 168.475(2).
Kuhn v Dept of Treasury, 384 Mich 378, 384; 183 NW2d 796 (1971).
39
Lockwood v Nims, 357 Mich 517, 565; 98 NW2d 753 (1959) (Black, J, concurring).
40
Exhibit 8, TR 9/23/21 Board of State Canvassers Meeting, p 67.
41
Exhibit 9, Secure MI Vote Petition.
38
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Petition could be approved upon the condition that these typographical errors be corrected. The
comments by Board Member Daunt (who spoke in favor of conditional approval if the typos
were fixed) and Board Member Matuzak (who spoke against conditional approval, even if the
typos were fixed) demonstrate that this Board did not, and will not, approve a petition form with
typographical errors:
MR. DAUNT: So if the “L’s” aren't fixed -- let's say the “L,” you guys don't heed
this advice and you don't fix “L's” and you go out and circulate this, it's going to
get -- we're not going to approve it, right, because it's incorrect? Or -- I want to
make sure we're doing this correctly and that those who are submitting this and
want to circulate it have done things appropriately and have – are not setting
themselves up for failure and that we're not unnecessarily delaying….
*

*

*

So really if they don't fix this, they're harming themselves. They're not
harming any – so in that vein I don't see a reason to not provide conditional
approval, but we –
MS. MATUZAK: I’m going to be a no vote. This is not the 100 words that we
usually do. These are 100 words, these are typos, this is an error on the printer’s
certificate. Fix it all and bring it back.
*

*

*

And I don't care if they circulated a petition with typos because they thought
they could get away with it. People are signing that. That's important that people
sign a correct petition. So I'm a no vote in terms of approving the form. I want to
see a clean affidavit. I want to see a clean petition.42
Putting aside the conditional form approval issue, this Board at its September 23, 2021
meeting made it abundantly clear that it would not approve the form of a petition with
typographical errors. Even if one could dismiss as mere “typographical errors” the Petition’s

42

Exhibit 8, TR 9/23/21 Board of State Canvassers Meeting, at pp 76-77 (emphasis added).
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repeated use of language that bears more resemblance to Klingon than to commonly understood
English, this Board consistent with its past practice must reject the Petition.
F. Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies v. Board of State Canvassers.
Rejection of a petition’s form for typographical errors that are far less significant than the
gibberish at issue here is not new to Michigan courts. In 2002, the Michigan Campaign for New
Drug Policies, a ballot question committee, timely filed an initiative petition to amend the
Constitution.43

The Bureau of Elections and the Board of State Canvassers determined that the

petition contained sufficient signatures for certification. 44 Nonetheless, the petition contained a
typographical error whereby it indicated it would add a new Article I, Section 24 to the Michigan
Constitution when there was already at that time an existing Article I, Section 24 in the
Constitution.45 The Board of State Canvassers rejected the petition based on this typographical
error, and a mandamus lawsuit was filed.
Significantly, in defending its action to reject a defective petition, the Director of
Elections and the Board of State Canvassers stated that (1) the actual language of the petition
controlled and could not be altered, (2) the petitioner’s intention that this was “merely a technical
error” was properly rejected, and (3) the Secretary of State had no ability to “cure” this defect.
In the words of the Director of Elections and the Board of State Canvassers in that case:
…if approved by the voters, the proposed amendment would replace or
wholly abrogate the existing art 1, § 24, regardless of the proponents' intent. The
Board properly rejected the Plaintiff's arguments that it was merely a technical
error regarding the numbering of the new sections proposed by the amendment.
Plaintiff argues that because it was never the intent of the proponents to alter or
abrogate the existing art 1, § 24, that the initiative should be placed on the ballot
43

Exhibit 10, 9/6/02 Defendants’ Brief in Opposition to Complaint for Mandamus in Michigan
Campaign for New Drug Policies v Bd of State Canvassers, Court of Appeals No. 243506
(hereinafter “Canvassers’ Brief”), p 1.
44
Id.
45
Id, Attachment 3.
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and the Secretary could cure any error by either changing the wording of the
proposed amendment and/or publishing the proposal and existing provisions at the
polling places. Plaintiffs Brief at 24-26.
The Court of Appeals, however, has recognized that the actual language of
an amendment controls how Courts should construe its unambiguous language,
notwithstanding that the intended meaning may have been different. In Bailey v
Muskegon County Bd of Comm’rs, 122 Mich App 808, 823-24; 333 NW2d 144
{1983), the Court rejected the argument that the unambiguous language of an
amendment to the Constitution should be construed in light of the ballot language
used to describe the proposed amendment and the voters' intent. In pertinent part,
the Court held:
It is the actual language of the amendment, and not its ballot
description drawn by the State Board of Canvassers, which is the
law of the state. The principle that a constitutional amendment
must be construed in light of the intent of the people by whom
it was adopted does not justify a construction in accordance
with a ballot description at variance with actual unambiguous
amendatory language. If the language of the amendment and that
of its ballot description does not convey precisely the same
meaning, the discrepancy is not relevant to the construction of the
plain language of the amendment itself. A discrepancy likely to
mislead voters as to the intent and purpose of the amendment
affects the validity of the adoption of the constitutional
amendment, not its construction.46
As the Director of Elections and Board of State Canvassers went on to note:
To the extent that Plaintiff somehow believes it is in the power of the Secretary to
cure the error in the numbering of the petition, Bailey makes clear that even if the
voters believed that they were not replacing the existing art I, § 24, a reviewing
Court would be constrained to give the unambiguous language of the proposed
amendment its clear meaning: that it created a new art I, §24. 47
The Court of Appeals agreed with the Director of Elections and the Board of State
Canvassers:
Although the proponents claim that it was never their intent to replace art I, § 24,
and that the numbering error can be remedied, they have not shown that they have

46

Exhibit 10, Canvassers’ Brief, pp 10-11, quoting Bailey, 122 Mich App at 824 (emphasis
added by Canvassers).
47
Id, p 11
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a clear legal right to certification of a defective petition. Accordingly, mandamus is
inappropriate.48
The same reasoning applies here to compel the same result. Consistent with the position
taken by the Director of Elections and the Board of State Canvassers 20 years ago, and
confirmed by the Court of Appeals, (1) the actual language (or lack thereof) of the current
Petition controls and may not be altered, (2) if the Petitioner now claims that the Petition’s 60
errors are “merely a technical error,” such a contention must be rejected, and (3) the Secretary of
State has no ability to “cure” those deficiencies. Indeed, the 2002 position of the Director of
Elections and Board of State Canvassers shows the futility of any argument that the flaws in this
Petition can somehow be cured: where Bailey makes clear that a reviewing Court “would be
constrained to give the unambiguous language of the proposed amendment its clear meaning,”
that task is hopelessly futile where the proposed amendment has neither “unambiguous
language” nor “clear meaning.” It is nonsense, gibberish.
CONCLUSION
Strict compliance is required for the form of petitions to amend the Michigan Constitution.
Under Const 1963, art 12, § 2 and MCL 168.482(3), the form of petitions to amend the
Constitution must include the “full text” of the proposed amendment to the Michigan
Constitution, and this “full text” must include actual words—not the extended passages of
incomprehensible argle-bargle the Petition contains. That gibberish was only added after this
Board gave its conditional approval. And though the Petition’s flaws go well beyond mere
“typographical errors,” even if they were characterized as such, there is no lawful means by
which they may at this point be cured.

48

Exhibit 6, Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies v Bd of State Canvassers, unpublished
Order of the Count of Appeals, issued Sept. 6, 2002 (Docket No. 243506).
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In accordance with both the law and the Board’s past practice with respect to defective
petitions, this Board must reject the Petition as not in strict compliance with the Constitution and
the Election Law.
Respectfully submitted,
THE SMITH APPELLATE LAW FIRM
By: /s/ Michael F. Smith
Michael F. Smith (P49472)
1717 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Suite 1025
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 454-2860
smith@smithpllc.com
and
DOSTER LAW OFFICES, PLLC
By: /s/ Eric E. Doster
Eric E. Doster (P41782)
2145 Commons Parkway
Okemos, MI 48864-3987
(517) 977-0147
eric@ericdoster.com
Counsel for Citizens to Support MI Women and
Children
Dated: August 18, 2022
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Initiative for Community Healing with the understanding that

2

the Board's approval does not extend to:

3

of the proposal which appears on the petition; or two, the

4

manner in which the proposal language is affixed to the

5

petition.

6

MR. DAUNT:

7

MR. SHINKLE:

one, the substance

Support.
Moved and supported approving the

8

form.

9

those in favor of the motion signify by saying "aye."

Further discussion on that motion?

10

ALL:

11

MR. SHINKLE:

12

Seeing none, all

Aye.
All those opposed?

The motion

passes.

13

(Whereupon motion passed at 10:30 a.m.)

14

MR. SHINKLE:

Now we're coming up to number seven,

15

form for Reproductive Freedom for All.

16

if off, would you?

17

MR. BRATER:

Yes.

Jonathan, you start

Thanks, Chair Shinkle.

So --

18

and just for the record, the amount of time that the Board

19

allows for speaking is three minutes at the discretion of

20

the chair.

21

So this is a form of petition that Reproductive

22

Freedom for All is bringing back.

The Board has previously

23

approved 100-word summary of this.

The procedural history

24

here is somewhat complicated because of some court decisions

25

and I think Mr. Brewer is planning to speak on this so he
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1

can articulate the petition's perspective on this.

2

have brought back to us another version of the form of the

3

petition which we have reviewed and I've determined that it

4

meets the statutory requirements.

5

approval as to that.

6

MR. SHINKLE:

Okay.

7

card, but Olivia Flower did.

8

to this?

9

practice in Michigan.

10
11
12
13

Come on up, Olivia.

So they're seeking formal

Mr. Brewer, didn't submit a
Olivia, do you want to speak
And you're licensed to

Just for the record state and spell

your name, please.
MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:
Flower, O-l-i-v-i-a

Hello.

F-l-o-w-e-r.

MR. SHINKLE:

14
15

But they

My name is Olivia

Good morning.

Go ahead.

OLIVIA FLOWER
MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

I'm here from Dykema Gossett

16

today representing the Reproductive Freedom For All ballot

17

question committee.

18

approval as to form regarding the petition received by the

19

Department on March 7th.

20

from the previous proposal reviewed by this Board's

21

February -- during its February 11th meeting is the union

22

bug on the last page of the petition.

23

that union bug is now eight-point font, although I would

24

note that that it is not a requirement under the Michigan

25

Supreme Court's order that came down this Monday.

We are just following up requesting

The only change to this petition
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Okay.

Any questions?

Olivia,

thanks for coming in.

3

MR. DAUNT:

4

MR. SHINKLE:

5

MR. DAUNT:

And I guess I just have one quick one.
Tony?

In light of the Supreme Court

6

ruling/order, you're not going to change back and put a

7

small?

8

us in front of us?

9
10

MR. SHINKLE:

They already printed the petitions

before the order, I think, yeah.

11
12

You're just going to stick with what is provided to

MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

Yes.

We're going to go with

what you have in front of you, yup.

13

MR. DAUNT:

14

MR. SHINKLE:

Okay.
They can go with the new bug later.

15

Okay.

16

just in case you haven't changed the spelling of your name,

17

Eric, throw it out there for the record.

18
19

One other witness, Mr. Eric Doster.

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

Eric Doster, E-r-i-c

ERIC DOSTER

21

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

May I pass out some things to

the --

23

MR. SHINKLE:

24

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

25

And

D-o-s-t-e-r.

20

22

Yes.

Come on up.

members of the Board.

Sure.
Good morning, Mr. Chairman and

Again, Eric Doster on behalf of the
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Citizens to Support MI Women and Children.
After this Board's last meeting, the sponsors of

3

this proposed constitutional amendment filed a revised

4

petition with the Bureau of Elections on March 7th.

5

this Board's attention to the petition and actually it was

6

the same sentence that was referred to in the previous

7

petition on the Community Health.

8

that says, "We, the undersigned qualified and registered

9

electors, residents in the county of" blank "state of

I turn

It's that -- that line

10

Michigan, respectively petition for."

11

phrase that contains the typo.

12

before this Board, "amendment to the constitution," however

13

Section 482 that I provided for you and also the Bureau's

14

instructions that -- this is the back side of that piece of

15

paper -- the Bureau's instructions on page 19, they both say

16

"amendment to constitution."

17

can be inserted here.

18

necessary one if this petition is to comply with the form

19

requirements of the Michigan Election Law.

20

typo occurs in the petition heading, what this Board and the

21

Bureau refers to as a "mandatory element" of the petition,

22

this Board has consistently invalidated petition sheets for

23

similar issues.

24
25

And it's the next

It says on the petition

There is no word "the" that

This is a very simple fix, but a

And because this

For example, when one of my former clients
Michigan Values Life circulated petitions in 2019, we filed
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petitions where some of the words in this exact same line

2

were missing letters because they were folded and sometimes

3

folded paper rips.

4

because of a missing letter in one of these mandatory

5

element words.

The Bureau threw out entire petitions

6

Although we challenged the Board's -- there was

7

two of you that were on the Board at that time, we -- you

8

recall we challenged the Board's determination about

9

throwing out entire petitions because they used whiteout in

10

areas of the signature lines.

11

these where the letters were taken out of the mandatory

12

element for their missing letter determinations.

13

former Bureau staffer Melissa Malerman -- who's in our

14

audience today on the other side of the table -- observed

15

during this Board's meeting on June 18, 2020, she witnessed,

16

and I quote, where what was missing was a chunk of the word

17

"initiation" of "the initiation of legislation."

18

was some letters missing there in that where -- and that's

19

where she personally observed and appropriately, you know,

20

we lost those entire petition sheets.

21

of the petition that Ms. Malerman's referring to, but I do

22

have plenty of examples from back in 2020 of, again, this

23

exact same line if you want to look at them.

24

as proof, but where the word "the" and the -- it just so

25

happened that was the word that was folded on the petition
Page 31
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1

like an "e" would be missing in the word "the" and a "h"

2

would be missing in the word "the" and, again, the Bureau,

3

the Bureau invalidated the entire sheet.

4

is consistent with prior Bureau practice on this topic.

5

according to page 6 of the Bureau's guidance on this topic

6

under "Other fatal defects that render an entire petition

7

sheet invalid," they cite damaged, mutilated or torn

8

petition sheets or any of the mandatory elements including

9

the heading, including the sentence that we're talking about

10

And, again, this
And

here are illegible or omitted.

11

And at the expense of overkill here on the word

12

"the," let me conclude with an example of how Michigan -- if

13

I may conclude?

14

MR. SHINKLE:

15

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

16

MR. SHINKLE:

17

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

18

21

I'll be --

Are you going back to the Tea Party?
Yes.

That's exactly where I'm

going, Mr. Chair.

19
20

Just finish.

MR. SHINKLE:

Yeah, I remember the word "the" for

that one.
MR. ERIC DOSTER:

And this is a case that some of

22

the -- some of you may have had personally involv- --

23

personal involvement.

24

Party was rejected by the courts because it didn't have the

25

word "the" in the petition.

In 2010, a petition to form the Tea

So this Board's consistent
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treatment that every word matters, even the word "the," is a

2

fatal flaw for a petition and you just can't add or subtract

3

as required by law.

4

and a necessary amendment to this position as this Board

5

just doesn't have the authority to approve the form of a

6

petition that doesn't comply with the statutory form

7

requirements.

8

I'll help answer.

9

So, again, this is a very simple fix

Thank you and if there are any questions,

MR. SHINKLE:

Any questions for Mr. Doster?

10

Jonathan, comments on this "amendment to constitution"

11

versus "amendment to the constitution"?

12

MR. BRATER:

Okay.

Section 482 requires language

13

describing whether it is a constitutional amendment or an

14

initiated law.

15

petition language both with the language "amendment to

16

constitution" and the "amendment to the constitution."

17

consistent with that, we recommended this for approval.

18

I would defer to Heather on the interpretation of Section

19

482.

20
21

In the past, the Bureau has approved

So
And

Sorry, Heather.
MR. SHINKLE:

So the statute 482 has just

"constitution," no "the."

22

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

23

MS. MEINGAST:

Is that the point, Mr. Doster?
(No verbal response)

Well, right.

I guess, I mean, the

24

question would be whether this is -- the court just reminded

25

us in the Raise the Wage thing that we got the other day
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1

that mandatory requirements need to be followed.

2

the question for the Board is whether this "amendment to

3

constitution" without the "the," which is what the statute

4

refers to, is a mandatory requirement that needs to be

5

followed.

6

haven't had this particular question come before the Board,

7

before the court so I don't have an answer on that.

8
9

So I guess

And we haven't had -- as far as I know, we

MR. SHINKLE:

Okay.

Let me refer back to our

original witness on this, Olivia Flower.

10

OLIVIA FLOWER

11

MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

If I could just offer a short

12

rebuttal?

13

plain language of the statute in order to approve the

14

petition as we proposed it.

15

by Counselor Doster was for a party petition.

16

the type of petition at issue here.

17

subsection (4) that describes the statement, it also

18

provides in the last parenthetical "other appropriate

19

description."

20

substantively change any of that sentence also would qualify

21

as an appropriate description.

22

complicated reason why this petition is misleading, but the

23

plain language of the statute provides that approval is

24

appropriate.

25

The Board doesn't even need to depart from the

The Tea Party example offered
That is not

If you look at

The addition of an article here that does not

You've been offered a very

Do you have any questions?

MR. SHINKLE:

Are you saying "other appropriate
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1

description" would then amend the words "amendment to

2

constitution"?

3

MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

No.

"Amendment to

4

constitution" of course would satisfy the plain language of

5

the statute itself, but "amendment to the constitution" is

6

also an other appropriate description that satisfies.

7
8
9

MR. SHINKLE:

So "other appropriate description"

refers to the three right in front of it?
MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

It doesn't modify.

It

10

provides that to the extent that there is an other

11

appropriate description that also meets the Michigan

12

election law standards, that that -- that approval would be

13

appropriate.

14

MR. DAUNT:

So I've been really clear in my time

15

on the Board what does the law say.

16

minute gamesmanship tends to get under my skin.

17

does the law say?

18

highlighted "amendment to constitution" as though this was

19

pulled from an actual statute.

20

this language pulled from the statute?

Some of this last
But what

And what is in front of me right now is

21

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

22

MR. DAUNT:

23

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

24

MR. DAUNT:

25

do you have something I can --

Is -- is that the case?

Was

(Nodding head in affirmative)

Mr. Doster is shaking his head.
Yes, it was.

The section you're referring to is --
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MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

It's just the

actual statute printed out.

3

MS. BRADSHAW:

4

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

5

MR. SHINKLE:

6
7

May I approach?

Last parentheses.
If I may respond?

Yeah.

Go ahead.

ERIC DOSTER
MR. ERIC DOSTER:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

8

Absolutely, in answer to Tony, Mr. Daunt's questions.

9

that is from statute.

Yes,

And the statute does have a

10

parenthetical that says other -- what? -- "other appropriate

11

designation."

12

other -- that parenthetical about "other appropriate

13

designation" is in there is because Section 488 -- which

14

is -- I don't have -- I did not provide to you.

15

talks about local ballot petitions.

16

refers to Section 482 for the form of the local ballot

17

questions.

18

establishment of medical marijuana ordinances, referendum on

19

ordinances, you know.

20

where I -- you know, that I have to comply with the terms of

21

Section 482.

22

The reason why that parenthet- -- that

Section 488

And it says that -- it

And local ballot questions are, you know,

I've got a number of them right now

So that's why that parenthetical is there.

And that's why if you look at the Bureau's

23

instructions that I've provided, it doesn't say "other

24

appropriate," a description on there.

25

the Bureau is limiting its instructions to statewide
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initiatives, referendum or constitutional amendments.

2

when you're dealing with those three items, your only three

3

statutory descriptions are "amendment to constitution,"

4

"initiation of legislation," "referendum of legislation."

5

You can't add or subtract from those.

6

would respectfully suggest that this Board not succumb to

7

the "other appropriate description" to be as -- allow you to

8

change the description at will.

9

very clear.

10

And

And so that's why I

You can't.

The statute is

And, again, we've heard about strict compliance

11

and this Board's authority.

12

authority once presented to it to approve the form of

13

petition that does not comply with the statutory language.

14

You're not a legislature.

15

can add or subtract.

16
17
18
19
20
21

Yeah.

MR. DAUNT:

This came before us February 11th.

I

mean, why wasn't this brought up then?
MR. ERIC DOSTER:
the web site.

Their petition wasn't posted on

It was filed on March 7th.

MR. DAUNT:

23

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

25

Tony, you have anything to

What do you got in front of you?

22

24

You can't decide which word you

I'll happy take any other questions.

MR. SHINKLE:
follow up on that?

This Board doesn't have the

So -March 7th is what I've got

stamped here.
MR. BRATER:

The previous version that was
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considered in February was also posted on our web site prior

2

to that meeting.

3

MS. GUREWITZ:

4

MR. BRATER:

I'm sorry.

I'm sorry.

What?

The previous version that

5

was filed for approval in the February meeting was also

6

posted on the web site just for the record.

7

MS. BRADSHAW:

And the only difference, Director

8

Brater, is the fact that the last page has an eight-point

9

union bug on it; is that correct?

10

MR. BRATER:

11

I should verify that.

Yes.

12

MS. BRADSHAW:

13

MR. BRATER:

14

Is that correct, Adam?

Sorry.

I'm sorry.

That's my understanding, that's

correct.

15

MR. FRACASSI:

16

MR. BRATER:

17

MS. GUREWITZ:

18

MR. SHINKLE:

19

MS. GUREWITZ:

At least for what we check, yes.

As far as we're aware, yes.
I'd like to speak to this, please.
Sure go ahead, Mary Ellen.
Yeah.

I notice that the -- I am

20

irritated, although not as often as Mr. Daunt because I

21

haven't been on -- I haven't been on the Board as long.

22

I, too, find this last minute gamesmanship irritating.

23

MR. DAUNT:

24

MS. GUREWITZ:

25

But

I have a type.
And to make a complaint about the

language of the petition this time when we looked at it last
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time and the petition had the same language, really shows a

2

lot of disrespect I think to the process.

3

well, that Section 168.482 requires that the petition

4

heading be "Amendment to the Constitution."

5

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

6

MS. GUREWITZ:

But I notice,

That is correct.

The reference -- and there is a

7

"the."

8

simply references the lang- -- whatever it is, an amendment

9

to the constitution, a referendum or an initiative so that

The definite article is there.

And that the warning

10

the variance is utterly immaterial.

11

frankly, offensive for you to come back the second time

12

looking for a different reason to object to the petition

13

which you saw, which was reviewed by the Board previously.

14

So I think that your -- your complaint is utterly meritless.

15

MR. SHINKLE:

16

MR. ERIC DOSTER:

And it is, quite

Any comments, Mr. Doster?
Again, I'll -- this petition was

17

posted on March 7th after your last Board meeting.

18

or not it was the same language or different language

19

previously, the sponsors had an opportunity to have the same

20

language or not have the same language.

21

control.

22

approval as to form, so am I -- I take it by Member

23

Gurewitz's comments that I just can't speak today because I

24

didn't speak on something that may or may not have occurred

25

on February 11.

Whether

That's out of my

So this is the time and date for discussion as to

But the fact remains despite on those last
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few comments this Board doesn't have authority to approve of

2

a form of petition that is contrary to the statutory form.

3

Whether or not you deem it to be significant or

4

insignificant, that's not your call, that's the

5

legislature's call.

So thank you very much.

6

MR. SHINKLE:

7

MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

8

MR. SHINKLE:

9
10

Okay.

All set?
Can I close?

Yeah, sure come on up.

OLIVIA FLOWER
MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

So in his final argument

11

Counselor Doster essentially asked you to inquire as to the

12

intent of why Section (4) was written the way it was.

13

do not need to do that when the plain language of the

14

statute clearly allows for constitution or other appropriate

15

description as we've provided here.

16

MR. SHINKLE:

Okay.

17

MR. BRATER:

Sorry.

18
19

What's the Board's pleasure?
I'm sorry, Chair Shinkle.

MR. SHINKLE:

Oh.

On the petition in front of us

here, reproductive rights, Mr. Gallant, you out there?

21

floor is yours.

23

We

do have -- Mr. Gallant wishes to speak on this.

20

22

You

The

JAMES GALLANT
MR. JAMES GALLANT:

Yes.

Well, as exactly why my

24

position, again, which I agreed with the member that said

25

that she's concerned about the disrespect to the process and
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1

so am I, absolutely.

2

there's now a rule, apparently the people comment rule -- or

3

the public comment rule is three minute at the discretion of

4

the chair.

5

reasonable opportunity for public comment under approved

6

rule and "discretion of the chair" is a nondescript rule

7

which is not appropriate.

8

minutes and what.

9

Because somebody was saying that

In fact the Open Meetings Act requires a

It just needs to be a rule; three

And as you see right now, there's no motion

10

pending when you started debate.

11

the floor to Mr. Brater, the staff, to give his report and

12

recommendation which starts the debate, just move right on,

13

keep going, keep going, keep going 'til you negotiate a

14

motion at the end.

15

say, you just said it again, "and is there any further

16

discussion," which, of course, there isn't really going to

17

be much of any substance because you already had all the

18

discussion before you made the motion which is un-American.

19

You continuously assign

And then, Mr. Chair, you continue to

That's why the Michigan election processes is

20

flawed, is fundamentally flawed.

21

folks created much of this.

22

you showed up here, you got appointed to this Board so you

23

just, okay, let's do it that way.

24

here and you followed.

25

And I don't think you

It's just it was that way when

That's the way we do it

Well, Mr. Fracassi is having a hard time finding
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1

the rules of procedure.

2

say there isn't none.

3

there is and that wasn't in there."

4

attorney general lady there to maybe comment on are there

5

rules of procedure for this Board, what are they and where

6

are they and why aren't they codified and why does nobody

7

know and where does that you have a motion -- you know, you

8

have all these things that you can do, these rights that you

9

have, except nobody's acknowledging any rules here.

He said there isn't.

But he didn't

He just said "we gave you everything
So we need to get the

And so

10

the whole system is just -- like General Henry Robert said,

11

where there is no law and everybody just does what they

12

want, there is the least amount of liberty.

13

least amount of liberty in the United States is in the

14

election processes in the Department of State of the state

15

of Michigan.

16

So there's the

And everybody's just doing whatever they want.

You act like it's not your problem that those

17

people aren't following the rules and it's not really your

18

problem that you're not following the rules.

19

believe is disrespectful to the process.

20

asking you for a complete, procedural audit of the

21

parliamentary procedures used to effectuate these elections.

22

It's like you don't even want to know and I'm assuming why

23

you don't want to know because that's going to not shed a

24

very favorable light upon you yourself.

25

conflict of interest kind of like the Secretary of State
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1

conflict of interest in auditing the elections that she

2

supervised, conflict of interest.

3

So please vote to refer this issue to the Attorney

4

General Dana Nessel, not the lady sitting there making some

5

on the fly --

6

MR. SHINKLE:

Okay.

Any questions of the witness?

7

Seeing none, what's the Board's pleasure on the issue?

8

think we're done with witnesses.

9
10

MS. GUREWITZ:

I

Mr. Shinkle, could I direct a

question --

11

MR. SHINKLE:

12

MS. GUREWITZ:

Yes; sure.
-- to our attorney?

Our approval

13

as to form does not preclude anyone from subsequently

14

objecting to the form; isn't that true?

15

MS. MEINGAST:

That's correct.

16

MS. GUREWITZ:

So if Mr. Doster wanted to go to --

17

wanted to bring a challenge to this petition based upon the

18

inclusion of the definite article under the warning, he

19

would be free to do so?

20

MS. MEINGAST:

21

very often.

22

bring a challenge --

23
24
25

That's correct.

Doesn't happen

Usually we do it up front, but, yes, you could

MR. SHINKLE:

But if we wanted to, we could

approve the form today with or without the "the" in it?
MS. MEINGAST:

Yes.
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1

people can come in when it's the certification stage and

2

launch challenges there as well.

3

MR. DAUNT:

And we have in the past done

4

conditional on fixing items.

5

bug.

6

MR. SHINKLE:

7

MS. BRADSHAW:

8

We did several related to the

Yeah.
I have a question if I may, Mr.

Chair?

9

MR. SHINKLE:

10

Sure.

MS. BRADSHAW:

Have we -- in the past, has this

11

Board approved "amendments to the constitution" with that

12

wording?

13

With "the" in it?
MR. BRATER:

Yes.

The -- for example, the Promote

14

the Vote 2022 amendment had the "the" in there.

15

Board has approved these before.

16

prior to that offhand.

17

MR. DAUNT:

So the

I don't know going back

And that issue also came up related to

18

the union label where in the issue at hand, my reason for

19

voting not to approve was that it was something that had

20

then been brought to our attention.

21

legitimate, interpretative issue at hand relating this other

22

appropriate description matter and what it applies to.

23

this -- the back page is related to information from the

24

Bureau, this is what's in the statute, it clearly states

25

"amendment to constitution."
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However, it does state "amendment to constitution" and same

2

with the label, this is something that has been brought to

3

our attention, I think needs clarification.

4

for us to get done with this to provide conditional approval

5

so that they have approval, they change that issue and they

6

move forward.

7

without delay and waiting additional time for the court,

8

which I'm certain Mr. Brewer or whomever will go to court if

9

this Board does not approve.

10

I would suggest

That to me is the surest way to get this done

MS. BRADSHAW:

So --

I think it would be up to -- I

11

think it would be up to the proponents of this to accept if

12

that's what you're saying for it to pass this Board is on a

13

conditional motion.

14

has to be where the -- where there --

15
16
17
18
19
20

MR. DAUNT:

But I think it also has to be -- that

Certainly would like to hear from

them, yes.
MS. BRADSHAW:

can make the decision for them, Tony.
MR. DAUNT:

Have enough trouble making decisions

for myself.

21

MR. SHINKLE:

22

MS. GUREWITZ:

23

Yeah, that's -- I don't think you

Okay.
Mr. Shinkle, I want to direct

another question --

24

MR. SHINKLE:

Go ahead, Mary Ellen.

25

MS. GUREWITZ:

-- to our attorney.
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"the" were crossed out on the petition which was then

2

circulated, would that be acceptable?

3

MS. MEINGAST:

Member Gurewitz, I'm not sure I

4

know the answer to that.

5

strikeouts on text of petition.

6

MR. BRATER:

Maybe Jonathan or Adam has seen

Well, that would be a slightly

7

different situation because in that case they would be

8

altering the petition that had been approved; the form of

9

petition that had been approved.

So I'm not 100 percent

10

sure how I would handle that, but I would say likely we

11

would not accept that because it wouldn't be the form that

12

we had approved and also wouldn't have been the form that

13

was submitted to us under the separate Section 43(a) which

14

requires them to give us a copy of the petition before they

15

circulate.

16

MS. GUREWITZ:

But if the form were submitted to

17

you with the understanding that the word "the" would be

18

struck on the petitions which have been printed, then our

19

approval of the form, the conditional approval of the form

20

with the understanding that that word would be struck on the

21

already printed petitions would be -- seems to me would be

22

sufficient to satisfy the concerns that have been expressed

23

by Mr. Daunt.

24

understanding that the word "the" would be crossed out on

25

the petitions.

So we could approve the petition with the
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I think remove.

I think that that opens up, though, to

3

further issues down the road not just related to this, but

4

any where people can claim, "well, we realized it later in

5

the game so we fixed it and you guys were okay with that;

6

right?"

7

where, again, the law states this, regardless of what we've

8

done previously.

9

this isn't a delay -- this doesn't lead to additional

And putting us kind of back in positions like this

So my suggestion is -- and, again, so that

10

delay -- if the sponsor would like to speak on this, that we

11

provide them conditional employment -- approval to fix that

12

issue and then it's off the Board, it doesn't go to court

13

either now or later in the process.

14

I would -- as I said, Mr. Brewer I assume would take this to

15

court if we didn't approve.

16

Mr. Doster and the folks that he is working for would seek

17

to take this to court to clarify what we've done, so --

18

MS. BRADSHAW:

Because, again,

I would assume if we approve

But it doesn't change the fact that

19

the recommendation of the Bureau is to approve.

20

assuming that's -- I mean, the recommendation from the

21

Bureau is to approve this petition as presented in front of

22

us today on -- that was submitted on March 7th, to form?

23

MR. BRATER:

I'm

That is our recommendation.

I would

24

not object to a conditional approval as Mr. Daunt described.

25

Obviously the petition sponsor is -- I would advise getting
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But either one of those would be

Okay.

Olivia Flower?

You got the

mic.

5

OLIVIA FLOWER

6

MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

So we'd be prepared to ask for

7

conditional approval under the -- with the understanding

8

that we would submit a revised petition without the "article

9

'the'" and an affidavit -- and a printer's affidavit, and

10

then deal with any petitions that have been separately

11

circulated with the word "the" separately.

12

what we would -- yeah.

13

MR. SHINKLE:

14

MR. DAUNT:

Okay.

Moving forward.

I heard somebody sigh as though they

were going to speak over there.

17
18

Good.

Do you want to make a motion, Tony?

15
16

Okay.

That would be

MS. BRADSHAW:

The mic's are really good at

picking that up.

19

MR. SHINKLE:

20

MR. DAUNT:

Any discussion?

If there wasn't, then I think I can on

21

the fly.

22

constitutional amendment submitted by Reproductive Freedom

23

For All provided the sponsors correct the illegal typo prior

24

to circulation with the understanding that the Board's

25

approval does not extend to the substance of the proposal

I move that the Board approve the form of the
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1

which appears on the petition or the manner in which the

2

proposal language is affixed to the petition.

3

sufficient?

4
5
6

MR. SHINKLE:

Correct the typo?

Is that

Well, it's a

typo.
MS. OLIVIA FLOWER:

Can we just ask that the

7

description that's reflected in the record is not that it is

8

an illegal typo?

9

MR. DAUNT:

Sure.

10

MR. SHINKLE:

11

MR. DAUNT:

12

MR. SHINKLE:

Typo.

Just say "typo."

Typo, yes.
Take out the word "illegal."

13

Correct the typo.

14

And, Tony, just read the first half of it again before

15

the -- with the understanding corrected.

16
17

Okay.

MR. DAUNT:

There's a motion on the floor.

I'm just going to read it all again

because I don't understand.

18

MR. SHINKLE:

19

MR. DAUNT:

Sure.

I move that the Board approve the form

20

of the constitutional amendment submitted by Reproductive

21

Freedom For All provided sponsors correct the typo prior to

22

circulation with the understanding that the Board's approval

23

does not extend to the substance of the proposal which

24

appears on the petition or the manner in which the proposal

25

language is affixed to the petition.
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Very good.

I'll support that.

Further discussion on the motion, is there any?

3

MS. GUREWITZ:

I'm not sure that it's appropriate

4

to characterize it as a typo.

5

accurately be described as conditioned upon the petition

6

sponsor removing from the petition the definite article

7

"the" on the petition language by the warning.

8

specific.

9

it's easier to characterize it as such, but I think that we

I think that it would more

I don't think this is a typo.

So it's very

I understand that

10

need to be very specific about the approval that we would be

11

giving.

12

MR. DAUNT:

13

MS. GUREWITZ:

14

MR. DAUNT:

15

MS. GUREWITZ:

16
17
18

So removal of?

Okay.
-- before the word "constitution"

on the "we, the undersigned" sentence.
MR. DAUNT:

I'm completely fine with that.

Do I

need to restate --

19

MR. SHINKLE:

20

MR. DAUNT:

21

MR. SHINKLE:

22

MS. MEINGAST:

23

MR. DAUNT:

24

MR. SHINKLE:

25

The definite article "the" --

Oh, yeah.

-- or is the amendment as provided -Yes.

Start --

(Nodding head in affirmative)

-- Heather's shaking her head.
Start with removing your motion you
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Mr. Chair, I wish to withdraw the

previous motion.

3

MR. SHINKLE:

4

agree with that.

5

say, Tony?

6

And as the support of that I will

So let's have a new motion.

MR. DAUNT:

What do you

I'm going to try this again.

And,

7

Mary Ellen, please feel free to say.

8

approve the form of the constitutional amendment submitted

9

by Reproductive Freedom For All provided sponsors remove the

I move that the Board

10

definite article "the" prior to the word "constitution" in

11

the "we, the undersigned" sentence with -- "we, the

12

undersigned" sentence prior to circulation with the

13

understanding that the Board's approval does not extend to

14

the substance of the proposal which appears on the petition,

15

the manner in which the proposal language is affixed to the

16

petition.

17

MR. SHINKLE:

18

MS. BRADSHAW:

19

MR. DAUNT:

21

MS. BRADSHAW:

Oh, no.
That we add the word "conditionally

approve," please?

23

MR. DAUNT:

24

MR. SHINKLE:

25

Mr. Daunt, may I make a friendly

amendment?

20

22

Okay.

Okay.
And where would that "conditionally"

go?
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MS. BRADSHAW:

So the -- "I move that the Board

conditionally approve" because it is a conditional approval.

3

MR. SHINKLE:

4

MR. DAUNT:

5

MR. BRATER:

6

March 23, 2022

Oh, right.

Yup.
Could we have Adam re-read the motion

into the record as amendment?

7

MR. DAUNT:

8

MR. SHINKLE:

9

MR. FRACASSI:

That's a great idea.
Yeah.
I typed, so let me know if I got

10

something wrong.

11

motion by -- a motion by Member Daunt that says,

Okay.

So what I have written down is

12

"I move that the Board of State Canvassers

13

conditionally approve the form of the constitutional

14

amendment submitted by Reproductive Freedom For All

15

provided sponsors remove the definite article 'the'

16

prior to the word 'constitution' in the 'we, the

17

undersigned' sentence prior to circulation with the

18

understanding that the Board's approval does not extend

19

to, one, the substance of the proposal which appears on

20

the petition or, two, the manner in which the proposal

21

language is affixed to the petition."

22

MR. DAUNT:

23

MR. FRACASSI:

Thank you.

24

MS. GUREWITZ:

Support.

25

MR. SHINKLE:

Perfect.

It's been moved and supported.
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1

Further discussion?

2

That's good.

3

motion signify by saying "aye."

Is there any?

Let's have a vote.

4

MR. DAUNT:

5

MR. SHINKLE:

6

MS. GUREWITZ:

7

MR. SHINKLE:

8

MS. BRADSHAW:

9

MR. SHINKLE:

10

Nothing in the audience.

All those in favor of the

Aye.
Aye.
Aye.
All those opposed?
Nay.
The motion carries.

Oh, sorry.

There is one no vote.

11

MS. BRADSHAW:

12

MR. SHINKLE:

13

MS. BRADSHAW:

14

MR. SHINKLE:

Yes.
Jeannette is a vote.
I am no vote.
Three to one.

And you've got a no

15

vote explanation on the record from before, I think,

16

Jeannette, so --

17

MS. BRADSHAW:

18

MR. SHINKLE:

19

(Whereupon motion passed at 11:06 a.m.)

20

MR. SHINKLE:

I do.
Yeah, okay.

We're going on to number eight.

21

Jonathan?

22

petition submitted by Raise the Wage.

23

we here?

24
25

Let me find my agenda again here.

MR. BRATER:

Initiative

Jonathan, where are

Thank you, Chair Shinkle.

So I

believe this is the same issue -- right? -- as the previous
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SPONSORING A STATEWIDE INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM
OR CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PETITION
The Michigan Constitution provides:
“The people reserve to themselves the power to propose laws and to
enact and reject laws, called the initiative, and the power to approve or
reject laws enacted by the legislature, called the referendum.” Article 2, §
9 of the 1963 Michigan Constitution.
“Amendments may be proposed to this constitution by petition of the
registered electors of this state.” Article 12, § 2 of the 1963 Michigan
Constitution.
These rights are invoked through the statewide ballot proposal petitioning process,
which is governed by the Michigan Election Law and overseen by the Secretary of State
and Board of State Canvassers. Once a petition is filed with the Secretary of State,
signatures are subjected to a verification process and the Board of State Canvassers
determines whether the petition contains enough valid signatures to qualify for
placement on the ballot at the next even-year, general November election.
This publication outlines legal requirements and provides guidance to those interested
in launching a petition drive to initiate new legislation, amend or repeal existing laws,
subject newly enacted laws to a referendum vote, or amend the state constitution.
There are different filing deadlines in effect for the 2021-2022 election cycle. This guide
also highlights best practices which, although not legally required, are offered so that
sponsors may minimize the risk that an error could disqualify the petition.
Legislative changes enacted in late 2018 and subsequent legal developments in 20192020 altered the process for preparing and circulating statewide ballot proposal
petitions. Public Act 608 of 2018 included changes in the petition format, established a
ceiling on the number of voters in a single Congressional district who could sign a
petition, and imposed additional regulatory requirements on paid petition circulators. On
January 24, 2022, the Michigan Supreme Court issued its opinion in League of Women
Voters of Michigan v. Secretary of State, Case No. 163711, finding provisions of the law
constitutional and other provisions unconstitutional.
Importantly, the Michigan Supreme Court concluded that its decision, as it relates to the
petition form requirements, would not have retroactive effect and would not be applied
to signatures obtained before January 24, 2022. However, “any signature gathered
after January 24, 2022 must be on a petition that conforms to the requirements of
MCL 168.482(7).” Id. (emphasis added). Therefore, as of January 24, 2022, petition
1

sponsors must ensure that the form of their petition contains the paid circulator
check box. Signatures on petition sheets without the check box obtained after
January 24, 2022 will be rejected.
We appreciate your interest in the statewide ballot proposal petition circulation process.
If you have any questions regarding this publication, contact the Michigan Department
of State, Bureau of Elections, at (517) 335–3234 or Elections@Michigan.gov, and visit
our website www.Michigan.gov/Elections. Correspondence may be mailed, hand
delivered, or sent via overnight delivery to the Richard H. Austin Building – 1st Floor, 430
West Allegan Street, Lansing, Michigan 48933. Be sure to call ahead and schedule
an appointment before visiting in-person as office staffing is limited due to COVID.
Statewide proposal sponsors are subject to the registration and reporting requirements
of the Michigan Campaign Finance Act. For questions regarding the these obligations,
please refer to the publication, Getting Started as a Ballot Question Committee or email
Disclosure@Michigan.gov.
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GENERAL UPDATES
On February 11, 2022, the Board of State Canvassers voted 2-2 to reject approval as to
form of initiative petitions that included a union label with text that is not in 8-point type
face, basing the decision on the requirement in MCL 168.482 that petition sheets
comply with MCL168.544c’s requirement for 8-point typeface on initiative petitions.
The Bureau of Elections has previously recommended for approval as to form petition
sheets with a union label without evaluating the typeface size on any text contained
within the label. The Bureau will continue to recommend for approval petition sheets
with union labels without respect to typeface; however, these petitions might not be
approved as to form by the Board. The Michigan Department of State has requested an
Attorney General opinion on the question of whether MCL 168.544c typeface
requirements apply to text contained within union labels.
Petition circulators should consult with legal counsel on whether to submit signatures on
petition sheets including union labels with non-8 point type that were approved as to
form prior to February 11, 2022; and whether to circulate or submit signatures on sheets
with union labels with non-8 point type after February 11, 2022.
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SECTION I: OVERVIEW
Important Note: Legislative changes enacted in late 2018 and subsequent legal
developments altered the process for preparing and circulating statewide ballot proposal
petitions. Among other changes, Public Act 608 of 2018 modified the petition format and
signature gathering process. The Michigan Supreme Court in League of Women Voters
of Michigan v. Secretary of State has declared many provisions of the law
unconstitutional.
A summary of the legislative changes and the Court’s opinion and order regarding their
enforceability follows:
Proposed Requirement (2018 PA 608)
15% cap on the number of signatures
gathered in a single congressional district
Circulation of petition sheets on a
congressional district form
Disclosure of circulator’s paid or volunteer
status on petition form
Pre-circulation filing of paid circulator’s
affidavit
Invalidation of petition signatures if circulator
provides false or fraudulent information
Invalidation of petition signatures if petition
form does not comply with legal requirements
Invalidation of petition signatures that are not
signed in the circulator’s presence
Optional approval of the content of the petition
summary by the Board of State Canvassers
Filing of lawsuit in the Supreme Court to
challenge a determination regarding the
sufficiency or insufficiency of a petition
Mandate to prioritize such lawsuits on the
Supreme Court’s docket

Supreme Court
Opinion & Order
Unconstitutional
Unconstitutional
Constitutional
Unconstitutional
Constitutional
Constitutional
Constitutional
Constitutional

Citation
MCL 168.471, 168.477, and 168.482(4)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482(4) and 168.544d
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482(7) and 168.482c
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(1) and (2)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(3)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(4)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(5)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482b(1)
as amended by 2018 PA 608

Constitutional

MCL 168.479(2)
as amended by 2018 PA 608

Unconstitutional

MCL 168.479(2)
as amended by 2018 PA 608

The instructions provided in this publication are consistent with the Opinion and
Order of the Michigan Supreme Court and describe the requirements of Public
Act 608 that the Court concluded are constitutional and enforceable.
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In its opinion and order, the Michigan Supreme Court concluded that its decision,
as it relates to the petition format requirements, would not apply to signatures
gathered before January 24, 2022. However, “any signature gathered after
January 24, 2022, must be on a petition that conforms to the requirements of MCL
168.482(7).” League of Women Voters of Michigan v. Secretary of State.
Therefore, as of January 24, 2022, petition sponsors must ensure that the form of
their petition contains the paid circulator check box. Signatures obtained on
petition sheets without the check box after January 24, 2022 will be rejected.
Petition sponsors must exercise extreme caution to ensure that all legal
requirements are met.
Refer to this link often; any updates to this publication necessitated will include
the date on which the revised instructions became effective.

A. 2022 Filing Deadlines and Signature Requirements
Upcoming deadlines for filing an initiative, referendum, or constitutional amendment
petition are listed below, along with the minimum number of valid signatures required for
each type of petition. See MCL 168.471; 1963 Constitution Article 2, § 9; 1963
Constitution Art. 12, § 2.
TYPE OF PETITION

FILING DEADLINE

SIGNATURE
REQUIREMENT 1

Initiative to create new or
amend existing legislation

June 1, 2022 at 5:00 pm

340,047

Initiative to amend the
State Constitution

July 11, 2022 at 5:00 pm

425,059

Referendum on legislation

90th day following the final
adjournment of the legislative
session at which the law was
enacted, 2 at 5:00 pm

212,530

Best Practice: Petition sponsors are strongly encouraged to gather and submit a
significant number of signatures in excess of the minimum number required, due to the
likelihood that some petition signer entries or whole petition sheets may be found invalid
during the verification process.

The minimum number of valid signatures required for each petition type is based on the total number of
votes cast for all candidates for Governor at the most recent gubernatorial election.
2 For legislation enacted in 2020, the filing deadline was March 23, 2021, the 90th day following the final
adjournment of the legislature, which occurred on December 23, 2020. See SCR No. 38 (2020).
1
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Please note, petition sponsors may only submit all the signatures intended to be
considered for filing once; supplemental signatures are not permitted to be filed after the
initial submission. MCL 168.475(2).
B. Consultations Regarding Technical Form Requirements
As a service to those interested in launching an initiative, referendum or constitutional
amendment petition drive, the Michigan Department of State’s Bureau of Elections
offers its staff for consultations on the various petition formatting requirements, provided
that the petition sponsor intends to submit the petition to the Board of State Canvassers
for approval as to form.
Please note that while staff consultations include a thorough review of whether the
petition complies with the technical formatting requirements described below, the
following features are not subject to staff review and are solely the responsibility of the
petition sponsor: the substance of the proposal which appears on the petition, the
substance of the summary of the proposal which appears on the signature side of the
petition (except as noted below), whether the petition properly identifies provisions of
the existing Constitution which may be altered or abrogated by a proposed
constitutional amendment, and the manner in which the proposal language is affixed to
the petition.
Best Practice: Petition sponsors are urged to confer with their own legal counsel for
advice regarding these aspects of their proposal prior to engaging in the consultation
process.
Note that under Michigan election law, if a statewide proposal petition does not comply
with all the requirements of the Michigan Election Law, signatures submitted on the
petition will be considered invalid and not counted. MCL 168.482a(4).
C. Mandatory Pre-Circulation Petition Filing Requirement
Proponents of initiative and constitutional amendment petitions are required to submit a
copy of their petition (or amended petition) to the Secretary of State prior to circulating
the petition. MCL 168.483a. This requirement applies to every petition to initiate
legislation or amend the constitution, even if the sponsor does not intend to submit the
petition to the Board of State Canvassers as part of the optional “approval as to form”
process (described below). Please note, any changes made to the petition after the
initial submission to the Secretary of State must be submitted as an amended petition.
Copies of each initiative, referendum and constitutional amendment petition submitted
in accordance with MCL 168.483a will be posted on the Secretary of State’s website,
www.Michigan.gov/Elections.
Campaign Finance Requirements: State level ballot question committees supporting
or opposing a statewide ballot proposal must file a petition proposal campaign
statement which is triggered upon the filing of the petition form under section 483a.
MCL 169.234. The petition proposal campaign statement is due 35 days after the 483a
filing.
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FILING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Submit 15 printer’s proof copies of the petition. Materials must be sent to the
Secretary of State in care of the Bureau of Elections, Richard H. Austin Building,
430 West Allegan Street, 1st Floor, Lansing, Michigan 48918. This address may
be used for hand delivery, overnight delivery, or U.S. Mail.
2. Email an electronically generated pdf of the petition to Elections@Michigan.gov.
In the subject line of the email message, please indicate, “483a – Petition
Attached.”
Best Practice: Petition sponsors should ask the printer of the petition to sign the
attached Printer’s Affidavit in the presence of a notary public and retain a copy as
evidence of compliance with the type size and text requirements of the Michigan
Election Law.
D. Optional Pre-Circulation Process for “Approval of the Content of the Petition
Summary”
The sponsor may submit the summary of the purpose of the petition to the Board of
State Canvassers for approval of the content of the summary, using the procedure
described in this section. MCL 168.482b. If the sponsor avails itself of this optional
process, a summary of the proposal’s purpose stated in not more than 100 words must
be prepared by the Director of Elections; the summary will consist of a true and impartial
statement in language that does not create prejudice for or against the proposal. MCL
168.482b(2). The summary must also inform signers of the subject matter of the petition
but need not be legally precise, and must use words having a common, everyday
meaning to the general public. Id.
The summary prepared by the Director of Elections will be presented to the Board of
State Canvassers at an open meeting; the Board must approve or reject the content of
the summary within 30 days of its submission by the petition sponsor. MCL
168.482b(1).
If the Board of State Canvassers approves the summary as prepared by the Director of
Elections, the sponsor must print the full text of the approved summary in the heading of
the petition and the Board will be barred from considering a subsequent challenge
alleging that the summary is misleading or deceptive. Id.
Additionally, note that the Director of Elections and Board of State Canvassers are
authorized to draft and approve ballot language that differs from the petition summary
adopted under this procedure. Op Atty Gen No 7310 (May 22, 2019).
Best Practice: Note that due to the legal requirement that the petition sponsor must
print the approved petition summary in the heading of the petition and the possibility that
the Director of Elections’ proposed summary may be modified during the Board
meeting, it may not be possible for the petition sponsor to simultaneously obtain
“approval of the content of the petition summary” and “approval as to form” at the same
Board meeting. Sponsors must plan accordingly.
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FILING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Submit the full text of the statewide proposal with a cover letter clearly stating
that the petition sponsor is seeking the approval of the content of the petition
summary. If the proposal will be presented as a constitutional amendment, the
submission must include sections of the existing constitution which would be
altered or abrogated by the proposal if adopted. Note that the request for
approval of the content of the summary must be made before the petition is
printed for circulation. Materials must be mailed, hand delivered, or sent via
overnight delivery to the Secretary of State in care of the Bureau of Elections,
Richard H. Austin Building, 430 West Allegan Street, 1st Floor, Lansing, Michigan
48918.
2. The sponsor may provide with its submission its own preferred language for the
summary of the petition, but the Director of Elections and Board of State
Canvassers are not obligated to approve the sponsor’s summary.
E. Optional Pre-Circulation “Approval as To Form” Process
Sponsors of petitions to initiate legislation, amend the constitution, or invoke the right of
referendum are urged to submit a proof copy of the petition to the Board of State
Canvassers for approval as to form prior to the circulation of the petition.
Best Practice: Although Michigan election law does not require the sponsor of a
statewide proposal petition to seek pre-approval of the petition form, such approval
greatly reduces the risk that signatures collected on the form will be ruled invalid due to
formatting defects.
Upon determining through the staff consultation process that an initiative or referendum
petition is properly formatted, it is submitted to the Board of State Canvassers for
approval as to form. The Board’s approval process does not include a review of the
language of the proposed initiated law, constitutional amendment or referendum, the
manner in which the proposal language is affixed to the petition, or consideration of
whether the petition properly identifies provisions of the existing Constitution which may
be altered or abrogated by a proposed constitutional amendment. Furthermore, the
Board’s approval as to form does not include a review of the substance of the summary
of the proposal, unless the sponsor avails itself of the optional process for approving the
content of the petition summary (described above).
Please note, staff consultations regarding compliance with the technical formatting
requirements are only available to petition sponsors who intend to participate in this
optional approval as to form process. The time it takes to complete the consultation
process will vary depending on the type of petition and complexity of the proposal;
sponsors should plan accordingly.
Further, any changes made to the petition after it has been approved as to form by the
Board of State Canvassers must be submitted as an amended petition with a newly
executed Printer’s Affidavit.
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FILING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Complete and sign the attached PRINTER’S AFFIDAVIT in the presence of a
notary public and attach 15 proof copies of the petition. Materials must be sent to
the Board of State Canvassers in care of the Bureau of Elections, Richard H.
Austin Building, 430 West Allegan Street, 1st Floor, Lansing, Michigan 48918.
This address may be used for hand delivery, overnight delivery, or U.S. Mail.
2. Email a pdf of the petition to Elections@Michigan.gov. In the subject line of the
email message, please indicate, “BSC – Petition Attached.”
3. File final proof copies of petition sheets to be circulated, reflecting all necessary
changes identified through the staff consultation process, at least 48 hours prior
to the Board of State Canvassers meeting at which the petition is scheduled to
be considered. If the petition sponsor fails to timely file all the required materials,
the petition will not be placed on the meeting agenda.
F. Circulation on a Countywide Form or City/Township Form
Petitions proposing an initiated law, constitutional amendment or referendum of
legislation may be circulated on a countywide or city/township form. Op Atty Gen No
7310 (May 22, 2019). (Note, Public Act 608’s requirement that statewide proposal
petitions be circulated on a congressional district form was found by the Court of
Appeals to be unconstitutional. Id.)
Best Practice: Petition sponsors are strongly encouraged to check the registration
status, address, and city or township of registration of petition signers against the
Qualified Voter File (QVF) prior to filing. Any petition signer entries found by the sponsor
to be invalid may be crossed out with a line prior to filing.
To obtain a copy of the QVF, follow the instructions on the Qualified Voter File Data
Request Form.
G. Circulation Period
Michigan election law states, “The signature on a petition that proposes an amendment
to the constitution or to initiate legislation shall not be counted if the signature was made
more than 180 days before the petition is filed with the office of the secretary of state.”
MCL 168.472a.
A referendum petition is not subject to the 180-day limitation of MCL 168.472a and can
be circulated from the date the legislation is enacted into law until the filing deadline
imposed under 1963 Constitution, art. 2, § 9 (90 days following the final adjournment of
the legislative session at which the law was enacted).
H. Law Regarding Non-Resident Petition Circulators
Michigan election law authorizes the sponsors of statewide ballot proposals to utilize
petition circulators who are not Michigan residents, provided that the nonresident
circulators agree to accept the jurisdiction of the State of Michigan and service of
10

process upon the Secretary of State or her designated agent. A nonresident circulator
must make a cross or check mark in the box provided on the petition sheet agreeing to
these terms, “otherwise each signature on this petition sheet is invalid and the
signatures will not be counted by a filing official.” MCL 168.544c(1). The format of the
circulator’s certificate is described in Section II below.
I. Invalidation of Signatures if Circulator Provides False or Fraudulent
Information
Under MCL 168.482a(3), (5):
If the circulator of a petition under section 482 provides or uses a false
address or provides any fraudulent information on the certificate of
circulator, any signature obtained by that circulator on that petition is
invalid and must not be counted.
***
Any signature obtained on a petition under section 482 that was not
signed in the circulator’s presence is invalid and must not be counted.
J. Prohibited Conduct
Under MCL 168.482e(1)-(2), it is a misdemeanor for an individual to sign a petition with
a name other than his or her own; make a false statement in a certificate on a petition;
sign a petition as a circulator if the individual did not circulate the petition; or sign a
name as circulator with a name other than his or her own. Additionally, individuals are
prohibited from signing a petition with multiple names. MCL 168.482e(3).
In addition, if an individual signs a petition in violation of the above, any signature by
that individual on the petition is invalid and will not be counted. MCL 168.482e(4).
K. Filing, Canvass and Disposition of Proposal
FILING OF PETITION: Initiative, referendum and constitutional amendment petitions
must be filed with the Secretary of State. MCL 168.471. Upon receipt of the filing, the
Secretary of State must provide notice to the Board of State Canvassers immediately.
MCL 168.475(1).
CANVASS OF PETITION: “Upon receiving notification of the filing of the petitions, the
Board of State Canvassers shall canvass the petitions to ascertain if the petitions have
been signed by the requisite number of qualified and registered electors.” MCL
168.476(1).
VALIDATION OF SIGNATURES BY RANDOM SAMPLING, CHALLENGE
PROCEDURE: The Board of State Canvassers uses a random sampling process to
determine whether initiative, referendum, and constitutional amendment petitions
contain enough valid signatures to warrant certification. The random sampling process
yields two important results: A projection of the number of valid signatures in the entire
filing, and the probability that the sample result accurately determined whether the
petition contains a sufficient number of valid signatures (known as the confidence level).
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There are two different random sampling options: (1) A single-stage process whereby a
relatively large sample is taken (usually 3,000 to 4,000 signatures depending on the
percentage of signatures which must be valid in order for the petition to qualify); or (2) A
two-stage process where a much smaller sample is drawn (approximately 500
signatures), and the result determines (a) whether there is a sufficient level of
confidence to immediately recommend certification or the denial of certification, or (b) if
the result indicates a “close call,” a second random sample must be taken (usually
3,000 to 4,000 signatures) to provide a definitive result with the maximum confidence
level that can be obtained.
Under the Board’s established procedures, staff reviews the entire petition filing sheetby-sheet so that wholly invalid petition sheets can be identified, culled, and excluded
from the “universe” of potentially valid signatures from which the random sample is
drawn. The total number of potentially valid signatures from the universe is entered into
a computer program along with the minimum number of signatures required, the total
number of petition sheets in the universe, and the number of signature lines per sheet.
The program generates a list of signatures (identified by page and line number) that
comprise the random sample.
Copies of signatures selected for the random sample are made available for purchase
to petition sponsors, challengers, and the general public. The deadline for challenging
signatures sampled from an initiative, constitutional amendment, or referendum petition
elapses at 5:00 p.m. on the 10th business day after copies of the sampled signatures
are made available to the public. Challenges must identify the page and line number of
each challenged signature and describe the basis for the challenge (i.e., signer not
registered to vote; signer omitted signature, address, or date of signing; circulator
omitted signature, address, or date of signing; etc.). A challenge alleging that the form
of the petition does not comply with all legal requirements must describe the alleged
defect.
After the random sample is canvassed and any challenges are addressed, a staff report
is prepared and released to the public at least two business days before the Board of
State Canvassers meets to make a final determination regarding the sufficiency of a
petition. The staff report includes an assessment of any challenges and estimate of the
total number of valid signatures contained in the filing based on the validity rate.
INITIATIVE TO CREATE NEW OR AMEND EXISTING LEGISLATION: The Board of
State Canvassers is required to “make an official declaration of the sufficiency or
insufficiency of an initiative petition no later than 100 days[3] before the election at which
the proposal is to be submitted.” MCL 168.477(1). If the Board of State Canvassers
determines that the petition contains enough valid signatures, the state legislature has
40 session days to adopt or reject the proposal; the legislature’s failure to enact the
proposed initiated law results in the proposal’s placement on the ballot at the next
statewide general election. Article 2, § 9 further provides: “The legislature may reject
any measure so proposed by initiative petition and propose a different measure upon
the same subject … and in such event both measures shall be submitted … to the
electors for approval or rejection at the next general election.”
3

In 2022, this deadline elapses on Sunday, July 31, 2022.
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If a majority of the votes cast are in favor of the proposed initiated law and/or any
alternative proposal placed on the ballot by the legislature, the measure goes into effect.
The Michigan Constitution states: “If two or more measures approved by the electors at
the same election conflict, that receiving the highest affirmative vote shall prevail.” 1963
Const, art 2, § 9. Initiated laws become effective ten days after the date the Board of
State Canvassers certifies the official election results. Id.
INITIATIVE TO AMEND THE STATE CONSTITUTION: The Board of State Canvassers
must make an official determination regarding the sufficiency or insufficiency of a
petition to amend the Michigan Constitution “at least 2 months[4] before the election at
which the proposal is to be submitted.” MCL 168.477. If the petition is determined by the
Board of State Canvassers to contain enough valid signatures, the proposed
amendment is placed on ballot at the next statewide general election. 1963 Const art
12, § 2. If approved by a majority of voters voting on the question, the proposed
constitutional amendment goes into effect 45 days following the date of the election at
which it was approved. Id.
REFERENDUM ON LEGISLATION: The Board of State Canvassers is required to
“complete the canvass of a referendum petition within 60 days after the petition is filed
with the Secretary of State, except that 1 15-day extension may be granted by the
Secretary of State if necessary to complete the canvass.” MCL 168.477(2). If the
petition contains enough valid signatures as determined by the Board of State
Canvassers, the implementation of the law involved is suspended pending the
placement of the law on the ballot at the next statewide general election; a majority vote
determines whether the law goes into effect. 1963 Const art 2, § 9, MCL 168.477(2).

4

In 2022, this deadline elapses on Friday, September 9, 2022.
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SECTION II: PETITION FORMAT REQUIREMENTS
Important Note: Legislative changes enacted in late 2018 and subsequent legal
developments altered the process for preparing and circulating statewide ballot proposal
petitions. Among other changes, Public Act 608 of 2018 modified the petition format and
signature gathering process; a subsequent order by the Michigan Supreme Court
concluded that many of Public Act 608’s provisions were unconstitutional.
A summary of the legislative changes and the Court’s opinion and order regarding their
enforceability follows:
Proposed Requirement
15% cap on the number of signatures
gathered in a single congressional district
Circulation of petition sheets on a
congressional district form
Disclosure of circulator’s paid or volunteer
status on petition form
Pre-circulation filing of paid circulator’s
affidavit
Invalidation of petition signatures if circulator
provides false or fraudulent information
Invalidation of petition signatures if petition
form does not comply with legal requirements
Invalidation of petition signatures that are not
signed in the circulator’s presence
Optional approval of the content of the petition
summary by the Board of State Canvassers
Filing of lawsuit in the Supreme Court to
challenge a determination regarding the
sufficiency or insufficiency of a petition
Mandate to prioritize such lawsuits on the
Supreme Court’s docket

Supreme Court’s
Opinion & Order
Unconstitutional
Unconstitutional
Constitutional
Unconstitutional
Constitutional
Constitutional
Constitutional
Constitutional

Citation
MCL 168.471, 168.477, and 168.482(4)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482(4) and 168.544d
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482(7) and 168.482c
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(1) and (2)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(3)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(4)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482a(5)
as amended by 2018 PA 608
MCL 168.482b(1)
as amended by 2018 PA 608

Constitutional

MCL 168.479(2)
as amended by 2018 PA 608

Unconstitutional

MCL 168.479(2)
as amended by 2018 PA 608

The instructions provided in this publication are consistent with the Opinion and
Order of the Michigan Supreme Court and describes the requirements of Public
Act 608 that the Court concluded are constitutional and enforceable.
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In its opinion and order, the Michigan Supreme Court concluded that its decision,
as it relates to the petition format requirements, would not apply to signatures
gathered before January 24, 2022. However, “any signature gathered after
January 24, 2022, must be on a petition that conforms to the requirements of MCL
168.482(7).” League of Women Voters of Michigan v. Secretary of State.
Therefore, as of January 24, 2022, petition sponsors must ensure that the form of
their petition contains the paid circulator check box. Signatures obtained on
petition sheets without the check box after January 24, 2022, will be rejected.
Petition sponsors must exercise extreme caution to ensure that all legal
requirements are met.
Refer to this link often; any updates to this publication necessitated by pending
litigation will include the date on which the revised instructions became effective.

A. Sheet Size
The size of the petition sheet must be 8½ by 14 inches. MCL 168.482(1). The petition
format must be arranged horizontally (i.e., in landscape layout) on the sheet.
If the full text of the constitutional amendment, legislative proposal or legislation being
subjected to a referendum is too lengthy to be printed on the reverse side of the petition
sheet, the language of the petition must be continued on a fold over extension on the
same sheet of paper, like a map. This is frequently referred to as a “bedsheet petition.”
The fold over extension must be attached to the sheet at all times from the time the
petition is placed into circulation through the time of filing. With the extension folded
down and the signature side facing up, the petition must measure 8 ½ inches by 14
inches in size.
The following examples depict methods for folding maps and can be used as a guide for
folding “bedsheet petitions” to comply with the legal-size paper requirement. The blank
part of the map represents the signature side of the petition that will lie face-up after
folding.

Bi-fold (17 x 14 sheet)

Tri-fold or Z-fold
(25.5 x 14 sheet)

Multi-fold or Accordion-fold
(34 x 14 sheet)
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B. NEW: Circulator Payment Status Checkbox
A new check box must appear at the top of the petition sheet indicating whether the
circulator of the petition is a paid signature gatherer or a volunteer signature gatherer.
The statement must be printed in 12-point type on the signature side of the petition
sheet: Recommended language is as follows:
The circulator of this petition is a (mark one): __ paid signature
gatherer
volunteer signature gatherer.
MCL 168.482(7).
C. Circulator Compliance Statement
A new circulator compliance statement must appear at the top of the petition sheet. The
statement must be printed in 12-point type on the signature side of the petition sheet:
If the petition circulator does not comply with all of the requirements of the
Michigan election law for petition circulators, any signature obtained by
that petition circulator on that petition is invalid and will not be counted.
MCL 168.482(8).
D. Identification of Petition Type
One of the following phrases must be printed in capital letters in 14-point boldface type
in the heading of each part of the petition (which includes the signature side of the sheet
and if applicable, the reverse side):

INITIATIVE PETITION
AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
or

INITIATION OF LEGISLATION
or

REFERENDUM OF LEGISLATION
PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION
MCL 168.482(2).
E. Petition Summary
A summary of the purpose of the proposal must be printed in 12-point type following the
identification of the petition type. MCL 168.482(3). This summary must describe the
proposal’s purpose and cannot exceed 100 words in length. Id.
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If preparing a multi-page petition, reprint the summary of the proposal’s purpose in 12point type on the reverse side of the petition sheet, below the identification of petition
type.
F. Presentation of Proposal
The full text of the proposal must be presented in 8-point type as described below. MCL
168.482(3).
1. For a petition that fits on a single-sided 8½ by 14-inch page, print the full text
of the proposal following the summary: The full text of the proposed initiated law,
constitutional amendment, or legislation to be referred must follow the summary and
be printed in 8-point type. MCL 168.482(3). For multi-page petitions, see below.
2. For a multi-page petition, add an instruction for signers to refer to reverse
side: For petitions that require two or more pages, signers must be instructed to
refer to the reverse side for the full text of the proposal; this instruction is provided
following the summary. The full text of the proposal may be presented in single or
dual column format only. Examples include but are not limited to those shown below:
INITIATIVE PETITION EXAMPLES
For the full text of [the law to be amended], see the reverse side of this petition.
[Include the Public Act number, Michigan Compiled Laws citation and
title of the law to be amended.]
For the full text of [the new act], see the reverse side of this petition.
[Include the title of the law to be enacted.]

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PETITION EXAMPLES
For the full text of proposed [the constitutional provision to be created], see the
reverse side of this petition.
[Include the new article and section number for the section to be
created.]
For the full text of proposed [the constitutional provision to be amended], see
the reverse side of this petition.
[Include the article and section numbers of the provision to be
amended.]
The full text of the proposal appears on the reverse side of this petition, along
with provisions of the existing constitution which would be altered or abrogated
if the proposal is adopted.
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REFERENDUM PETITION EXAMPLES
For the full text of [the law to be referred], see the reverse side of this petition.
[Include the Public Act number and Michigan Compiled Laws citation of
the law to be referred.]
The full text of the legislation to be referred appears on the reverse side of this
petition.
3. Instructions applicable to initiative petitions only: Include the title of the law to
be amended, its Public Act number, and the Michigan Compiled Laws
citation(s) for the statute(s) to be amended. This information must be printed in 8point type on the signature side of the petition sheet and on the reverse side (if
applicable), after the summary. 1963 Const art 4, § 24. In addition, the preface of the
full text of the proposal must include the phrase, “The People of the State of
Michigan enact:”. 1963 Const art 4, § 23.
4. Instructions applicable to constitutional amendment petitions only: Identify
and republish the provision(s) of the Michigan Constitution that would be
altered or abrogated by the proposal if adopted. A petition proposing a
constitutional amendment is required to include additional language if it “alters” or
“abrogates” an existing provision of the constitution. MCL 168.482(3). The words,
“Provisions of existing constitution altered or abrogated by the proposal if adopted”
must be printed in 8-point type preceding the identification/citation of the provision(s)
that would be so affected if the proposal is adopted. Id. Additionally, the full text of
the provision(s) which would be altered or abrogated must be republished at length.
Art. XII, Sec. 2, MCL 168.482(3).
A proposal is said to “alter” an existing provision only when the amendment would
add to, delete from, or change the existing wording of a provision of the Michigan
Constitution. A proposed amendment would “abrogate” (eliminate) an existing
provision if it would: first, render that provision or some discrete component of it
wholly inoperative, a nullity; or second, become impossible for the proposed
amendment to be harmonized with an existing provision of the Michigan Constitution
when the proposed amendment and existing provision are read together.
Best Practice: Sponsors of petitions to amend the Michigan Constitution are
strongly encouraged to seek legal advice for assistance in determining whether the
identification and republication requirement applies to their proposals.
A. For a constitutional amendment petition that fits on a single-sided 8½ by
14-inch page, print the following in 8-point type after the summary: the full
text of the proposed amendment, and if applicable, the “Provisions of
existing constitution …” clause with the full text of the provision(s) to be
altered or abrogated by the proposal if adopted.
B. For a multi-page constitutional amendment petition, do all the following:
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1.

On the signature side of the sheet, beneath the summary, print in 8point type the “Provisions of existing constitution …” clause, and a
statement instructing the signer to refer to the reverse side of the
petition for the full text of the proposal and provisions of the existing
constitution which would be altered or abrogated if it is adopted; and

2.

On the reverse side of the sheet, beneath the identification of petition
type, print the summary in 12-point type, the full text of the proposed
constitutional amendment in 8-point type, the “Provisions of existing
constitution …” clause in 8-point type, and republish the full text of
the provisions that would be altered or abrogated by the proposal if
adopted in 8-point type.

5. Instructions applicable to referendum petitions only: The petition must include
the Public Act number and full text of the law to be referred. A petition to invoke
the right of referendum must identify the legislation that is the subject of the
referendum vote by its Public Act number. In addition, the full text of the law that is
the subject of the petition must be printed in 8-point type.
G. Identification of County or City/Township of Circulation
A petition to initiate legislation, refer legislation, or amend the Michigan Constitution may
be circulated on a countywide or city/township form. Op Atty Gen No. 7310 (May 22,
2019). The following statement is printed immediately above the warning to petition
signers (see below).
If circulating on a countywide form, the signature side of the petition must include the
following statement in 8-point type:
We, the undersigned qualified and registered electors, residents in the
county of ______________________, state of Michigan, respectively
petition for (amendment to constitution) (initiation of legislation)
(referendum of legislation).
If circulating on a city/township form, the signature side of the petition must include the
following statement in 8-point type:
We, the undersigned qualified and registered electors, residents in the
city
(Strike one)
township
of _________________, state of Michigan, respectively petition for
(amendment to constitution) (initiation of legislation) (referendum of
legislation).
Op Atty Gen No 7310 (May 22, 2019). Also note that under MCL 168.552a(1),
“[n]otwithstanding any other provision of this act to the contrary, a petition or a signature
is not invalid solely because the designation of city or township has not been made on
the petition form if a city and an adjoining township have the same name.”
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H. Warning to Petition Signers
A warning to the signers of the petition must be printed in 12-point boldface type,
immediately above the signature lines. MCL 168.482(5).
WARNING – A person who knowingly signs this petition more than
once, signs a name other than his or her own, signs when not a
qualified and registered elector, or sets opposite his or her signature
on a petition, a date other than the actual date the signature was
affixed, is violating the provisions of the Michigan election law.
I. Entry Spaces for Petition Signers
On countywide petition forms, the entry spaces for signers must be presented in 8point type as shown below:
SIGNATURE

PRINTED
NAME

STREET ADDRESS
OR RURAL ROUTE

CITY OR
TOWNSHIP

DATE OF SIGNING

ZIP CODE
MO

DAY

YEAR

1.
2.

MCL 168.482(6); MCL 168.544c(1)-(2). Also note that under MCL 168.552a(2),
“Notwithstanding any other provision of this act to the contrary, if a person who signs a
petition uses his or her mailing address on the petition and that mailing address
incorporates the political jurisdiction in which the person is registered to vote, that
signature shall be counted if the signature is otherwise determined to be genuine and
valid under this act.”
On city/township petition forms, the entry spaces for signers must be presented in 8point type as shown below:
SIGNATURE

PRINTED
NAME

STREET ADDRESS
OR RURAL ROUTE

DATE OF SIGNING

ZIP CODE
MO

DAY

YEAR

1.
2.

The minimum number of signature lines is five (5) and the maximum number is fifteen
(15). As any reduction in the number of lines provided for signers increases the number
of petition sheets needed to satisfy the signature requirement, a minimum of five (5)
lines is necessary to assure that the increased volume of petition sheets is not so great
as to impede or delay the processing procedure.
J. Certificate of Circulator
The following statement shall be printed in 8-point type in the lower left-hand corner of
the petition sheet. MCL 168.482(6); MCL 168.544c(1).
CERTIFICATE OF CIRCULATOR
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The undersigned circulator of the above petition asserts that he or she is
18 years of age or older and a United States citizen; that each signature
on the petition was signed in his or her presence; that he or she has
neither caused nor permitted a person to sign the petition more than once
and has no knowledge of a person signing the petition more than once;
and that, to his or her best knowledge and belief, each signature is the
genuine signature of the person purporting to sign the petition, the person
signing the petition was at the time of signing a registered elector of the
city or township indicated preceding the signature, and the elector was
qualified to sign the petition.
 If the circulator is not a resident of Michigan, the circulator shall make
a cross or check mark in the box provided, otherwise each signature on
this petition sheet is invalid and the signatures will not be counted by a
filing official. By making a cross or check mark in the box provided, the
undersigned circulator asserts that he or she is not a resident of Michigan
and agrees to accept the jurisdiction of this state for the purpose of any
legal proceeding or hearing that concerns a petition sheet executed by the
circulator and agrees that legal process served on the Secretary of State
or a designated agent of the Secretary of State has the same effect as if
personally served on the circulator.
Best Practice: It is recommended that the check box be printed in boldface type to
minimize the likelihood that an out-of-state circulator may inadvertently fail to make the
selection.
K. Warning to Circulator
A warning to the circulators of the petition must be printed in 12-point boldface type as
specified below. MCL 168.482(6); MCL 168.544c(1). The warning must be placed in the
lower left-hand corner of the sheet immediately beneath the circulator’s statement.
WARNING - A circulator knowingly making a false statement in the
above certificate, a person not a circulator who signs as a circulator,
or a person who signs a name other than his or her own as circulator
is guilty of a misdemeanor.
L. Instruction to Circulator and Space for Circulator’s Signature and
Residence Address
In the lower right-hand corner of the petition sheet, the following circulator instruction
must be printed in 12-point boldface type:
CIRCULATOR - Do not sign or date certificate until after circulating
petition.
MCL 168.482(6); MCL 168.544c(1)-(2). Immediately beneath this instruction, the entry
space for the petition circulator must be presented in 8-point type as shown below:
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(Signature of Circulator)

(Date)

/

/

(Printed Name of Circulator)
Complete Residence Address (Street and Number or Rural Route) [Do Not Enter a Post Office Box]
(City or Township, State, Zip Code)
(County of Registration, If Registered to Vote, of a Circulator who is not a Resident of Michigan)

M. Identification of Petition Sponsor
The petition sheet must include, in 8-point type, the name and address of the person,
group or organization paying for the printing of the petition form, preceded by the words:
“Paid for with regulated funds by _____.” MCL 169.247.
N. Extension for Instructional or Promotional Language
During the circulation period, the petition may contain a detachable extension for
optional instructional or promotional language. The extended portion of the sheet must
be detached or otherwise removed prior to the filing of the petition. If a detachable stub
or other type of petition sheet extension is used, the sponsor of the petition is solely
responsible for the accuracy of the instructional and/or promotional language placed on
the extension.
O. Clarification of Constitutional Amendment, Initiated Legislation or
Referendum of Legislation
Best Practice: For ease of readability, sponsors are encouraged to follow the
strike/CAPS format for presenting amendatory language. For example, if the petition
offers a constitutional amendment which involves alterations to existing provisions of the
State Constitution, the alterations may be presented by showing any language that
would be added to the provision or provisions in capital letters and any language that
would be deleted from the provision or provisions struck out with a line.
If the petition offers a legislative proposal or a referendum of legislation which involves
alterations to existing provisions of Michigan law, the alterations may be presented by
showing any language that would be added to the provision or provisions in capital
letters and any language that would be deleted from the provision or provisions struck
out with a line.
P. Type Size and Font
The statutes that govern the form of the petition mandate the use of specific type sizes.
The font size indicated in some software programs does not always measure the same
type size. Petition sponsors and printers must exercise caution to ensure that the
printed type measures the type size required by law.
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Best Practice: Petition sponsors are strongly encouraged to utilize a sans serif font for
readability purposes. Examples of such fonts are provided below.

Arial (14-point type)
Microsoft Sans Serif (14-point type)
Tahoma (14-point type)
Verdana (14-point type)
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SECTION III. FILING INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE, CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT AND REFERENDUM PETITIONS
Filing Location
Statewide initiative, constitutional amendment and referendum petitions are filed with
the Michigan Department of State’s Bureau of Elections, Richard H. Austin Building, 1st
Floor, 430 West Allegan Street, Lansing, Michigan 48918.
Sponsors must contact the Bureau of Elections at 517-335-3234 to plan for the
submission of the petition well in advance of the applicable filing deadline.
At the time of filing, sponsors will be asked to provide the estimated number of petition
sheets and signatures submitted. Please refer to the Petition Signature Guidance
publication for additional information.
Questions?
If you have any questions, please contact the Michigan Department of State, Bureau of
Elections at:
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 20126, Lansing, MI 48901-0726
Address for Overnight or Hand Delivery: Richard H. Austin Bldg., 430 W. Allegan,
1st Floor, Lansing, MI 48933
Phone: (517) 335-3234
Web: www.Michigan.gov/Elections
Email: Elections@Michigan.gov
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INSTRUCTIONS: Use this form for the initial filing of a petition with the Board of State Canvassers or when filing an amended
petition with the Board of State Canvassers for approval as to form.

PRINTER’S AFFIDAVIT (2021-2022)
I,

, being duly sworn, depose and say:

1. That I prepared the attached petition proof.
2. That the size of the petition is 8.5 inches by 14 inches.
3. That the circulator compliance statement (“If the circulator of this petition does not comply . . .”) is
printed in 12-point type.
4. That the heading of the petition is presented in the following form and printed in capital letters in 14point boldface type:
INITIATIVE PETITION
AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
or
INITIATION OF LEGISLATION
or
REFERENDUM OF LEGISLATION
PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION
5. That the summary of the purpose of the proposal is printed in 12-point type and does not exceed 100
words in length.
6. That the words, “We, the undersigned qualified and registered electors . . .” are printed in 8-point
type.
7. That the two warning statements and language contained therein are printed in 12-point boldface
type.
8. That the words, “CIRCULATOR – Do not sign or date . . .” are printed in 12-point boldface type.
9. That the balance of the petition is printed in 8-point type.
10. That the font used on the petition is

_______

.

11. That to the best of my knowledge and belief, the petition conforms to the petition form standards
prescribed by Michigan Election Law.
________________________________________________
Printer’s Signature
________________________________________________
Name of Sponsor of Proposal
Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on this ___ day of
Signature of Notary Public
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of
Acting in the County of
My commission expires

, 20___.

Printed Name of Notary Public
.
(where required).
.
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January 2022
INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM AND
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PETITIONS
COUNTYWIDE PETITION FORM
PRESCRIBED FORMAT
Public Act 608 of 2018 eliminated the option for the sponsors of statewide ballot proposals to
print and circulate countywide petition forms, and instead required the sponsors to use petition
sheets circulated within a single congressional district. However, in League of Women Voters v.
Secretary of State, the Michigan Supreme Court concluded that the elimination of the
countywide petition form was unconstitutional and unenforceable, and that petition sponsors
could choose whether to circulate petition sheets on a countywide or city/township basis.
The Michigan Election Law provides, “Petitions circulated countywide must be on a form
prescribed by the secretary of state, which form must be substantially as provided in sections
482, 544a, or 544c, whichever is applicable.” MCL 168.544d. Therefore, pursuant to my
authority under MCL 168.544d to prescribe the format of a countywide petition form for
initiative, referendum, and constitutional amendment petitions, I designate the following petition
format as substantially compliant with the requirements of MCL 168.482:
•

The format of the petition sheet must be arranged horizontally.

•

If the full text of the constitutional amendment, legislative initiative or legislation being
subjected to a referendum is too lengthy to be printed on a single petition sheet, the
language of the proposal must be continued on a fold over extension on the same sheet of
paper.

•

If preparing a multi-page petition, the summary of the proposal’s purpose must be
reprinted in 12-point type on the reverse side of the petition sheet below the identification
of petition type. Additionally, the signature side of the petition sheet must include an
instruction for signers to refer to the reverse side for the full text of the proposal; this
instruction is provided following the summary.

•

The entry spaces for the signers of countywide petitions must be presented as shown
below:
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SIGNATURE

PRINTED
NAME

STREET ADDRESS
OR RURAL ROUTE

CITY OR
TOWNSHIP

DATE OF SIGNING

ZIP CODE
MO

DAY

YEAR

1.
2.

•

The minimum number of signature lines is five (5) and the maximum number is fifteen
(15).

•

The petition may contain an extension for the presentation of instructional or promotional
language, but the extended portion of the sheet must be detached or otherwise removed
prior to the filing of the petition.
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1

MS. BRADSHAW:

2

MR. DAUNT:

3

MR. SHINKLE:

4

We can just vote.

Just voice?
A voice vote.

All those in favor

say "aye."

5

ALL:

6

MR. SHINKLE:

7

September 23, 2021

Aye.
All those opposed?

It passes.

"no" votes.

8

(Whereupon motion passed at 4:15 p.m.)

9

MR. SHINKLE:

10

No

Last on the agenda is consideration

of the form of the petition submitted by Secure MI Vote.
MR. BRATER:

11

So we have received a petition for

12

approval as to form from Secure MI Vote.

13

it.

14

requirements with one exception.

15

exception is that in the most recent version -- we did go

16

back and forth with them a few times on this -- but the most

17

recent version there are -- how many instances?

18

Nine?

Staff has reviewed it and we believe it meets the form
So our recomm- -- and the

Seven?

Ten?

19

MR. FRACASSI:

20

MR. BRATER:

21

We have reviewed

Ten.

been printed as an "L."

Ten instances in which a colon has

22

MR. SHINKLE:

23

MR. BRATER:

24

MS. MATUZAK?

25

MS. BRADSHAW:

So you can see one at the top?
Yeah.
So those are typos.
They're everywhere.
Everywhere.
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Yeah.

So our recommendation would be

2

if the Board wishes to approve as to form, the Board will

3

have to do conditional approval because it is conditioned

4

upon them putting the 100-word summary that you just

5

approved on there.

6

MR. SHINKLE:

7

MR. BRATER:

Oh, yeah.
So our recommendation would be if the

8

Board is inclined to approve conditionally, to approve

9

conditionally with the understanding that the 100 words will

10

be added replacing the current and that also the instances

11

of the typos with "L's" will be replaced with colons.

12

MS. BRADSHAW:

I --

13

MR. SHINKLE:

Got it.

14

MS. BRADSHAW:

15

MR. SHINKLE:

16

MS. BRADSHAW:

17

I have a question.
Sure.
And that is on the printer's

affidavit.

18

MR. SHINKLE:

19

MS. BRADSHAW:

Printer's affidavit.

Yup.

So going through the printer's

20

affidavit and under the name of the proposal it says

21

"Integrity Petition."

22

MR. SHINKLE:

23

MS. BRADSHAW:

24

MS. MATUZAK:

25

I guess what's your question?
Is that the name of the proposal?
And it doesn't appear anywhere on

the petition.
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So they need to submit a new -- so

2

I'm not sure.

3

not we would recommend the Board approve that, but they are

4

going to need to submit a new printer's affidavit regardless

5

because they need to reprint this to get -- to meet the

6

conditions of approval as to form assuming the Board

7

approves that.

8

that the printer should not write -- they should write the

9

name of the petition on there.

10
11
12

We'd have to discuss a little bit whether or

So we would note for the petition sponsors

MR. MARK BREWER:
recognized?

I'm sorry.

MR. SHINKLE:

Mr. Chairman, may I be

I didn't send a slip.
Yeah.

No, I do have -- Chris

13

Trebilcock, you said you wanted to speak on number three.

14

Do you still want to speak?

15
16
17

MR. CHRIS TREBILCOCK:

Yeah, I do, but I see my

line -- my space -MR. SHINKLE:

Okay.

Your seat has been taken.

18

But before Mark starts, so on the printer's affidavit.

19

if we do this conditionally, this printer's affidavit is one

20

thing that'll be then re-done?

21

MR. BRATER:

22

MR. SHINKLE:

23
24
25

So

Yes.
Okay.

Mr. Brewer, take it away.

MARK BREWER
MR. MARK BREWER:
Brewer, Goodman Acker.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mark

I didn't intend to speak on this,
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1

but there is no provision in the statute for conditional

2

approval.

3

thing is obviously full of defects as you've just heard.

4

The sponsor needs to bring it back corrected with a

5

corrected printer's affidavit.

6

to conditionally approve this today.
MR. SHINKLE:

7
8

There's no authority for you

Well, Mr. Brewer, we have no idea

MR. MARK BREWER:
the petition.

We're talking about the form of

Right?

MR. SHINKLE:

11
12

And this

what the 100 words is going to be until we vote on it.

9
10

You either approve this or you don't.

Well, the petition has 100 words

right here.
MR. MARK BREWER:

13

Understood.

But you have in the

14

past approved the form of the petition and then the summary

15

is then added.

16

the summary.

17

here and say, "Well, we conditionally approve this.

18

and fix these things."

19

petition, corrected, that the staff can recommend to you.

20

You know --

But this petition is full of defects beyond
And there's no authority for this Board to sit

They have to bring you a clean

21

MR. SHINKLE:

22

MR. MARK BREWER:

23

MR. SHINKLE:

24
25

Go off

Okay.

You done?

I'm done.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Jonathan?
MR. BRATER:

Well, so the Board has previously
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1

approved petitions as to form with the understanding that

2

the 100-word summary will be replaced with what the board's

3

approved.

4

than what the Board has done previously.

5

whether we have -- the Board has done that with an

6

additional understanding that a typo will be fixed.

7

Board does approve things with the understanding that

8

something else will happen so that's what we'd be

9

recommending here.

So that -- that would be, not be any different

10

MR. SHINKLE:

11

MS. BRADSHAW:

I don't know

But the

Okay.
Mr. Chair, I'm looking at this.

We

12

have a petition to form with typos that have been -- and the

13

director has said that it would have to be under condition.

14

But we also have a printer's affidavit that needs to be

15

adjusted as well.

16

motion to approve.

I would not be in favor of supporting a

17

MR. SHINKLE:

18

MS. BRADSHAW:

Why not?
Because we have two -- instead of

19

just having one or two documents, we have both documents

20

that need to be adjusted.

21
22
23

MR. SHINKLE:

I mean, they're typos.

You know,

it's a typo.
MS. BRADSHAW:

24

the printer's affidavit.

25

this (indicating).

This (indicating) is not a typo on
But they are typos in the form on
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Yes, typos in the -I'm sorry.
-- the "L" is -I -- I would -- I will be a no vote

5

until I have the actual corrected petition in front of us

6

and a correct printer's affidavit.

7

printer's affidavits before and it was me I believe who

8

pointed that out, so I know.

9

so --

11

I got the -- I got the looks,

MR. CHRIS TREBILCOCK:

10

And we've waited for

Mr. Chair, if I may, before

you consider recessing?

12

MR. SHINKLE:

That's what I'm considering, yeah.

13

MR. CHRIS TREBILCOCK:

14

MR. SHINKLE:

15

MR. CHRIS TREBILCOCK:

I know.

But if I may?

Sure.
Okay.

CHRIS TREBILCOCK

16

MR. CHRIS TREBILCOCK:

17

I echo there is no

18

statutory authority for a conditional approval.

You also

19

have an affidavit that if it's signed by the printer that

20

the above is true and accurate.

21

above is true and accurate, that affidavit does not comply

22

with what you have in front of you.

23

cannot be true.

24

that he's attesting to.

25

oath.

That affidavit -- if the

Therefore, both things

You need to have the affidavit resubmitted
That is a sworn statement under

You cannot just fix that by amending it.
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would just note --

2

MR. SHINKLE:

You're talking about the typos?

3

MS. MATUZAK:

No.

4

MR. SHINKLE:

The affidavit is talking about the

MS. MATUZAK:

I'm talking about the name of the

5

typos?

6
7

petition.
MR. CHRIS TREBILCOCK:

8
9

The name of the petition on

the affidavit is incorrect and inaccurate.

Therefore, that

10

affidavit is not true so you can reject that affidavit.

11

Second, I think like Mr. Brewer, I believe there are other

12

errors in the form of the petition.

13

there was a decision by the Court of Appeals, be it

14

unpublished on September 13th, 2021, where they found that

15

the current law in the state of Michigan requires petitions

16

to indicate where, which congressional district the signers

17

are from.

18

That issue is subject to a lot of litigation.

19

just -- I want to preserve that we do not agree that the

20

form of this petition complies with current Michigan law.

21

And second, and the final thing I'll say is, again, this is

22

a place where we have to object in a adversarial hearing and

23

the fact that none of the parties in this audience are given

24

access to this form of the petition until we show up at this

25

meeting just violates fundamental principles of due process

And as I mentioned,

The form of this petition does not include that.
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1

and that there should a process in place where that

2

affidavit is available for folks who believe that there's

3

errors in the form of the petition to be able to bring those

4

objections, and quite frankly have staff be prepared to talk

5

to you about whether those are valid objections or not.

6

Again, I've said it before, what would be very helpful in

7

curtailing and maybe curing some of the flaws that Ms.

8

Matuzak spoke of is if this Board had some rules -MR. SHINKLE:

9

MR. CHRIS TREBILCOCK:

10
11

Thank you very much.
-- promulgated in

compliance with the APA.

12

MR. SHINKLE:

13

MS. BRADSHAW:

Thanks for coming in.
Although I will state, Mr. Chair,

14

in the petition it does say that the Secretary of State will

15

promulgate rules for how to handle provisional ballots.

16

Just wanted to say that.

17

MR. DAUNT:

I have one question to address.

18

MR. SHINKLE:

19

MR. DAUNT:

Sure.

Jonathan can answer.

On the issue

20

that Mr. Trebilcock brought up about congressional

21

districts.

22

MR. SHINKLE:

Go ahead.

23

MR. DAUNT:

24

applicable; correct?

25

understanding will be this is being provided to us based on

That the latest is that that's not
The court challenges -- and so my
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the law as it stands?

2

MR. BRATER:

3

MR. DAUNT:

4

MR. BRATER:

September 23, 2021

Correct.
Okay.
The congressional district

5

requirement does not apply to this type of petition.

6

I'll also note that this petition was posted 24 hours before

7

this meeting on our -- on the Board of State Canvassers' web

8

site.
MR. SHINKLE:

9

Okay.

And

Well, to get a printer's

10

affidavit, that's not going to take us long.

11

Charlie, come on up, would you?

12

get another affidavit, printer's affidavit?

Chris -- or

How long does it take to

CHARLIE SPIES

13

MR. CHARLIE SPIES:

14

I don't know that we can

15

before 5:00 o'clock, but we can try.

16

always have to -- every time you do a petition it's always

17

conditional on having the 100 words added, --

18

MR. SHINKLE:

19

MR. CHARLIE SPIES:

But, Mr. Chairman, you

Yeah; yeah.
-- and you get a new printer's

20

affidavit for the final version of it with the new language

21

added.

22

now with an approved 100-word summary you have that language

23

added, then the only thing that's different is can -- it's

24

hopefully if the Board were to approve it, conditional on

25

the typos being corrected, you would then have the new

So this is no different than the standard process of
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printer's affidavit whether you corrected the typos or not.
MR. SHINKLE:

2
3

Jonathan, is that true?

We always

get a new printer's affidavit after the 100 words are added?

4

MR. BRATER:

5

MR. SHINKLE:

6

to delay anything.

7

typos?

Yes.
Oh.

Okay.

So that's not a reason

And the typos, what happened with those

What are all those "L's" doing in there?
MR. CHARLIE SPIES:

8
9

September 23, 2021

I wish I knew, sir.

that's some sort of formatting error.

It was --

But Michigan law does

10

have a concept of Scribner's areas and non-substantive, you

11

know, typo, mistakes and that's what we're looking at here.
MR. SHINKLE:

12

Anyway, they got to add the 100

13

words, they're going to fix the "L's" and we get a new

14

printer's affidavit anyway.
MR. DAUNT:

15

That's the status.

So if the "L's" aren't fixed -- let's

16

say the "L," you guys don't heed this advice and you don't

17

fix "L's" and you go out and circulate this, it's going to

18

get -- we're not going to approve it, right, because it's

19

incorrect?

20

correctly and that those who are submitting this and want to

21

circulate it have done things appropriately and have -- are

22

not setting themselves up for failure and that we're not

23

unnecessarily delaying.

24
25

Or -- I want to make sure we're doing this

That's I think --

MR. CHARLIE SPIES:

Mr. Daunt, I would note that

that would be true if we didn't change the 100 words either.
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1

In either case, you are approving it conditionally on the

2

new director's version of 100 words being added and on the

3

typos being fixed.
MR. DAUNT:

4

So really if they don't fix this,

5

they're harming themselves.

6

in that vein I don't see a reason to not provide conditional

7

approval, but we -MS. MATUZAK:

8
9

They're not harming any -- so

I'm going to be a no vote.

not the 100 words that we usually do.

These are 100 words,

10

these are typos, this is an error on the printer's

11

certificate.

Fix it all and bring it back.

MS. BRADSHAW:

12

This is

So we can physically see it in

13

front of us.

And that's -- I mean, for us -- for me, this

14

is why I'm "no."

15

conditionally," every other petition that was brought in

16

front of us that had a wrong printer's affidavit I would

17

be -- I would be a hypocrite to every single one of them and

18

my integrity is worth more than that.

For me to say, "Sure, we'll do it

MS. MATUZAK:

19

And I don't care if they circulated

20

a petition with typos because they thought they could get

21

away with it.

22

that people sign a correct petition.

23

terms of approving the form.

24

affidavit.

25

People are signing that.

That's important

So I'm a no vote in

I want to see a clean

I want to see a clean petition.
MR. SHINKLE:

Well, how long will it take to get a
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If the petition circulator does not comply with all of the requirements of the Michigan election law for petitio~irculators, any signature obtained by that petition circulator on that petition
INITIATION OF LEGISLATION
is invalid and will not be counted.

-

An initiation of legislation to protect the right to vote and increase confidence in the conduct of elections by req~i ng photo identification before casting a ballot, to increase participation by
providing free photo identification to anyone needing it to vote, and to protect election integrity by prohibiting s~ial interest funding of elections, by amending Michigan Election Law
sections 495, 523, 759, 759a, 759b, 761, 761b, 764b, and 813 (MCL 168.495, MCL 168.523, MCL 168.759, fV1a.. 168.759a, MCL 168.759b, MCL 168.761 , MCL 168.761 b, MCL 168.764b,
and MCL 168.813), and adding sections 523b (MCL 168.523b) 760a (MCL 168.760a) and 946 (MCL 168.946)@
A petition to initiate legislation to amend the Michigan Election Law, 1954 PA 11 6, by amending sections 495, as amended by 201 8 PA 603 , 523, as amended b~ 1 8 PA 129, 759, as amended by 2020 PA 302, 759a, as amended by 2012 PA 523, 759b, as amended by 1965
PA 205, 761 , as amended by 2020 PA 302, 76 1b, as amended by 2018 PA 603 , 764b, as amended by 2018 PA 120, and 813, as amended by 2018 PA 603 (M
68.495, MCL 168.523, MCL 168.759, MCL 168.759a, MCL 168.759b, MCL 168.761 , MCL 168.761b, MCL
168.764b, and MCL 168.813) , and by adding sections 523b, 760a, and 946, see the reverse side of this petition.
, state of Michigan, respectively petition for initiation of legislation.
We, the undersigned qualified and registered electors, residents In the county of

WARNING -A person who knowingly signs this petition more than once, signs a name other than his or her own, signs when not a qualified and registered elector, or sets
opposite his or her signature on a petition, a date other than the actual date the signature was affixed, is violating the provisions of the Michigan election law.
S IGNATURE

PRINTED
NAME

STREET ADDRESS
OR RURAL ROUTE

CITY OR
TOWNSHIP

ZIP
CODE

DATE OF SIGNING
MO

DAY

YEAR

1.

2.
3.
4.
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>
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10.
CERTIFICATE OF CIRCULATOR
The undersigned circulator of the above petition asserts that he or she is 18 years al age or older and a United States citizen; that each signature
on the petition was signed in his or her presence; that he or she has neither caused nor permitted a person to sign the petition more than once and
has no knowledge of a person signing the petition more than once; and that, to his or her best knowledge and belief, each signature is the genuine
signature of the person purporting lo sign the petition, the person signing the petition was at the time of signing a registered elector of the city or
township indicated preceding the signature, and the elector was qualified to sign the petition.
D If the circulator is not a resident of Michigan, the circulator shall make a cross or check mark in the box provided, otherwise each signature on
this petition sheet is Invalid and the signatures will not be counted by a filing official. By making a cross or check mark In the box provided, the
undersigned circulator asserts that he or she is not a resident of Michigan and agrees to accept the Jurisdiction ol this state for the purpose of any
legal proceeding or hearing that concerns a petition sheet executed by the circulator and agrees that legal process served on the Secretary of
State or a designated agent of the Secretary of State has the same effect as if personally served on the circulator.

WARNING - A circulator knowingly making a false statement in the above certificate, a
person not a circulator who signs as a circulator, or a person who signs a name other than
his or her own as circulator is guilty of a misdemeanor.
PAID FOR WITH REGULATED FUNDS BY SECURE Ml VOTE COMMITIEE 106 W ALLEGAN, STE 200 ·LANSING, Ml 48933

CIRCULATOR - Do not sign or date certificate until after circulating petition.
(Signature of Circulator)

(Dale)

(Printed Name of Circulator)

Complete Residence Address (Street and Number or Rural Route) [Do Not Enter a Post Office Box]

(City orTownship, State. Zip Code)

(County of Registration, If Registered to Vote, of a Circulator who Is not a Resident of Michigan)

INITIATION OF LEGISLATION
A petition to lnitia te legislation to amend the Michigan Electron Law, 1954 PA 116, by amending sections
495, as amended by 2018 PA 603, 523. as amended by 2018 PA 129, 759, as amended by 2020 PA 302,
759a, as amended by 20 12 PA 523, 759b, as amended by 1965 PA 205, 761, as amended by 2020 PA
302. 761b, as amended by 2018 PA 603, 764b, as amended by 2018 PA 120, and 813, as amended by
201 8 PA 603 (MCL 168.495, MCL 168.523, MCL 168.759, MCL 168.759a, MCL 168.759b. MCL 168.761 ,
MCL 168.761b, MCL 168.764b, and MCL 168.813), and by adding sections 523b, 760a. and 946.
Full text of the proposal (language that would oe addeo s~own In caplml teuera, deleted struck 0111 with a lln!l)
A pelilion to Initiate leg1sh!lion to amend Uta Mil:l1igan Elecfion Law, 11!5<1 PA 11 B, oy amending sections 495, as aman<led by 20·t 8 PA 603, 523. as amended
by 2011l PA 129. 75~. as amended by 2,020 PASO:l, 759a, as amended oy 2012 PA 523. 759b, as amended by 1965 P/1205, 761. as amended by 2020 PA
302, 761 b, as arnendeo by 2016 PA 603, 764b, as amenrlad by 2018 PA 120. and 8 13. as amended by 2016 PA 603 (MCL 168.'195, MCL 168.523. MCL
168 759, MCL 16B.759a MCL l 68.759b, MCL 1611.76·1. MCL 168,761 D. MCL 168 7640, and MCL 188 813), and oy adding sections 523b, 760a , and 9~6.
fhe People of the Stare of Michi~an EnaclL

reg1$tra~on

~

application mus1 contain all or the followingL
Snc. 496. Tile
II) The name of the elector.
b) The residence address of llle elector. lnciudln9 1110 street and numoer or r\Jral route ilnd box numUar <1nd !he apartmeni number, if any,
('j
c) Tue city or township and county of residence ol the elector.
tTj
(dj The date or binh or rhe olector.
Ttie dnvor license or slate personal fdantificalion card number of ttie elector , If available.
I) THE. LAST FOUR DIGITS OF THE ELECTOR'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
~) (G) A ~tatanient tllat the elector is a citizen or the United Slates~
H) A staternen1 Iha! lite eleotor 1s at the time of oompleliny the affidavit. or will be on !he da te ol lhe next elect1on, nol less than 18 years of ago.
V
) A statement thar the elector has or wilt have lived in !hrs ~rate r>ot less tl1an 30 days before the next etecliC>IJ.
~( } A statement that the elector nas or will ti,ave established liis or her residence in the township or city in wl1ieh !lm elector is applyin_g for regislr.1!10~1
less 111~113 0 days before lhe rwxt elecuon.
GHK~A staternen1 i haL the eleclor •s or wdl be a qualified elector of the township or city on t11e da\e or the next el<lCIJon,
(llt< L A space in which the jllector shall state t11e place or l11e et&dOi's las1 roglstration, if any.
{IJ.(M A slal~me nt !hat the registrat1on is not elfecflve until processed by the clerk or the city or lownsl1ip fn vmfoh U1e 9pplicant resides.
~(N ) A statement tha\ the apphGan\, rr quallfled, may vote a\ an eli!ction occuning on or after the date of completing tf'le appllcat1011.
{A}(O) A statement authorizing the cancellation or re91slration al the erector's last place of· registrabon.
(<»-(Pl A space for the elector lo sign and certify to U1e truth of the sta\ements on 1'1~ applfca_Uon.

!

tii

<
tii

~

~

c:r

Q

Sec. 52.3. (1) E;isapl as et;ie•"l•e ~Fe' Is eli ir> &Y966slioo· (2). at eaoo etestJBR, before. eei•@ gi•;eR a o.a---~ili6l""l><H----~---tl!M
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f"0S0AGe ef aR eleslieR ellisial t~ at iAGIYees BEFORE PROVIDING A BALLOT TO ANY PERSON OFFERING TO VOTE. THE CLERK OF A CITY OR TOWNS
AND THOSE ELECTION OFFICIALS ACTING UNDER THEIR D IRECTION SHALL ASK THE PERSON FOR HIS OR HER FULL NAME AND CUR'R
RESIDENCE ADDRESS. THE PERSON OFFERING TO VOTE SHALL, IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ELECTION OFFICIAL. SIGN AN APPLICATION, P
BOOK. OR FORM PRESCRIBED BY THE SEl.:RETARY OF STATE THAT AFFIRMS all ofrhe followtogL
The name of the-eleslef INDIVIDUAL,-,
(b The ~NDIVIDUAL'S address of IBSidence,.;
~
(c} The ~IND I VIDUAL'S date. of birtl\.,
~
(\l}Alt-affirma~ •e slatemeRI ey IRe eleslerti.at ill iAGIYEl88 iA ~e •i!JR91YF0 St<ll A~A STATEMENT AFFIRMING THAT THIS INFORMATIOQI
IS CORRECT AND THAT THE INDIVIDUAL tRal Re er she is a ci~zen of the United States AND IS CURRENTLY A MICHIGAN RESIDENT RESIDING AT~
ADDRESS STATED IN T HE.QUALIFIED VOTER FILE, ; AND
l..O
(e) Tue ~NDIVIDVAL'S Sl(lnature or mark.
(2) If an electo~s signature contained m the qualified voter file is available in lhe rolling place the election officjal shall compare the signature upon 'IV
apptic.1tion witn the digitized signature provided by the qualified voter file. If an elector's signature Is not contained in the quallfie<I voter file, the election ofll!::llil
shall process the application 1n the same manner as applications are processed when a voter regi stratlon list 1s used in the polling place.-lfvoter registration~
are used in the prectnct, the election lnspector shall determine if lhe name on the apphcahon lO vote appears on !he voter registration llsl. If 010 r•afT1e appears on
the voter re_glstralion list . ll'le elector shall prollide further id11111ificallon or other inf"rmatlon stated upon Uie voter registration lisL fl the signature or an item of
information does ool correspond, Iha vote o( !he person must be challenged, an)l the same procedure must be followed as provided 111 this act for the challe119fng
of an elector. 11 IRe ele6ler sees qet Ra"e ideRtilisatie" !er eles1ioF1 ~~'1!9Ses as r&qlli<GfJ unanr !his SBGlieR. U101Adi¥i9~al sllall si~A aR alliaa"i\-IG-IRal-al~
aA ;ile611eA IAspeetaraHe b&-allowee le "ele as el~e•"ise ~~R IRis a•L f.10·1·e"ef. aA ele~er ee.A!f allewed le vale ·~H~e~l i~aRfiftsal1 e'R fer eleslleR p~ljleses
as re~•if6EI liFtder 11'~ ses~eR i~e st>alleF10• as pre•<laes iA sesijeR 727.
(3) THE ELECTION OFFICIAL SHALL ASK ANY INDIVIDUAL SEEKING TO CAST A BALLOT TO PRESENT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS OF
IDENTIFICATIONL
(A) AN OPERATOR'S OR CHAUFFEUR'S LICENSE ISSUED UNDER THE MICHIGAN VEHICLE CODE, 1949 PA 300, MCL 257.1TO257.923, OR
AN ENHANCED DRIVER LICENSE ISSUED UNDER THE ENHANCED DRIVER llCENSE AND ENHANCED OFFICIAL STATE Pl:RSONAL
IDENTIFICATION CARD AGT, 2008 PA 23, MCL 28.301 TO 28.308.
(B)AN OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD ISSUED UN13ER 1972 PA 2.22. MCL 28.291TO28.300, OR AN ENHANCED OFFICIAL.
STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD ISSUED UNDER THE ENHANCED DRIVER LICENSE ANO ENHANCED OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL
IDENTIFICATION CARD ACT, 2008 PA 23, MOL 28.301 TO 28.308.
C)A CURRENT OPERATOR'S OR CHAUFFEUR'S LICENSE ISSUED BY ANOTHER STATE,
D\ A CURRENT STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARO ISSUED BY ANOTHER STATE.
E) A CURRENT STATE GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARD.
F}A CURRENT UNITED STATES PASSPORT OR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARO.
G) A CURRENT MILITARY PH01 0 IDENTIFICATION CARD,
H) A CURRENT TRIBAL PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARD.
I) A CURRENT STUDENT PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARD ISSUED BY A HIGH SCHOOL IN THIS STATE, AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
IN
IS STATE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4, 5, OR 6 OF ARTICLE VIII OF THE STATE CONSTITUTION OF 1963, A JUNIOR COLLEGE OR COMMUNITY
COLLEGE ESTABLISHED UNDER SECTI ON 7 OF ARTICLE VIII OF THE STATE CONSTITUTION OF 1963, OR ANOTHER ACCREDITED DEGREE OR
CERTIFICATE GRANT ING COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY, JUNIOR COLLEGE, OR COMMUNITY COLLE.GE LOCATED IN THIS STATE.
(3}-(4-) If, AFTER CONFIRMATION THAT TH E REQUIREMENTS OF TH IS SECTION HAVE BEEN FULLY SATlSFIED ~peFt a se m ~ariseA e! IM si9Ra1Yre
erelhe• JaemilieatieR a;; re~l!IFllEl IA lhis-sootitlA, it 1s round tlral the ~pplfcant is entitled lo vo\e, the election officer t>avlng charge of the registration hst shall approve
toe application and " 'O le his or her initials on the applicalion, after which !he number on rhe baflor issued must be noted on the application. The applir.alio11 serves
as 1 of tl1e 2. poll lists reQuire<l to be kept as a recoiU of a person who has voted. The application must be Med with 111& township. clty or village ciert<,. If vo ter
reg1slralion cards are used in tile precinct tne date of the election mus1 be noted by 1 or Ille election officials upon the precinct registration card or eaC/l elector
voling at an electJon. 11 vQler registration lists are used in lha precinct, the election official shall clearly 1od1calc upon the list each elector voti'19 al that eleelion.
Tue cterl< of a city, village or township shall mamtain a record of voling parocfpation for each registered elector.
(5) ANY PERSON WHO DOES NOT PRESENT ONE OF THE FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION SPECIFIED IN SUBSECTION (3) SHALL BE OFFERED AN "IDONL Y PROVISIONAL BALLOT " THE ID-ONLY PROVISIONAL BAL.LOTS SHALL BE PLACED IN PROVIStONA,L BALLOT ENVELOPES, SEGREGATED FROM
OTttER BALLOTS IN A SEPARATE BALLOT CONTAINER AS THAT TERM IS DEFINED IN SECTION 168. 14A, AND RETURNED TO THE LOCAL CLERK
(6) WITHIN THE SIX DAYS AFTER CASTING AN ID-ONLY PROVISIONAL BALLOT, ANY PERSON WHO CAST AN ID-ONLY PROVISIONAL BALLOT MAY
PRESENT THEMSELVES T O HIE CLERK OF Tl1E CITY OR TOWNSHIP AND, UPON PRESENTING ONE OF THE FORMS OF PHOTO·IDENTIFICATION
SPECl f lED IN SUBSECTION (3), THEIR ID-ONLY PROVISIONAL BALLOT SHALL BE PROCESSED AND TABULATED IN ACCORDANCE WfTH SECTION 813.
(7) A QUALIFIED ELECTOR WHO DOES NOT POSSESS ANY OF THE FORMS OF PHOTO IDENTIFICATION SPECIFIED IN SUBSECTION (3) MAY,
WITHIN Sil( DAYS AFTER CASTI NG AN ID-ONLY PROVISIONAL BALLOT, PR.ESE NT THEMSELVES TO THE CLERK OF THE CITY OR TOWNSHIP W ITH
A COPY OF THEIR BIRTH CERTIFICATE OR SOCIAL SECURrTY CARD, AND A CURRENT UTILITY BILL, BANK STATEMENT, PAYCHECK. GOVERNMENT
CHECK, OR OTHER GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT CONTAININ G THE NAME AND CURRENT RESIDENCE ADDRESS OF 'l'HE QUALIFIED ELECTOR. UPON
SATISFACTIDI~ O~ THE REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN THIS SUBSECTION, THAT QUALIFIED ELECTOR'S ID-ONLY PROVISIONAL BALLOT SHALL BE
PROCESSED AND TABULA TED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 813.

(al

J

SEC. 5236. (1) THE VOTER ACCESS FUND IS CREATED WITHIN l'HE STATE TREASURY. THE STATE TREASURER MAY RECEIVE ONLY STATE
MONEY FOR DEPOSIT INTO THE FUND. THE STATE TREASURER SHALL DIRECT THE 1111\rESTMENT OF THE FUND. THE STl\TE TREASURER SHALL
CREDIT TO THE FU ND INTEREST AND EARN INGS FROM THE FUND IN VESTMEJ~TS . T HE SECRETARY OF STATE SHALL BE THE ADMINISTRATOR OF
THE FUND FOR AUDITING PURPOSES.
(2) MONEY IN TH E VOTER ACCESS FUND AT THE CLOSE OF THE FISCAL YEAR SHALL REMAIN IN THE FUND AND SHALL NOT LAPSE TO THE
GENERAL FUND.
(3) SUBJECT TO APPROPR IATION MONEY SHALL BE EXPENDED FROM THE VOTER ACCESS FUND FOR r HE PURPOSE OF CREDITING THE
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FEES OWED BY /\N APPLICANT UNDER MCL 28,292(12) IN THE MANNER SET FORTH IN SUBSECTION (4)

(4) IF AN APPLICANT CLAIMS A HARDSHIP IN PAYING THE FEE UNDER MCL 28.292(12). THE APPLlCANT MUST SIGN A FORM DEVELOPED BV
THE SECRETARY OF STATE ACKNOWLEDGING THE HARDSHIP. THE AMOUNT OF THE FEE UNDER MCL 28.292(12) THAT THE APPLICANT OWES
SHALL BE CREDITED TO THE SECRETMY OF STATE FROM TME VOTER ACCESS FUND ESTABLISHED UNDER SUBSECTION (1). THE APPLICANT
WIU. THEN BE DEEMED TO HAVE PAID THE FEE UNDER MCL 28.292(121.
(5) FOR THE FISCAL VEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2022, $3.000.000 APPROPRIATED FROM TI-IE GENERAL FUND TO THE VOTER ACCESS FUND.

rs

Sec. 759, (1) TH E SECRETARY OF STATE, THE CLERK OF A COUNTY. Cl fV OR TOWNSHIP, AND ALL PERSONS EMPLOYED BY THE STATE OR A
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THE STATE ARE PROHIBITEO FROM SENO)NG OR PROVIDING ACCESS TO AN ABSENT VOTER BAL\..01 APPLICATION
FOR AN ELECTION TO AN ELECTOR UNLESS THAT E:lECTOR HAS FIRST REQUESTED AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOT APPLICATION THE SECRETARY
OF STATE, THE CLERK dF A COUNTY. CITY OR TOWNSHIP, AND ALL PERSONS EMPLOYED BV THE STATE AND ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF
THE STATE ARE. PROHIBfTED FROM SENDING OR PROVIDING AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOT FOR AN ELECTION TO AN ELECTOR UNLESS THAT
ELECTOR HAS FIRST SUBMITTED AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOT /IPPLJCATION. Subject to section 761(3), al any lime during the 75 days belore a primary or
special pnma,Y. but not later lhiln 8 p.m. on lhe day of e primary or special primary, an elector may apply (or an absent voter ballot. The elector shall apPly '"
perst>n or by mail 1vilh the clerl< of tile towrishlr> or city in which the ele<:lor is registered. The clerk or a clty or to>N?Jshlp shall nol send by first-class mail an absent
voter ballot In an elector after S p,m. on the Friday Immediately before the election. Except as othervllse provided in section 761(2). Ille clerl( of a cily or township
shall riot issue en absent voter ballot to a registered cfector in inal ci1y or townshlp after 4 p.m on the day before the election. An applicati<:>n recerved before a
pnmary or special primary may be for cllher that prim;iry only, or for lhal primary end the alact1on that IMMEDIATE.I.Y follows. An lodlvldual may submit a voter
registration <lppllr.al1on and an absent voter ballot application at the same Orne ii applying m person with the cleii< or depuly clerk of lh~ cily or township fn whicli
the individual resi des. tmmedl~tely after his or her volar reglstratlon application and absert voter ballot application are approved by the clerk or depµ\y clerk, the
Individual may, subject to the tdenlificalion reqllircment in section 761(6), complete an absent voter ballot at U1e clerk's otfice.
(2) Eitcepl as otherwise provided 1n subsection { 1) .and .sUbjet.t 10 section 761 (3), al any lime during the 75 days before an election. but not later lllari ff p.m.
M the day of ~n aJecllon , an elector may apply for an absent voter balloL The elector st.all apply in per$0n or Dy mail .iilh the clerk or the county, lownshlp, OR
city~ viii~ m which lhe vote• Is registered. The clerk or a city or township shall no1 •end oy first-<11ass mall an absent voter ballot 10 an clecto1 af\'er 5 p.n1. on
the Friday immediately before the election. Except as otherwise provided in soC\lon 761(2). the clerl< of a county clty or township shall not Issue an -absent voter
ballol la a registered ele<:tor in 111al city or township aMr •I p.m . on the day before lhe election. All individual may svbmil a voter registration application an~
absent voter ballot applicati on at the same lime 1r applying in person with tho clerk or deputy Cler1< or the county, city or township in wltlc11 lhe individual resi
Immediately after his or her voter r1>9istratlon applicauon and absent voter ballot epphcation are approved by the clerk the individual may, subject 10
idcntifica(jon requirement in section 761(6), completa an absent voter ballot at the cleric's office.
(J) An application tor an absent voter ballol under tills section may be made In any or the following waysL
(a) By a wrfltan request signed by tt>e voter.
(bl On an absent voter ballot applica1ion form provided for that purpose by tt;e clerk or the city or township
~
(c) On a lederal postcard application.
(4) Af1 apphcanlfor an absenl voter ballotsl>all MUSTsfgn IM apphcation. IN ADDITION AN APPLICANT FOR AN ABSENT VOTER BAlJ._OT MUST EIT
PROVIDE ON THE APPLICATION THEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER, OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARO NUMBER, OR THE
FOUR DIGITS OF THEIR SOClA.L SECURITY NUMBER. OR PRESENT AN ORIGINAL OR A COPY OF ONE OF THE FORMS OF IDENTIFICA nor~
ELECTION PURPOSES SET FORTH IN S UBSECTION 523(3) TO THE CLERK OF THE CITY, TOWNSHIP, OR COUNTY IN WHICH THE ELECTO
REGISTERED Sub1ecL lo section 761 (2). a clerk or assistant clerk shall not deliver an absent voter ballot to an apphr.anL who does not sign the applicalion. IF
APPLICANT DOES NOT EIT HER PROVIDE THEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER. OFFlCIAL STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD NUMBER. OR
LAST FOUR DIGITS OF T HEIR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER, OR PRESl'NT IDENTIFICATION FOR ELECTION PURPOSES AS PROVIDED IN T
S UBSECTION. THE CLERK MUST ISSUE THAT APPLICANT A. PROVISIONAL ABSENT VOTER BALLOT THAT IS PROCESSED ACCORDING
SUBSECTIONS 523(SH7l, W ITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE APPLICANT MAY SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS UNDER SUBSECTIONS 523(6H7l
TIME BEFORE 5lOOPM SIX DAYS AFTER ELECTION DAY. A person shall not be In possession of a signed absent voter ballot application except for 111e-0ppliC!iQt
a member of the applicant's immediate family. a person residing 1n the applicant's householO; a person whose job normally includes the handhng of mall. but O
dunng the course or l)Js or her employment; a reg-1staroo electoc requested by the apphcanl to return the application: or a clerll. assistant or the clerl<. or o!J:IRr
auttiorized electlon offlcial. A reglstereo elector who is requested by the -applicanl to return Ills or li er absent voter baJlot appllcaUon shall sign the certificale nn~
absent voter ballot application
N
(5) The c1e1k of a cily or 10\vnship s hall have absent voter baJlot app1ica11on forms available in the clerl<'s omce at all times and sttall twn•sl'I an absent vo
N
ballot applic:;;tion rom·· to >1nyone upon a verbal or writien request Th.e absent voter ballot applicahon musl be fn substantially the !oilowing formL

tI1

i

Application for absenl voter ballo1 lorL
._.
[]The pnmary or spec.al p11m~ry olection to be held on .................... (Dale),
N
•,
f] The elecliO(l to ba held on ....... (Dal&).
(Ctteck applicable election OI' aleclioflS)
~
I, ................................... a Unilcd Statas citizen and a qualified and registere<l elector of the ....~--- precinct of the township or ..- ........ oror Iha ............ ..CO:S
of the city of ................................... in the county of .................................. and state of l)lhch gan. 11pply for an official ballot. or ballots, to be voled by rne at~
election ore1ar,1Jons-as requested in this application.
l..O
VOTER IDENTIFICATIONL
~
YOU MUST CHOOSE ONE OF THE VOTER IDENTIFICATION OPTIONS BELOW. IF YOU DO NOT SATISFY ONE OF THE VOTER IDENTIFICA ~
OPTIONS BELOW, YOU Wl LL BE ISSUED A PROVISIONAL l\BstNT VOTER BALLOT THAT IS SUBJECT TO VERIACATION AND WILL NO~
TABULATED ON ELECTION DAY.
[ I YOUR MICHI GAN DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER.
[]YOUR O FFICIAL MICHIGAN PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD NUMBER[] THE LAST FOUR DIGITS OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
[] PRESENT IDENTIFICATION FOR ELECTION PURPOSES IN PERSON TO THE CITY OR TOWNSi'JIP CLERK.
Send absent voter ballot to me atL

(Zip Colle)
My registered address .......... ,.................. , ... ..
(Street No. or R.R. or Partici" panl ldent1fu:a tlM Number)

(P~~toffi;;(;i"""""""""
(State)
(Zip Code)
D1lta............................................. ,.........
I certify tllat I am a Unoted States dlizen and that lhe statements in thos absent voler ballot appltcahon are true,

.......................

...

,.,.,
.,.
(Sig nature)

WARNING
You rnust be a Unlled States cilizeo lo vote. If yott are not a Unlled Stales citizen. you will not be issued an absont voter ballot.
A person maP.lng 3 false statement in 1rrls absent voter ballot application is guilty ofa mlsderneanor. It is a violation ol Michigan election law for a person other
than ll'lose llstod in the •n•~uctions to return, offer lo return, agree to retllJ'n, or sohcit 10 return your absent votet ballot applicalion to the Clerk. An ass13tant
authorized by ine clerk who receives absenl voter ballot appllcat1ons at a locaoon other than lhe cler1<'s office must have credenuals signed by the clerk. Ask lo
sr>e his or her credenhals before entrusting your appllcatibn with a person clafming to have lhe clelil's at1thoriz.at1on to return your application.
Ceniftcale of Authorized Registered
Elector Returning Absenl Voter
Ballot Appl(cation
I certify that my name 1s ..................... my address •s ..................... and my date or birth is ............, I/lat I am delivering lhe absent voter ballot application ~I
.................... a t llis or tter reQUesl, that I did nol solicll or request lo return lite appUcation; lhal I have not made any marKfngs o~ the application; lhal I havo not
allereo the applicallon In any way, that I have not Influenced the appll can~ and !ital I a1J1 aware lhal a false statement fn this cenif.cale cs a vlo4atlon of M1Chigan
elecilon law.
(Date)

(Slgnature )'

(6) The lollowmg mstrucUOllS tor an applicant ror an absenl volar ballot must be Included with each application lum1shed an apphcantl
INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLICANTS FOR ABSENT VOTER BALLOTS
Slap 1. After completely nning out Ille appllcat1on . sign and dale lhe application 111 lhe place design~ted. Your s19nature must appear on Iha appl1catlon or you

n1ay not receive an absent volar ballo(. IN ADDITION, YOU MUST EITHER PROVIDE YOUR ORNER LICENSE NUMBER, OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL
IDENTIFICATION CARD NUMBER, OR THE LAST FOUR DIGITS OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ON THE APPLICATION. OR PRESENT AN
ORIGlNAL OR A COPY OF IDENTIFICATION FOR ELECTION PURPOSES TO THE CLERK OF THE CITY OR TOWNSHIP IN WHICH YOU ARE REGISTERED.
IF you DO NOT PROVIDE TH IS IDENTIFJCl\TION VERJFICATION INFORMATION OR PRESENT IDENTIFICATION FOR ELECTION PURPOSES , YOU WILL
BE ISSUED A PROVIS IONAL ABSENT VOTER BALLOT THAT WILL NOT BE TABULATED UNLESS SUBSEQUENTLY VERIFIEO UNDER STATE LAW
Step 2. Deliver tile application by 1 or the following metllodsl
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(ii/ Place the applicatiofl in an envelope addressed to lhe appropnate cterl< and placa Ille ~ecessary postage upon the return envelooe and deposit 1l •n
the United Stales rn.all or with another publoc postal service. express mail service, parcel post service, or commori earner
(bl Deliver the apphcalion personally to !l\e ctork's office, to the eJerk. or to an authorized assistant or the clerk.
(c) In either (a) or (b), a member of the immediate fllmllY of tlie Imler including a father-in-law, mother-on-law, brothel'in~aw , S>s1er-m-law. son-in·iaw.
da\Jghter-1n-1a111, grandparent. or grandchild or a parson residing in the vote~s household may mail or deliver the apptlcalfon to lltP. cleri< for the applicanL
(d) U an applicant cannot retum lite applicaliO{l in any of the above methods, the applicant ma~ select any registered elector to telum the ilppllcetion.
Tire person returning the application must sign and return the oerMcate al the bottom of the appllcatron.
(7) A person who prints and dislribule.s absent voter ballot applications st>all print on the applicalioll tile warning, certificate of authorized registered elector
returning absent vo\er ballot application. and instructions required by this section.
(6) A person Who makes a false statement in an l!bsent voter ballot appllcatioo is guilty of a misdemeanor. A. por.!;on who forges a signature on an absenl
voter ballot applicallon is guilty of a felony. A person wj10 is not authorized in this act and who both distributes absent voter ballot appllcations to absent voters and
rel\Jms those absent voter ballot applicauons lo a clerk or assistant of the derk Is guilty ol a misdemeanor.
(9) The absont voter ballot applfcation of an elector wllo iS a program participant, as U1al l~m Is defined In the address confidenllalily program act, is
r.onfidenbal and not subject lo disclosure under the freedom oOnfo'!llation act, 1976 PA 442, MCL 15.231 lo 15.246.
Sec, 759a. (t) An .a bsent uniformed sorviL'ElS voter or an overseas voter who is not re91s\11red , but possessed the quallficalions of an elector Under section
492. may apply for roglstrabon by- usl~g \he fed.era! poslcarn application. Tha depanmenl of stale, buroa<J of electJOns. Is responsible for dts!laminilhng information
on the procedures for registenng and voting to an absent uniformed ~erv•ces voter and an overseas voter .
(2) Upon the request of an absent onifOIJTIGd services voter or an o~erseas voter, \he cterll of a county. city. township, or village shall electron1ca1ly rransmil
a blan~ voter registration appJ~calion or blank absent voter ballot application tb the voter. The clork of a county, dty. township, or village shall accept a oomploted
voter registration applicato0n or completed absent voter ballot applica!lon electronically transmitted by an absent uniformed scrvrces voter or overseas votet _ A
voter registration application or absent voter ballot applica~on submitted by an absent uniformed services voter or overseas voter &1,,.u MUST contain the signature
of U1e voter. IN ADDmON, AN APPLICANT FOR AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOT MUST PROVIDE ON THE APPLICATION THEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMB.ER.
OFFICl.AL STI'\TE PERSONAL IDENTiFtCATIDN CARD NUMBER, OR THE LAST FOUR DIGITS OF THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
(3) A spouso or dependent ot an overiseas voter Who is a citizen of the United Stares, is accompanyin9 that overse<1s voter. anrl is not a qualified ~
ragisto<ed olecror anywhere else tn the United Stales. may apply for ari absefll voter ballot even though the spouse or dependent Is not a q\Jatlfied ejector of a~
or township of this state.
(4) An absent lilliformed services voter or an overseas vorer, whether or not registered to •otc, may apply for an absent voter ballol. ~UBJECT TOT I
SUBSECTION, UPON receipt of an application for an absent voter ballot under rh1s S<!Cllon lhal complies with lhis act. a couNy. city, village. or township c
shat1 lo1ward to the applicant the absenl voter ballots requested, the forms necessary (or registrafion. and Instructions for completing tho forms. IF AN APPLICa
DOES NOT PROVIDE THEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER, OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFlCATION CARD NUMBER, OR THE LAST FOUR DIG
OF THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. THE CLERK MUST ISSUE THAT APPLICANT A PROVISIONAL ABSENT VOTER BALLOT THAT IS PROCES
ACCORDING T O SUBSECTIONS 523(5)-(7), WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE APPLICANT MAY SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS UNDER SUBSECTI ~
52.3(6}-(7) ANY TIME BEFORE 5:00PM SIX DAYS AFTER ELECTION DAY, SUBJECT TO SUBSECTION ( 16), AND MAY DO SO BY SUBMITTING Tl'!!
REQUISITE MATERIALS ELECTRONICALLY IN THE SAME MANNER AS THAT PERMITTED UNDER SUBSECTION (2). II the ballots are nol ye! availablO!
the fime of receipt of Iha appllcadon, the cJerk shall immediately forward to the appllcant the registretion fonns and fnslruc~ons. and forward u1e ballots as sooh<ls
they are available.. tr a federal postcartJ application or at) aripllcalion lrom the official Un~ed Slates department of defense website Is filed. the cierl< shall a~
the federal postcard application or ltle application lrom 1he officml United States depanmenl of defense website as the registration application and shall not s!lflll
any additions! registration forms lo lhe applicant. If Ille ballots and registration forms are •tt<::eivt:;>d before the close of the polls on election day and if lhe reglslra~
complies with !he requirements of this act. \l\e absent voter ballots shall be delivered lo the proper election boara to be l'abUJaled lf lhe registration does nol oornjloi
with the require111ents of lhis act. the clerk shall retain the absent voter ballots unm the expiration of the time !ha! the voted ballots rnust be kept and shall 11\ei'I
destroy the ballots without opening the envelope. The cleri< may retain reg1strat1on lorms completed under this ·section In a separate file. The address In mis s snown on a registration form is the residence of the registrant
0
(5) Wei SUBJECT TO SUBSECTION (4), NOT later than 45 days before an election, a county city, IOWr\SJ\lp. or v1llR9e clerk shall electronically transmit or ma1~
appropriate an absent ~oter ballot lo each absent uniformed services V'Oler or overseas vole< who applied for arr absent voter ballot ~5 days or more before the eleo.i~
(6) Upon Ille reques1 al an absent uniformed services voter or overseas voter, the clerk of a county. city, townsl1ip. or village shall electronically lransm>W
absent voter ballot to I/le voter. The voter shall print the absent voter ballot and return the voted ballot by ma11 \o lhe appropriate clerk.
0
(7) The sacretary of state shall prescribe electronic absent voter ballot formats and electronic absent voter ballol bansrnission met11ods. Each county , ~
township, or village clerk shall employ the prescrjbed eleotroni c ballol formats to fulRll a11 absenl voter ballot request received r(orn al\ abson1 uniformed ser;ill!!!i
voter or overseas voter woo wishes lo receive his or her absent voter ballot through an electronic transmission. The secrerary of state shall establish proced~
\C) implefl'ent the requirements In this section and for the processing o f a marked absent vot~r ballot returned by an absent unifoltTled services voter or overst<!l
voter who obtained his or her absent voter b<1Jlor through an electronic llansmission
••
(6) The secretary of sl~te shall modify the printed statement provided under section 761(4) and the absent voter ballot inst.ructions provided under sectdi!I
764a as appropriate to accommodate the procedures developed for electronically transm1tllny an absent voter ballot to an absent uniformed services vot11'®
0 verseas voter. A statement shall be included 1n the oenJficale signed by the absent voter who obtained ~is or tier absent voter ballot through an eler.trre
transmission that the secrecy of the absent voter ballol m.a.y be compromised during the dupllcaUon process. The absent voter ballot Instructions pro\l\ded 1<>11(!)
aDSent uniformed services voter or overs.eas voter shall include lne proper procedures for rel\Jrni119 the absent volar ballot to the appropriatQ clP.rk.
(9) The size of a precinct shall rot be determined by registration forms complete<! under this section.
· OJ
(lO) An absent uniformed services voter or an overseas voter who submits an absent Voter ballot application is eligible to vote as an absent voter in any lo~
state, or federal election occumn9 In the calondar year in wtiich the election is held for that ballot requested ii the absent voter ballot appllcation is rec..ived by !mt
county, city, village, or township clerk not later than 2 p.m. of me Saturday beforo lhe election, A county, ci\y, or lowl\Shfp Clerk receiving an .absent voter ballot
applica6on from an absent uniformed servlc11s voter or oven;eas voter shall transmit to a village clerk and uie school distnct election coordinators, Where applicable.
the necessary lnformatlo~ to enable the village cierl< and scllool distncl election coordinators to forward an ·absenl voter ba llot for each applicable elecilon In that
calendar yea r to the absent ~oler. A villago olerk receiving an absent voter ballol application from an sbsenl uniformed services voter or overseas voter shall
lransmil to ltte township clerk and lhe school district electiGn coordinators. where applicable, the necessary Information to enable the C!ty or township cleill and
school district election co.o rdinators lo forward an absenl voter ballot for each applicable election in that calendar year to the absent voter. If the local elections
officlal re1e1.1s a voter r~istration application or absent voter ballot application submitted by an absefll Unitormed services voter Of overseas voter, llle ele<J1Jor>
otficial shall notify the voter of the rejection.
(11) An electronic mail address provided by an absent unlformea services voter or overseas voter for lt1e purposes of this section Is confidenttel and exempr
trom disclosure underthe freedom of inrormahon act, 1976 PA 442, MCL 15.231 to 15.246.
(12) tJnder 11\e vniformed and overseas citizens absentee vollrig act the slate direetor of elecoons shall approve a ballot form and registration procod~ros for
absenl uniformed services voters and o~orseas voters.
(13) An absent uniformed services voter or an overseas voter may\Jse trte fe(leral wrile-1~ abSenlee ballot, rn accordance with lhe prollls•ons of U>e uniformed
<tnt;I overseas citizens absentee voting act. at a regular election or special election to vote for a local. stale. or fed.era! office or on a ballot question. An absent
uniformed services voter or an ove,,;eas vo\er who uses the federal write-in absentee ballot shall return his or her voted federal wn1e·in absentee ballot by mail to
the appropriale clerk. The stale bureau of electloris shall do botlJ or \he fo)lovri119:
{a) Make the ballot format for each election avallable to absent uniformed services voters and overseas voters by electronic mall or on an inlemct website
mil.inlained by- the department of state.
(b) Make UI!;! ballol information. including the offices. names of cantJidales, and ballot proposals, tor e~~h eieolion available to absent uniformed services
voters end overseas voters on an i nternet website maintained by the department of stale.
(14) The cterl< of a city, 1F1llage, or township shall submit lo the county clerll or t~e county In whieh U1at city, vlllllge, or township 1s located a Wri1te11 statement
no later tha~ 45 days before each election Indicating whether absent voter ballots were issued to absen\ uniformed services voters or overseas voters in compllance
with this seclJOn and the un forme~ and overseas citizens absentee voting act. The city, village, or !0W11s/i1p cler!< shall provide to the county clerk a written
explami llon describing remedial actions taken by lho city, v1ilage, or townshfp ctorl< if the city, village. or township clerk fails lo comply wlU1 !llis sec\1on and t11e
uniformed and overseas citizens absentee voting act. Not later than 42 days before each election, each county clerk sha ll submit to U1c state bureau ol elections
a wntten repor1 eompiled from Ille wiitten slatemcnts submitted by the city, village, and township clerks. Ttie wrilten repo!1 .shall identify the cities. villages, and
townships that complied with tile 45-<lay deadline unoer this subsecUon, Iha cities, Villages, and townships llla! d"J not comply with the 45-<lay deadline under this
subsection but pro1F1ded a written explanadon, and tl)ose cities. villages. and townships U1a1 dld not comply with the 45-<!ay dMdllne under this subsection and
that did not provide a written explanation. The state bureau of electlons may reqvire the clerk of a city, village. or township lhat did not comply wilh the 45-day
deadline under this subsection, but proviood a written ex.pJanation, lo provide additional information, The slate bureau of etectlollS sh~ll require the clerk of a city,
Village, or 101\/llship that did not comply with the 45-day deadline and that clid nol provide a wntlen explanation to file a \Witten explanation. describing the remedial
aciion~ taken by the city, village , Or township clerk, Vlilllin 1 business day aner the state bureau Of Clecltons notifies lhe clerk of that Oly, village, or township.
( 15) For a presidential primary elecho11, \he sec~lary of slate shall prescribe procedures for contacting an elector who 1s an absent uniformed servioos Voter
or an overseas votef. as described in \hfs section. and who is eligible lo receive an absent voter ballot or who applies for an absent voter Ilalio! for the presidential
primary election. offering the erector the oppor1tJ.nity to selecla political party ballot for the presidential primary etect)on.
(16) The secretary or state shall prder a C1t\I. village. or township clerk to extend the ballot receipt deadline for any absentee voter nallots under tllis section
u1at were not transmllted to an absent uniformed servi'ce,s voter or overseas voter 1n compliance willl subsactfon (5). lhe extension shall equal llle total number of
days beyond the deadline as provided in s ubsection {5) lhal the city village, or township clerk transmitted \he requested absentee voter ballots. These absenteo
voter ballots received dunng the ex!epsion time shall be counted and tabulated for Iha final results of the eleoUO/l provided 1nat the absentee voter ballols are
executed and se1,1t by the close of the polis on election day. The election rnay be rorrnally certified before the end oflhe ektension lime it the number oi outs\anding
absentee voter ballots under this s ubsection will no! slter the outcome of the election.
(17) As used in this sectlon(a) "Absent uniformed services voiel' n'1a~ns any ol the following:
(i) A member of a uniforme<l service on ac_tlve dUli who, by rei.lson ol being on active duty. ts absent from the place of residence where the member
Is otherwise qualified to vote.
(Ill A member of rhe merchant man·ne who. by roason of se1vice in the merchant marine, 1s absent lrom tile place of residence where the member
is otharwise qualified lo vote.
(ill) A spouse or dependent of a member referred to in subparagraph (i) or (ii) who. by reason of the active duty or scrvlco of llle member. is absenl
from thB place of residence where lh11 spouse or dependent is otherv.i•se qualinOd to vote,
(b) ' Member of the merchant marine' means .a n indlvidual. other Ulan a member of a uniformed service or an Individual ernployod, enrolled, or maintained
on Uie Great Lakes or the inland waterways , vho Is either or the following:
(i) Employed as an officer or crew member of a vessel documented under tile laws of the United States. a vessel owned by tile United States, or a
vessel of foreign-flag registry under ch~rler lo or control of the United Stales.
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01) E.nrolled .,th I/le United States ror employment or training for employmenl or maintained by the Um\eo States for emergency relief service, as
an officer or crew member of a vessel documenled u11der lhe laws of lhe United S\ales, a vessel owned bf the Upiled Stales, or a vessel of ro reign-na9
registiy under charte~ lo or con\rol or \he Uni\ed States.
(c) -overse<>s voter' rneans any of tl)e followl11g:
{i) An absent uniformed services voter who , by reason of acllve duly or service, is absent from
United S\ales on \he dale of an election
(it) A person who resides outside o r tile United Stales and is quafified to vole 1n the last place m which tl1e pen;on w3s domiciled before leaving the
United S\ales.
(Ill) A person wllo resides outside of the Unlte<l Sla\es and who, but for such residence outside of the Uniled S\a1es would be ouallfied lo vole in
the las1 place in Which he or she was domiciled oerore leaving Ille United Stales.
(d) "Unlfom1ed services" means the army, navy air force. mali~e corps, coast guard, lhe commissioned corps of tt>e public health service, lhe
commlss1oned corps of the national oceanic a nd almospherio administration. a reserve component of a uniformed service or \Ile Michigan national g uard as
defined In section 105 ot tile Michigan military act. 1967 PA 150, MCL 32.505,

u,e

Sec. 759b. (1)Any reglstered elector may apply for AN absent voter ballots al any lime prior lo 4 p.rrt. on elec\lon day if Ila st>all lla•·e THEY become physically
disabled or shall be absent from U>e cj\y or township because of sickness or death in the family wh1Ch l1as occurred al a lime which has made it impossible to apply
for AN abseTI\ voter ballots by me statutory deadline The appllcation shall be ca.lied an emerg!l"CY absent voter application.
(2) i;-~ AN EMERGENCY aosent vo!ef ~~APPLICATION may be made by letter or on a form provid ed by the cler)c. The appliC<ttion shall
set tortll tha l ltie Ye!4lr- ELECTOR is qualified to vole in tl1e election, sta\lng (he statutory reason for applyin9 ror an emergency absent vote< baJlol and that the
reason 10 1 apply ing after the statU\ory deadline occurred at such a time lo make it impossible to ~le on application for A N absent voter 9allels BALLOT by \he
slalutory deadline IN ADDITION. AN APPLICANT FOR l\N EMERGENCY ABSENT VOTER BALLOT MUST EITHER PROVIDE ON THE APPLICATION THEIR
DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER, OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICAT ION CARD NUMBER, OR THE LAST FOUR DIGITS OF THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER. OR PRESENT AN ORIGINAL OR A COPY OF ONE_ OF THE FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION FOR ELECTION PURPOSES SET FORTH IN
SUBSECTION 523(9) TO THE: CLERK OF THE CITY, T OWNSHIP, OR COUNTY IN WHICH THE ELECTOR IS RE.G!STERED.
(3) Any person intentionally making a false sla\ement in sucll applicalion is guilty of a felony. Any person aiding or a be\\fng any person to make a fa=
statement 011such application is guilty of a felony.
(4) tJf*)A SUBJECT TO THIS S UBSECTION. UPON receipt by lhe r)erk of a valid apphca\lon for an emergency absent voter hallo~ the clerk ma,y deliver
~BALLOT to tl)e applicant 1n person . through a deputy or an alection·assistan\, or Ile THEY may deliver ll!ef;A THE. BALLOT al his OR HER office to
AN INDIVIDUAL named by the applicant i n lhe appllcatoon_ If AN APPLICANT DOES NOT EITHER PROVIDE THEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER, OFFICI
STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARO NUMBER, OR THE LAST FOUR DIGITS OF THEIR SOCIAL SECURJTY NUMBER, OR PRESE
IDENTIFtCATIO,.. FOR ELEC TION PURPOSES AS PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION, THE CLERK MUST ISSUE THAT APPLICANT A PROVISIONAL ABSE
VOTER BALLOT THAT (S PROCESSEO ACCORDING TO SUBSECTIONS 523(5)-(7), WITH THE EXCEPTION lliAT THE APPLICANT MAY SATISFY T
REQUIREMENTS UNDER SUBSE.CTIONS 523(6k 7JANY TIME BEFORES:OOPM SIX DAYS AFTER ELECTION DAY_ The voterrnay re\um the l>alk>I& BALL
lo the Clerk in the seale<l envelope provided lherefor In any manner he OR SHE soes fot. To be valid, lial!ek. A BALLOT" rriusl ba returned \o the local clerk b
p.m. on election day
r:;;'
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SEC. 760A . EACH CITY , TOWNSHIP, ANO COUNTY CLERK'. SHALL HAVE ACCESS TO THE MOST CURRENT DEPARTMENT OF S TATE DA~
SYSTEM THAT CONTAINS ALL OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IN ORDER FOR 111E CLERK TO VERIFY THE IDENTITY OF AN ELECTOR
ELECTION PURPOSES:
~
(A) THE LAST FOUR O(GITS OF AN INDIVIDUAL'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
CZl
(B) AN INDIV IDUAL'S DRIVE R LICENSE NUMBER OR OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD NUMBER,
('j
(C)AN INDIVIDUAL'S SIGNATURE CONTAINED IN THE OUALIFu:'.O VOTER F ILE.

-

Sec. 761 _(1 ) If SUBJECT TO THIS SUBSECTION. IF lheclerkof e city or townshi p receives '1111 app(rcation for an absent voter ballot from a person r egastef£'.it
to vote in ttial ci\y or \ownship and if lhe signature on the application agrees wit11 \he signature fo1 \he person contained 111 I/lo qualified voter fole or on the regislrs\iGJll
card as required in subsec\mn (2 ). the clerk immediately upon receipt of the application or. if the applica\ion Is received before the printing of
absent
ballots, as soon as the ballots are received by \tie clerk. shall forward by mail, pos\age prepaid, or shall deliver persorally 1 of lhe ballots or set of ballots If tl1
Is more than 1 kitld of ballot lo be voled to Iha applicant, If the clerk of a ctty or township receives an application for an absent vo\er ballol from an applicant
Is a program participant. as that \erm is defined in \ho address oonfirlenliality program act, \hen tile city or township clerk shall mail an absent voter ballo\ tot
progrwn pari1cipant a\ \he designated address provided lo that program par1ic.lpant by \he d epartment of \he attorney general u.nder lhe address confidenria 1y
program act. IF THAT APPLICANT DOES NOT EITHER PROVIDE THEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER. OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CA~
NUMBER, OR LAST FOUR DIGITS OF THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER, OR PRESENT IOENTIFICATION FOR ELECTION PURPOSES AS PROVID!tW
IN SECTION 759(4), THE CLERK MUST ISSUE THAT APPLICAN'!' A PROVISIONAL ABSENT VOTER BALLOT THAT IS PROCESS.ED ACCORDING
SUBSECTIONS 523(5)-(7), WITH THE EXCEPTION THAi THE APPLICANf MAY SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS UNDER SUBSECTIONS 523(6)-{7) A
TIME BEFORE S:OOPM SIX DAYS Af'TER ELECTION DAY. Subject lo the identification requirement In s ubsection (6), abseni vo\er ballo ts may be dollVered. g
an applicant in person at \he offiCC! of the Clerk .
0
(2) The qualified voter file must be used \o de\ennine \he gonuinenass of a s19natwe on an application for an absent voter ballot. S19na\\Jte oompansoi.ID
must be made with the digitized signature in the qualified voter me. If tl1e qualified voter file does not contain a digitized signature of an electo<, or •s no\ acOP...ssii
to the cieri<, the city or townsh p cle<t< shall cornpare \lie signature appearing on the application for an absent voter ballot \o the signature oonlained on tl1e mas
card. If l>elore B p.m. on the day before election day lhe clerk or a ci1y or townsltip re;ects an absent vo\er ballol application because the signature on the abs
voter ballot applica\lon does nol agree sufficiently with tl1e slgna(µre on lhe master card or the digiUzed signature contained tn the qualified voter me so as to
identify the elector or because Ule elector failed lo sign the absent voter ballot appltcallon. \he city or township clerk shall as soon as piacticable, bul \n no event
later than 48 hours after determining the signalures do not agr ee suffic•en\ly or that \he signature Is missing, or by 8 p ,m . on \he day before election day •l htchever
occurs firs \, no\ily the elector o f the rejecilon by mall, \elephone. or electronic mail.
(3) Subject 10 Iha id1>1l tlfica llon requirement in subsection {6) and except as otherwise provided in this subsed ion, a person may apply 1n person at 1t1e clerk's
oflll'e before S p,m , on elecuon day to vote as an absent vo\er. Except as otherwise provtded In subsection (2). Only an individual who is not a registered e1cclor,
or an individual who is nol registered to vote in the city or township in wt1lch he or she is registering lo vote, and wlto registers lo vole on eleclion day In person
wi\h !he clerk of lhe city or towo·shlp In which the individual resides may apply for and complete an absen\ voter b llol in person at Ille cl~rk's office on election
da,y. Except as o t11erwise provided in subsectio n (2), The Clerk of-a city 01 township shall not issue an absen\ voter ballot to a registered elector in that cl\y or
l1>W11Ship al\er 4 p.m. on the day before \tie election. The applicanl shall receive his or Mr<1bsenl voter ballol and vo\e the ballot in tl1c chirk's oll\ce All other
absent voter ballors, except ballots delivered pursuant \o an emergency absent voter ballot application un<;ler sectlon 759b, must ba mailed or deli~ered to tl1e
regis\ralion address of the 1!ppllcant u11less the application requcs\s delivery to an address outside the city or township or \o a hospita l or similar insti\ut1011- to
which case Ille absent voter ballots must be mailed or delivered to \he adaress given in \he appficaflon. Howaver, a cleri< may mall or deliver an absent voter ballot,
upon request or the a bse11\ vo\er, to a post office box 1f the post ofhoe box is where the abseot voler nonnal[y receives personal mail and lhe absent vo ler does
nol receive mail al his or her rcglstratlo(I address
(4) Absent voter ballots must be issued 1n lho ..,me on:ier n whfctl appllcatioos are received by the clerk of a city , townsfl1p. or village, as nearly as may be,
and each ballot issued must bear the lowest number of each klnd available for this purpose. However. lhis prov•sion docs not proh bh e Cieri< from immedlately
Issuing "" absen\ voter ballot to an absent vo\e1 who applies In pe~on in the clerl<'s office for absent voter ballo\s. The clerl< shall endoso WIUr th~ toailol or ballot.>
a re!Um envelope properly a ddressed to the Cler~ ond beonng upon U1e back of lhe envelope a printed staternenl tn subs\anliaUy t~e follow1n9 form:
TO BE COMPLETED
BY THE CLERK

the

vi

i

Name of Voter

S\reel Address or R.R. or
Program Participant
Identification Number

City or Township
County
Ward
Precinct
Date of E'lectlon
.;:::;:--:===-~-====~==========-===---==::.=.::=
TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ABSENT VOTER
I assert th.al I am a Unl\ed States citizen and a qualifie d and registered oleclor or the oily or township named atiove. I am voling as en absunl voter in
conformity W[ll'I state electiu11 law . Unless oll'lerwise indicated below, I person ally ma!Xed tho ballot enclosed l n this envelope without exhibiting 1t to any other
pe1so11
I furltier essert thal this absent voter ballot is being refufrled lo the clerk or an assistant of lh1> clerk by me personally, by public pos\al service, express mail
service, parcel post service. or ot11or common carr1er; by a member of m~ immedlato falllJly; or by a oerson residing in my household.
DATE;
SIGN HERE: X----~~~Sigfl•\ure of Absenl Voter
T he above form mus! be signed or your vote may not be counted. AN ABSENT VOTER WH O KNOWINGLY MAKES A FALSE STl'<TEMENT IS GUILTY
OF A MISOEMEANOR.
TO BE COMPLCTCD ONL'Y IF VOTER IS ASSISTED IN VOTING
BY ANOTHE.R PERSO N

I assisted ll'le a bove named absent voter who 1s disabled or otherwise unable to mark the ballot 1n marking his or ll r absent volar ballot pursuAnt In his o r
her directions. T l1e absenf voter ballot was Inserted in the rew rn envelope withoul being exhlbfiad lo any other person.
Signature of Persoo
Ass.sting Voter

Street Address
or R.R.

City or Township

Pnnled Name of Person Assisbng Voter
A PERSON WHO ASSISTS A N ABSENT VOTER ANO WHO KNOWtNGL Y MAKES A FALSE STATEMENT IS GUilTY OF A FELON Y_

4

==--===--======--======:.==--.::.-=-==---=====~=.:=====

WARNING
PERSONS WHO CAN LEGALLY BE IN POSSESSION OF AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOl ISSUED TO AN ABSENT VOTERARE LIMITED TO THE ABSENT
VOTER, A PERSON WHO IS A MEMBER OF THE ABSENT VOTER'S IMMEDIATE FAMILY DR RESIDES IN THE ABSENT VOTER'S HOUSEHOLD AND WHO
HAS BEEN ASKED BY Tl-IE ABSENT VOTER TO RETURN THE BALLOT; A PERSON WHOSE JOB IT IS TO HANDLE MNL BEFORE. DURING. OR AFTER
BEING TRANSPORTED BY A PUBLIC POSTAL SERVICE, EXPRESS MAIL SERVICE. PARCEL POST SERVICE, OR COMMON CARRIER. BUT ONLY
DURING THE NORMAL COURSE OF HIS OR HER EMPLOYMENT; AND IHE CLERK. ASSIS f l\NTS OF IHE CLERK, AND OTHER AUTHORIZED ELECTION
OFFICIALS OF THE CITY OR TOWNSHIP. ANY OTHER PERSON IN POSSESSION OF AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOT JS GUilTV OF A FELONY.
(5) An absent voter wtio knowin.gly makes a raise statement oo the absent voter ballot return envelope is .guilty of a misdemeanor. A person who assists an
absent iloler and who knowingly makes a false statement on the absenl voter ballot return envelope is guilty of a felony.
{6) If EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS SUBSECTION. IF a11 elector obla•ns His or her absent voter ballot in person from lhe clerk ol the city
or lownshfp 1n which he or she Is registered, lhe clerk of the city or township shall nol provide an absent voter ballot to that eleGIOr until the elector identifies himself
or herself \0 Iha clerk by EITHER PROVIDING Tl-fEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER. OFFICIAL STATE PERSONAL IDEN TIFICATION CARD NUMBER, OR
LAST FOUR DIGITS OF THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. OR preseoling AN ORJGINAL OR A COPY OF tdentlficabon for election purposes AS PROVIDED
IN SECTION 759(4). If ari elector does not t;aveEITHER PROVIDE THEIR DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER. OFFICIAL STA TE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD
NUMBER, OR LAST FOUR DIGITS OF THEIR SOCIAL SECURilY CARD, OR PRESENT AN ORIGINAL OR A COPY OF lde~ tlficalion lor erection purposes AS
PROVIDED IN SECTION 75914 I, ll>e elesler "1ay 519e. aA ~·ot11> l1'a1 eJlest9elef0 U•e sle!lt e' Ille 61~· erlewA6Rip ans be all<>wed le el>t3io l•is or l>er allseAt
,,_l>allettA fl0'69Fl lreFJl tRe sleRi:.-~k-el IRe Gi~ er le"'flsRffi shail IRdisale kl easli aleijler "'~9!J•8l0r<1e iA lllal •Ry er te.,.Rsllill aAs wRe eelaiAs h~
AeH!tlsaAt "eter ballet iA jleFSeA from mo slerk IMt Ille eleuter "'a)' si!JA ar+-affi48Yi!-iA<iisagA!l IAat Ille elester dees Ael Ra"e 1ll0A~
eroer te elllaiA P.ls er t'lef allsem •1eter tlalle\ iA 11erseA lfam IRe sle1k. Hll'lie¥er 1ii an 1tiaGler 0ela1As his er Fier allseRL "eler ealle! in "6F68A '•el>! IRe slerk aAB
' 9186 ey abseAI ueler ballet •ui1Re~l jl~9nliliaa~8A ler ele61ieA ~"'1'8686 •8'l"ire9 "Aller lhi• s<1esestien, IR9 assent V<Jler ballet ef !Rat elesler ffl~Sl lie
~~allen~es ballet as ll"•""i.ies iR sestieR 727 aAe "'lffil ea se~ntes as any etl>e.-.\Jallel-1&-00<H1lea "Riess lleteff!l~
snslien 7H er 718 er any eti.er a~~llsallla lawTHE CLERK MUST ISSUE THE ELECTOR A PROVISIONAL ABSENT VOTER BAL.LOT THAT~IS
PROCESSED /\CCORDING TO SUBSECTIONS 523(5)-(7). WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE ELECTOR MAY SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS UNO
SUBSECTIONS 523{6)·(7) ANY TIME BEFORE 5.00PM S1X DAYS AFTER ELECTION DAY.
Sec. 761b. (1) 8egiAAing JaR.,ary 1. 2Q19. lThe clerk of each city or township shall be available in his or her office to Issue and receive !Ibsen! voter baiJG
for any cooiblnatlon or al least 8 tiours on the Saturday or Sunday immeaiately before election day.
(2) At least 30 days before the date of an elec"on, Iha clnrk or oach C•ty or townstilp shall post and notify the secretary of stale of the hours that the cle~
offlr.e will be open on the Saturday or Sunday, or both, immediately before the election to issue and receive abseo1 voter ballots.
(3) Subject to the requirements for polling places ln section 662, upon lhe approval by resolution ol 1he governing booy of a ci ty or to'l'lnsllrp. Iha clerk of 1tt:trj
cl\y or township may specify additional Jocafions and ~ours Ulat the cte~ will be available to issue and receive absent voter ballo15. Tfles&adctlUonal loca11ons rn~
allow challengers as descObed In section 730.
V
(~)Al least 30 days b<Jfore Iha dale of an election, lhe clerk of each city or townshlp shall post and nolify lht< seC(elary of stale. ff applfcable. concerning l1IJ'
adaitional locations ijnd hours that Ille derl< wiO be available to issue and roceive absent votor bai101s as provided under subsecUoo (3).
(5) IN A.D OlTION 10 SUBSECTION (1 ) AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 4( 1)(G) OF ARTICLE II OF !HE STATE CONSTITUTION OF 19~
DURING THE FIVE WEEKDAYS BEFORE A GENERAL, PRIMARY, OR SPECIAL ELECTION. EVERY CITY AND TOWNSHIP CLERK SHALL RECEI
ABSENT VOTER BALLOTS EITHER JN HIS OR HER OFFICE AT LEAST BETWEEN 9·00 A.M. AND 5:00 P.M .. OR THROUGH AN l\BSENT VOTER BALL
(l
DROP BOX AS PROVIDED UNDER THIS ACT

tt1

.<

'-<

Sec. 76'4b. (1) An absenl voter ballot must be delivered lo the clerk on ly as authorized In lhe Instructions for an absent voter provided Jn section 764a. ~
ABSENT VOTER BALLOTS MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE CITY OR TOWNS HIP CLERK, OR AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOT DROP BOX AS PROVID •
UNDER THIS ACT, BY 8:00 P.M. ON THE DAY OF ELECTION, ANY ABSENT VOTER BALLOTS DELIVERED AFTER THATllME SHALL NOi BE COUN
(2) The clerk of a city or township may accept delivery of absenL voter bailols al any locafton ln lhe city or townst1ip.
O'I
(3) The clerk of a city or lownEh1p may appoinl the number of assistants neeessary lo accepl delivery of absent •1orer ballots at any 1oca1ion in th~ ci l y l
township. An appoi111men1 as assls\anl to accept delivery or absent voter baJIOls must be for 1 elect Ion only. An assistant appointed lo receive ballots at a localI
otner lt\i'in thl! olfico of U1e clerk must be fomlshed credentials 01 authOnty by the cle°'· If an absent vore(s ballo\ 1s received by an assistant at any location 01
than the clerk's office lhe assistant, upon request, shall exhibit llle credentials lo U1e absenl voter belore the assistant accepts an absent voter ballot. An assisla
berora entering upon the discharge of duhes. shall take &nd subscribe to the oath of office as pro11tded In section 1 of article XI of Lile state conslilulion of 1963,
An assistant sl]all perform OAIY the duties assigned by the cle11<. A porson must nol be appointed as an l!Ssistant to accept daliv~ry 61 absent voter ballots whch!r'
N
a cand1data or a meml)er of the Jmmediale family of a candidate whose pame appears on the ballot at that electron.
\4) A derk who receives a request from an absenl vorer under section 764a ror assistance In retwn1ng his or Iler absent vomr ballot shall make arrangeme~
to collect the baflol from llle voter eithE?r personally or by sending an authorized assistant, if all of 1he folloWing conditions are satisfied:
00
(aj The clerk"s of1ice issoed \he absent voter ballot to tnat absent voter.
• •
{b) Upan the cle"'°s request. tho absont lloler stales lhal Ile or she I~ unable to return ttmabsent voter ballol by\he other means specified in lns11Uc110Q
(a), (b), or (c) of Step 5 under section 764a.
l;O
(c) The absent voter telep11ones the appropriate clor~ for assistance uri or before 5 p.111. on the Friday immod1atcly before Ille election.
"'O
(d) The absent voter reqoesls lhe clorl< lo plcil up the absent voter ballor wllllln tt1u 1urts<J1cliona1 limits·of the city or lown3hlp In wh1et1 the absent •o9
is registered.
;::::..,
(5) Notwithstanding ·subsection (4), a clerk who receives a reQUest from an absent 1101er under seclion 764~ For assistance in retuming his or her ahsent voter
ballot ma,y make arrangements lo collect the ballot from 1110 voler elttl&r pe1sonally or by sending an aulhorrzed asslstan~ Ir all of lhe following condlfions aro saUsfiod:
taJ The c)erK's off\oe issued the absent voter ballot to i11at absent voter.
(b) Upon the clerk's reques~ I/le absent vol!lr states that he or stie s unable 10 return ~e absent voter ba[klt by lhe ot11er means sp!!cified in instruc:ions
(ii~, (b). or(c) of Step 5 un<ler section 764a.
(6) The olart\ shall maintain a list open to the pubHc tnat containo; the names and addresses or sll aulhoriz!ld assistants appointed under tt1is sec~on W110 ore
available lO collect absent voter ballots on or before election day in that city or township.
(7) All absent voter ballot rc--cei~ed by ll:ie clerk before !he dose of lhe polls on elecllon QB)' mus\ not oe r~validatcd solely because the delivery 10 the clerk was
not in r.ompllance With section 764a or this sedion however !he ballo1 must be considered cnallenged and must be rnarl<'ed and processed as providod 1n section 745.
Sec. 813, ( 1) Wi\hiri 6 days after an election. for each provisional ballot U1al was placed in a provisional ballot rettrm envelope, the city or township olerk shall
oelermine Wflether the individual voting lhe provisional ballot was oil9Jllle lo vote a ballOI. aAd "'Aetl1er ta la9.,late Y,e llFB"isienal "allet. In making this detennlnaflon,
the oly or lo'l'lnship clerk shall not open the provisional ballot re1um envelope. IF THE INDIVIDUAL VOTING THE: PROVlSIONAL BALLOT IS DETERMINED TO
BE ELIGIBLE 10 VOTE A BALLOT. TttE CITY OR TOWNSHIP CLERK SHALL WITHIN 7 DAYS AFTER THE ELECTION SEND THE PROVISIONAL BALLOT
TO THE BOARD OF COUNTY CANVASSERS TO BE TABULA rED. A provfslonal ballot must only be taoulaled BY THE BOARD OF COUNTY CANVASSERS tr
a valid voter registration record ror the elector is leGate<J..VERIFIEO BY THE ELECTOR TO THE CITY OR TOWNSHIP CLERK or if the ident1ly and residence of
lhe elecror is established 6Y THEO ELECTOR TO THE CITY OR TOWNSHIP CLERK using tdenllrtcaUon for etection purposes. along Willl a current u11111y lllil, bank
statement. paycheck. government check. or other government document, lo establish the voter's r.ummt residence address II tho 1denllflcation for election purposes
used by the elector does nolcont91n the voter's current residence address. Beforallle provisional ballot is \abulaled BY THE BOllRD OF COUNTY CANVASSERS.
election officials shall process the ballot as a challenged ballot under secllons 745 and 7•1&. THE BOARD OF COUNTY CANVASSERS MUST MAINTAIN THE
SECRECY OF rHE BALLOT WHEN TABULATING PROVISIONAL BALLOTS UNDEFI !HIS SUBSECTION. THE SECRETARY OF STATE SHALL
PROMULGATE RULES PURSUANT TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT OF 1959, 1959 PA 306. MCL 24,201 TO 24.328. TO ESTABLISH
PROCEDURES FOR A BOARD OF COUNTY CANVASSERS TO TABULATE PROVISIONAL BALLOTS UNDER THIS SUBSECTION.
(2) WiO•iR 7 da1 s afier aR elesiieA. 1:1.,1.seeAerif~rastisaele , the •ily er tewAsRii; ele~ sRaM lreAsmil.lFl&-<es~lte ef 11re·1isienal tiaflAIS 1~911lal6'10flef-IA&~A
19-0<e l>eanl ef 68t!Rty 63A"366815, T he f8S\lll,5 m"st l:>e l1'8119rRittea iR a fell'!l ~RISGOOBS ll~ IA0 696fBlary er state,
(2) ~Within 7 days after an election, the city or tovmship clerk shall transmit lo lhe county dork-a provisional ballo1report for each precinct Jn lhe jurisdiction.
The report must Include fo' eacl1 preonct the number of provisional balloL• issued, the nLJmber of provisional ballots tabulated on election day, llle number oJ
prov•slonal ballots foiwarded lo the clerl< to be determined after the election, the number of provisional ballots SENT TO THE BOARD OF COUNTY CANVASSERS
TO BE 1abulated lly Illa clarli after elec.tion day, and any adaluonar lnforma1ioo r.oor.eming provisional ballots as required by the secretary of slate.
{•t) "lliU~iA 7 &<!¥• after aA eleslieA. Illa sily a- la" 11s~lfl cle1k sllall IFaBsmit le 113e ceioRly slefk aA affi<l<w~lh<Ja¥~~
91 "eteis IOAl'.ler ees~eR 52Jf:l). Tl>e affida· It re110<1 m~sl l'le ~a••f\llll~d te-111• se••~ elerk In a le"" ~ressrilled ey tile sesl'iltary ef slate
(3) ~ithfn 7 days after an election. the city or township clerk shall ensure that the qualified voter me is cur"rem and includes any individual who regl~tered
lo vote under section 497(3) and (4).
SEC. 946. { 1) MICHIGAN ElECIJONS SHALL BE FUNDED WITH PUBLIC ~ONI ES APPROPRIATED BY THE MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE OR BY THE
COUNTY. CITY. TOWNSHIP. OR VILLAGE CONDUCTING THE ELECTION. THIS STATE, A DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, COMMISSION, OR BOARD OF THIS
STATE. OR A COUlllTY. CITY. TOWNSHIP. OR VILLAGE SHALL NOT ACCEPT OR USE ANY PRIVATE FUNDS, IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS. OR OTHER
CONSIDERATION. FROM .O,NY INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY, EITHER DIRECTLY OR IND1Rj;CTLY. TO CONDUCT OR ADMINISTER AN ELECTION THIS
PROHIBITION APPLIES TO ANY ELECTION RELATED ACTIVITIES , SUCH AS VOTER REGISTRATION, VOTER ELIGIBILITY REVIEW, MAILING OF
ELECTION MATERIALS. SHARING OF VOTER INFORMATION, CREATION 01~ DISSEMINATION OF ADVCRTISGMENTS ABOUT AN ELECTION. OR
RECRUITING AND HIRING PRECINCT ELECTION INSPECTORS, AS WELL AS ELECTION RELATED EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS TABU.l.ATORS.
COMMUNICATION DEVICES, SIGNS. TENTS, VOTING FACILITIES OR LOCATIONS. OR ABSENT VOTER BALLOT DROP BOXES.
(2) MICHIGAN ELECTIONS SH/Il l BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, Tl-IE MICHIGAN CONSTITUTION,
ANO M ICHIGAN LAW, INDIVIDUALS OTHER THAN THE SECRETARY OF STATE OR ELECTION OFFICIALS WITH THE COUNTY. CITY, OR TOWNSHIP
ACTING PURSUANT TO THE LAW /IND CONSTITUTtON SHALL NOT DIRECT THE CONDUCI OR ADMINISTR/\TION OF MICHIGAN ELECTIONS,
ENACTING SEC. 1~1F ANY PART OR P/\RTS OF THIS ACT ARE FOUND TO BE IN CONFLICT WITH rHE STATE CONSTITUTION OF 1963. T HE
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, OR FEDERAL LAW, THIS ACT SHALL BE IMPLEMENTED TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT THAT THE STATE
CONSTITUTION OF 1963. THE UNi'TED STAIES CONSl1TUTION. AND FEDERAL LAW PERMIT. ANY PROVISION HELD INVALID DR INOPERATIVE SHALL
BE SEVERABLE FROM THE REMAINING PORTIONS OF THIS ACT
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Counter Statement of Basis of J'uri$diction of the Court of Appeal,.!
Defendants, Michigan Board of State Canvassers (..the Board") and the Michigan
Secretary of State (''the Secretary), do not dispute Plaintiffs statement of basis ofjurisdiction.
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..
Countei- Statement of Questions Involved
I.

Does Plaintiff fail to establish the required elements for a grant of mandamus where
the Board of State Canvassers had a clear lega.I duty to declare th~ petition
insufficient based on the failure to list existing provl!$ions of the Constitution that
would be a.ltered or abrogated by the proposed amendment?

Plaintiffs answer: No
Defendants' answer: Yes

II.

Is MCL 168.482 a valid implementation of art 12, §Vs delegation to the Legislature
to determine the required form of initiative petitions and the required manner of
circulation?

Plaintiff's answer: No
Defendants• answer: Yes

Ill.

Should this matter be given immediate consideration?
Plaintiff's answer: Yes
Defendants' answeJ": Yes

:>
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•.
Counter Statement of Facts

A.

Facts and Proceedings Below

The Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies, a ballot question oommittee, timely filed
an initiative petition to amend the Michigan Constitution. Among other things, the proposed
amendment would create a drui sentencing committee that would have the responsibility to

develop new sentencing guidelines for drug crimes, replacing the existing statutory guidelines.
Attachment A to Plaintiffs Brief. Additionally, the proposed amendment gives first and second
time drug possession offenders the right to demand trea.ttnent rather than incarceration. Id.; see

also, Plaintifrs Brief at 2. The proposal also requires the Legislature to appropriate funds for the
drug sentencing committee and the treatment programs and expressly prohibits vetoes of those
appropriations. Id.

Acting as staff for the Board of State Canvassers ("the Board")) the Bureau of Elections
of the Secretary of State Office canvassed the petition to determine whether the requisite number
of qualified and registered electors had signed it. Attachment 1i Affidavit of Christopher

Thomas. See also MCL 168.471, MCL 168.476. At the Board meeting he1d on August 26,
2002t the staff reported to the Board that the petition contained more than the required number of
valid signatures. Attachment C to Plaintiff's Brief, 8/26/02 Bd State Canv Tr, at 8. At that

meeting, the Board adopted the staffs finding and conditionally certified the initiative to the
ballot, subject to the Board's resolution of a challenge to the petition filed by a ballot question

committee opposed to the petition~ Committee to Protect Our Kids. Id. at 8-12; Attachment 1.
The challenge to the initiative petition alleged that the petition was defective in its form
because it did not list provisions of the Michigan Constitution that would be altered or abrogated

if the voters adopted the proposed amendment. Specifically. the challenge alleged that the
proposed amendment would alter or abrogate the following provisions of the Michigan

1
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Constitution: art 4~ §§ 1, 22, & 33, and art 5, § 19. Attachment 2~ Challenge Letter. The
challengers asserted that the failure to list these provisions violates MCL I 68.482 and thus
dictated that the Board declare the petition insufficient and refuse to certify it to the ballot. Id

In pertinent part, MCL 168.482(3) states:

If the proposal would alter or abrogate an existing provision of the constitution,
the petition shall so state and the provisions to be altered or abrogated shall be
.inserted, preceded by the words:
"Provisions of existing constitution a1tered or abrogated by the
proposal if adopted."

At its August 26, 2002 meeting, the Board heard legal argument and testimony on this
issue from the proponents and opponents to the initiative petition. The Board did not rule on the
sufficiency of the petition at that meeting; rather, it held the matter in abeyance until its n~t
meeting on September 31 2002. Prior to that meeting, Senator William Van Regenmorter wrote a
letter to Christopher Thomas, Director of the Bureau of Elections, advising him that while the
initiative petition purports to add new sections 24 and 25 to article 1 of the Michigan
Constitution, a section 24 was already added to the Constitution in 1988 in an ainendment
proposed by the Senator. Attachment 3, Van Regenmorter Letter. Specifically, art 1. § 24
articulates the rights of crime victims. Senator Van Regenmorter expressed the concern "that at
best, this will general a. great deal of confusion among the electorate. At worst, constitutional
rights for victims of crime would be abrogated into oblivion."

Id.

At its September, 3, 2002 meeting. the Board heard additional legal argument and
testimony on this issue. Based on that argument and testimony, the Board concluded that the
initiative petition was fatally defective in its form due to the failure to identify on the face of the
petition existing provisions of the Constitution that would be altered or abrogated by the
proposed amendment. In so ruling, the Board relied on the Michigan Supreme Court's decisions

2
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1

in Ferency v Secretary ofState, 409 Mich 569; 297 NW2d 544 (1980) and Massey v Secretary
ofState, 457 Mich 410; 579 NW2d 862 (1998), which articulate the standard for when a
constitution provision is altered or abrogated.

B-

Statutory Deadlines for Preparation, Printing and Distribution of Ballots

No later than 49 days before the November 5, 2002 general election, the Secretary of
State is required to certify to the county clerks proposed amendments to the Constitution that are
to appear oi;i the general election ballot. MCL 168.480; MCL 168.649. The deadline for such
certification to the local clerks is September 17, 2002. The 83 counties, however, ar~ required to
de1iver ballots to the local clerks for distribution to absentee voters by September 21, 2002, 45
days prior to the genei-al election. MCL 168.714. Because of the latter statutory requirement,

·ballot questions must be certified to county clerks substantially earlier than September 17, 2002,
in order for the counties to ·satisfy the state and federal requirements regarding absentee ballot
distribution. Attachment l, Affidavit of Christopher Thomas.
Additionally, federal law requires that absentee ballots be made available to overseas and

military voters in sufficient time to have those ballots voted and returned by election day.
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absent Voting Act, 42 USC§ 1973ff et seq. Whife this statute
does not dictate a specific date as the deadline that absentee ballots must be available, the policy

of the Department of Justice is to bring suit against jurisdictions if absentee ballots are not
available by the 30th day before an election. That 30 day deadline is October 5, 2002. Therefore,
to comply with the state and federal laws regarding absentee ballot availability, "it is essential

1

Overruled in part on other gt·ounds Consumers Power Co v Attorney General, 426 Mich 1; 392
NW2d 513 (1986).
3
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that the entire ballot be certified by the Secretary of State to the county boards of election

commissioners no later than September 6, 2002." Attachment I.

If absentee ballots are not available by at least 30 days prior to the election, it is the
policy of the Department of Justice to institute action against the applicable jurisdiction. Id.
"The remedy for late distribution of absent voter ballots to military and overseas citizens is to

extend the receipt and tabulation of overseas absent voter ballots for up to l 0 days after the
election.'' Id.

4
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Argument
I.

Plaintiff has not established the requirements for a grant of mandamus, as the
Board had a clear legal duty to declare the form of the initiative petitSon insufficient
based on the failure to list existing provisions of the Constitution that would be
altel"ed o.- ab:rogated by the proposed amendment.

A.

Standards for Mandamus

"Mandamus is an extraordinary remedy, and its issuance is discretionary with the court."

Lee v Macomb CountyBdofCommissiCJners, 235 Mich App 323, 331; 597 NW2d 545 (1999).

"The burden of showing entitlement to the extraordinary remedy of a writ of mandamus is on. the

plaintiff.'' White-Bey v Michigan Department ofCorrections, 239 Mich App 221, 223; 608
NW2d 833 (1999). The Michigan Court of Appeals recently reiterated the well-rerognized .

principle that:
To obtain a writ of mandamus, the plaintiffmust show that (I) the plaintiff has a
clear legal right to the performance of the duty sought to be compelled. (2) the
defendant has a clear legal duty to perform, (3) the act is ministerial in nature, and
(4) the plaintiff has no other adequate legal or equitable remedy.

Id. at 223-224 (citing In re MCI Telecommunications Complaint. 460 Mich 3961 443; 596_NW2d
164 (1999); McKeighan v Grass Lake Twp. Supervisor, 234 Mich App 194, 211-212; 593 NW2d

605 {1999)). To be enforced by a writ of mandamus, the duty must be ministerial, i.e., Hwhere

the law defines a duty to be perfonned with such precision and certainty as to leave nothing to
the exercise of discretion or judgment." Delly v Bureau ofSt4te Lottery, 183 Mich App 258,
261; 454 NW2d 141 (1990).

s
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The Board has the authority and responsibility to determine the sufficiency
of the petitio~ including issues of compliance with the form requirements set
forth in MCL 168.482.

Contrary to Plaintiff's apparent argument that the Board did not have the power to
consider the issue of whether the initiative petition complied with MCL 168.482,2 the Legislau;re
expressly authorized the Board to determine the sufficiency of petitions and mandated that the
Board officially declare those determinations. MCL 168.477, MCL 168.476(2). In Section
476(2), the Legislature empowered the Board to "hold hearings upon any complaints filed or for
mil'. purpose considered necessary by the board to conduct investigations of the petitions.1, MCL

168.476(2) (emphasis added). Section 477 requires tha.t the Board "fill&l make an official
declaration of the sufficiency or insufficiency of a petition under this chapter." MCL 168.477(1)

(emphasis added).
In addition to the statutory directive to the Board to investigate complaints and make an
official declaration regarding the sufficiency of petitions, the appellate courts of this State have
repeatedly recognized that it is the Court's power and responsibility to decide such issues of

form. See e.g., Leininger v Secretary ofState, 316 Mich 644, 654-656; 26 NW2d 348 (1947)
(rejecting the proposition that the Board only has the duty to detmnine the sufficiency of the
signatures presented in an initiative petition and finding, while ministerial, "an express duty upon

the defendants to determine that the petition is in proper form ...); Council About Parochaid v
Secretary ofState, 403 Mich 390, 397; 270 NW2d 1 (1978) (recognizing the Board's power to
determine the adequacy of the form of a petition and compllance with MCL 168.482); Auto Club

v Secretary ofState (on remand), 195 Mich App 613, 624; 491 NW2d 269 (1992) ("[T)hc Board
2

See e.g., Plaintiff's Brief at 3-4 (asserting that "The Board~s authority is limited to ascertaining

whether 'the petitions have been si2lled by the requisite number of qualified and registered

electors; so that it may make '[a}n official declaration of the sufficiency or insufficiency of the
petition• on that numerical basis.")

6
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of State Canvassers possesses the authority to consider questions of fonn"). See also, State v
Wayn~

Caunty Clerk, 466 Mich 640>643-44; 648 NW2d 202 (2002) (recognizing a distinction

between substantive challenges to proposed laws and qu~ons over whether a ballot question
satisfies the requ1rements for placement on the ballot and holding that the latter, but not the
former, is properly considered prior to a vote of the people).
Thus, as the foregoing establishes, the Board had the power and responsibili~ to

address

the sufficiency ofthe form of the petition and it is appropriate for this issue to be decided prior to
a vote of the people.

C.

The Board fulf'illed its dear legal duty to declare the petition insufftc.ient

because the petition failed to identlfy existing provisions of the Constitution
that would be altered or ab.-ogated by the proposed amendment.
Article 12, § 2 dictates the procedure through which the Michigan Constitution may be

amended. That section, inter alia, directs "[t]he person authorized·by law'' to receive
amendment petitions and to publish in full as provided by law the 11proposed amendment,
existing provisions of the constitution which would be altered or abrogated, and the question as it

shall appear on the ballot." Const 1963. art 12, § 2. This section also directs that "[c]opies of

such publication shall be posted in each polling place and furnished to news media as provided
by law." Id. In addition to this constitutional duty imposed upon the Secretary of State, an
analogous statutory duty is imposed upon petitioners to set forth, in the circulated petitions, the
existing constjtution provisions that would be altered or abrogated by the adoption of the
proposed amendment.

MCL 168.482.

In construing the duty imposed by MCL 168.482 on petitioners to identify the provisions
that would be altered or abrogated, in Ferency. supra, the Michigan Supreme Court relied upon
its decisions interpreting the terms "alter or abrogate" in the context of art 12, § 2 ,s publication

7
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requirement. 409 Mich at 593-95. In Ferency, the Supreme Court explained that in the

publication context "alter or abrogate" has been interpreted as foliows:
We think the requirement in substance is this: That in case a proposed
constitutional provision amends or replaces ('alters or abrogates') a specific
· provision of the Constitution, that such provision should be published along with
the proposed amendment; that other provisions which are still operative, though
possibly they may need thereafter to be construed in conjunction with the
amending provision, need not necessarily be published. [/d. at 594-95 (quoting
School Dist ofPontiac v Pontiac, 262 Mich 338, 344; 247 NW 74 (1933)]
The Ferency Court then applied that definition to the statutory requirement that petitions identify
existing provisions that would be altered or abrogated. Id. at 595-98. In so doing, the Court held .
that: "An existing constitutional provision is altered or abrogated if the proposed amendment
would add to, delete from, or change the existing wording of the provision, or would render it

wholly inoperative." Id. at 597.
In declaring the initiative petition insufficient because it did not identify existing
provisions that would be altered or abrogated by the proposed amendment, the Board relied on
several alternative grounds. First and foremost, the Board relied on the fact that the proposed

amendment purports to add new sections 24 and 25 to article 1 of the Constitution, but the
petition did not identify the existing Const 1963, art 1, § 24 that would be altere.d or abrogated if
the ballot proposal was adopted by the voters. Alternatively, as additional bases for its rulhlg,
the Board referenced the existing constitution provisions that the opponents argued would be

altered or abrogated by the proposed amendment but were not identified on the face of the
petition. These provisions are the Governor's veto powers set forth in Const 1963, art 4, § 33
and Const 1963, art 5, § 19, and the grant of legislative power to the State House and Senate in
art 4, §§ 1 and 22.

8
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As indicated above, Section 482(3) oftbe Election Law requires that ••[i]fthe proposal

would alter or abrogate an existing provision/' that provision must be identified on the face of
the petition. MCL 168.482(3) (emphasis added). Therefore, it is clear from the language of ·
Section 482 that the failure to identify even just one existing provision that would be altered or

a};)rogated by the proposed amendment violates this section. Consequently, this Court need not
be persuaded that every provision upon which the Board relied to declare the initiative petition

insufficient woul~ in fact. be altered or abrogated by the proposed amendment. On the c.ontrary,
if only one existing provision should have been identified on the petition but was not, then the
Board properly refused to certify.
Based on the time exigencies of the pending election and the immediate and expedited
consideration given to this matter by the Court, 3 Defendants will focus on the most clear grounds
for upholding the Board's decision to declare the initiative petition insufficient for certification
to the ballot: the fact that that the petition, by its express tenns, proposes a~ section 24 to
article 1, but did not list the existing art 1, § 24 as being subject to alteration or abrogation by the
proposed amendment. Because there is an existing art l , § 24, a new art 1. § 24 nece~ly
alters or abrogates the existing provision.
As discussed above, at the core of the Michigan Supreme Court's definition of the "alter
or abrogaten is the proposition that if an amendment would "add to. delete from, or change the
existing wording of' an existing provision, ]t alters or abrogates that provision. Ferency, supra,

.

3

This Complaint was filed late in the day on September 4, 2002, and the Court of Appeals

requ.irad D e :fendanta to file a response no later than 10:00 am on Friday. September 6 . 2002.

Additionally, the Court has reporte.dly indicated that it plans to ruJe on this matter extremely
quickly, possibly as soon as the afternoon of September 6, 2002.

:.: .. ... ·.
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at 597. As a synonym for "alter or abrogate" the Michigan Supreme Court has used the tenns

"amends or replaces." School Dist ofPontiac. supra. 262 Mich at 344; Ferency, supra, 409
Mich at 597; Massey, supra, 457 Mich at 417. Jn 1998. the Michigan Supreme Court reaffirmed
Ferency's definition of "alter or abrogate" in Massey, supra, holding that "[tJhe phrase •the
existing wording' should be taken literally." 457 Mich at 418. Under the most fundamental and
clear understanding of the Supreme Court's definition of"alter or amend," a proposal to adopt a

i

I
I

I

'new" section that sets forth entirely new language not found. in the existing provision that shares

i

the same article and section number, would operate to replace the existing provision. As such,

I

1

I~
Ij ·

the proposed amendment would alter or abrogate the existing provision.

l

Moreover, if approved by the voters, the proposed amendment would replace or wholly

I

abrogate the existing art 1, § 24. regardless of the proponents• intent. The Board properly
rejected the Plaintiff's arguments that it was merely a technical error regarding the numbering of

I
i

the new sections proposed by the amendment. Plaintiff argues that because it was never the

intent of the proponents to alter or abrogate the existing art 1, § 24, that the initiative should be

I

placed on the ballot and the Secretary could cure any error by either changing the wording of the
proposed amendment and/or pubHshing the proposal and existing provisions at the polling
places. Plaintiff's Brief at 24-26.

The Court of Appeals, however, has recognized that the actual language of an
amendment controls how Courts should construe its unambiguous language, notwithstanding that

the intended meaning may have been different. 1n Bailey v Muskegon County Bd ofComm 'r,
122 Mich App 808, 823-24; 333 NW2d 144 (1983), the Court rejected the argument that the
unambiguous language of an amendment to the Constitution should be construed in light of the

:

... ..
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ballot language used to describe the proposed amendment and the voters' intent. In pertinent
part, the Court held:
It is the actual language of the amendment, and not its ballot description drawn by
the State Board or Canvassers, which is the law of the state. The principle that a
constitutional amendment must be construed in light of the intent of the

people by whom it was adopted does not justify a construction in accordance
with a ballot description at variance with actual unambiguous amend.story
language. If the language of the amendment and that of its ballot descriptfon
does not convey precisely the same meaning. the disCTepancy is not relevant to the
construction of the plain language of the amendment itself. A discrepancy likely

to mislead voters as to the intent and purpose of the amendment affects the
validity ofthe adoption of the constitutional amendment, not jts construction. {Id.
at 824 (emphasis added)]
Therefore. regardless of the proponents' intent, the clear language of the proposed
amendment would operate to wholly repla(..;e an ex.lsting provision of the Constitution. To the

ex.tent that Plaintiff somehow believes it is in the power of the Secretary to cure the error in the
numbering of the petition, Bailey makes clear that even if the voters believed that they were not
replacing the existing art 11 § 24) a reviewing Court would be constrained to give the
unambiguous language of the proposed amendment its clear meaning: that it created a new art 1,

§24.

In sum, this Court need not analyze whether the other provisions of the Constitution that
opponents to the ballot proposal argued would be altered or abrogated if the voters approved this
initiative. The Board properly found the petition insufficient and refused to certify it because it

did not identify on its face that there is an existing art 1, § 24 that would be altered or abrogated
if the proposed amendment was approved by the voters.
II.

MCL 168.482, which sets forth the required form for petitions, is a constitutional
implementation of Const 1963, art 12, § 2.

Plaintiff argues that Const 1963, art 12, § 2 is "self-executing and does not depend ·upon
statutory implementation." Plai.ntifts Brief at 5. This statement is misleading absent

11
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I
examination of its application by the Courts. Moreover, it does not.support Plaintiff's argument

I

that Section 482 violates art 12, § 2, as that provision expressly delegates to the Legislature the

l.

re.c;ponsibility to legislate regarding the form and circulation of initiative petitions to amend the

I

Constitution. In pertin~t part, art 12, § 2 states:

I

I

I

Any such petition shall be in the form, and shall be signed and circulated in such
manner, as prescribed by law. (emphasis added).

I

I
I

Mirroring this language is the convention comment, which provides:

Details as to fonn of petitions, their circulation and other election procedures are
left to the detennination of the legislature.... {Constitutional Convention Official
Record, Vol. 2, p 1OOJ

l

As specifically mandated by this provision of the Constitution, the Legislature enacted §

I!

482 of the election law, which sets fonh the fonn for petitions proposing amendments of the

i

Constitution. The fonn includes a requirement that:

If the proposal would alter or abrogate an existing provision of the constitution,
the petition shall so state and th<: provisions to be altered or abrogated shall be

I

inserted, preceded by the words: 'provisions of existing constitution altered or
abrogated by the proposal if adopted.' [MCL 168.482(3)]

I

See also, Const 1963, art 2, § 4 (mandating that the Legislature shall enact laws to preserve the
purity of elections).

Plaintiff places primary reliance upon Ferency, supra. Plaintiffs Brief at 6-10.
Plaintiffs selective quotations from Ferency, however, ignore the fact that the very issue before
the Court in Ferency was compliance with the requirements ofMCL 168.482:

The Constitution does not require that the petitions set out existing provisions that
will be altered or abrogated. The Constitution places the burden of publishing this
information on the state as a means of informing the votet."s. The Legislature,
apparently feeling it proper to extend the educational function of this requirement
to persons signing petitions, has placed the burden on petitioners, allegedly
pursuant to the constitutional provision that '[a]ny such petition shall be in the
form, and shall be signed and ciTculated in such manne1\.as prescribed by la.w.'
(footnote omitted). Assuming; arguendo, that a new requirement regarding

12
. •. . .
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substantive content is a regulation of form, and assuming that the Legislature can
impose minimal burdens to keep the process fair, open and informed, the burden

imposed cannot unduly restrict the exercise of the right. [Ferency at 592-593].
Ferency then interpreted Section 482 in a manner to preserve its constitutionality by

giving a narrow reading to the phrase ttalters or abrogates. 0 In so doing, the Court recognized
that even though art 12, § 2 is "self-executing,'' the Legislature retains its broad authority to enact
legislation. In fact, in F ereney the Court reaffumed its prior holdings that "the only limitation,

I

unless otherwise expressly indicated>on legislation supplementary to self-executing
constitutional provisions is that the right guaranteed shall not be curtailed or any undue burdens

I

placed thereon" Ferency, supra, at 591 (quoting Wolverine GolfClub v Hare, 384 Mich 461,

I

466; 185 NW2d 392 (1971) (in turn, quoting Hamilton v Secretary ofState) 227 Mich 111, 125;

I

I

198 NW2d 843 (1924)).
Accordingly, to argue that Section 482 is unconstitutional, it is not sufficient to argue that
art 12, § 2 is "self-executing." Rather, Plaintiff must demonstrate that Section 482 cwtails or

places undue burdens on guaranteed rights. Plaintiff does not even attcimt to make that
showing. Moreover, such a showing is impossible under the decisions of the Michigan Supreme
Court setting forth the standard for finding that legislation unconstitutionally burdens a right

guaranteed by a self..executing Constitution provision, and the Court's decisions upholding more
burdensome legislative requirements on the circulation of initiated proposed constitutional
amendments.
As an initial considerat1on, it is important to note that legislation is presumed to be
constitutional. Hall v Calhoun Co Bd ofSupervisors, 373 Mich 642; 130 NW2d 414 (1964). As
the Supreme Court has repeatedly stated;
A court will not declare a statute unconstitutional unless it is plain that it violates
some provisions of the Constitution and the constitutionality of the act w~U be

13
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supported by all possible presumptions not clearly inconsistent with the language
and the subject matter. Oakland Co. Taxpayers League v Oakland Co.
Supervisors. 355 Mich 305, 323; 94 NW2d 875 (1959). [Consumers Powerv

Attorney General. 426 Mich 1, 10; 392 NW2d 513 (1986)].
Applying these standards, the Supreme Cowt has upheld legislation providing the
statutory requirement that signatures on petitioos to amend the Constitution that are collected

more than 180 days before the petition is filed are presumed stale and void. MCL 168.472a.

Consumers Power v Attorney General, supra. The challenge to the statute in Consumers Power,
as in the instant matter, was focused upon an alleged violation of the self-executing provisions of
Const 1963, art 12, § 2. In Consumers Power, the Supreme Court reoognized its assertion in

Ferency that Const 1963, art 12, § 2 is self-executing, but held that additional legislative
requirements implementing art 12, § 2 did not violate that section, but rather were authoriz;ed by
that section' s delegation to the Legislature to determine petition fonn and manner of petition

circulation. In so ruling, in Consumers Power the Court relied on its decision in Citizens for
Capital Puni.shment v Secretary ofState, 414 Mich 913 (1982), in which it had upheld various
;

requirements on petition circulation that went beyond the basic requirement set out in art 12. § 2
that signers be registered electors. Specifically, the Consumers Power Cow-t quoted with
approval the following from Citizens for Capital Punishment:
The plaintiffs have also arguro that to the ext~nt tbat there are requirements for

valid signatures other than the signers be registere:d electors, those requirements
are unconstitutional. However, those requirements, in essence., Qr~ authorized
by the Con!ititution itself, which specifically directs that 'any such petition shall
be in the fonn, and shall be signed and circulated in such maimer, as prescribed
by law.' The Legislature has (emphasis in original) set forth the fonn of the
petition. In enacting the statutory requirements, therefore, the Legislatnrt
has followed the dictates of the Constitution, an action which cannot, in this
instance, be said to be unconstitutional. Furthermore, the requirements of these .

statutes served to further the important state interest of ensuring the purity of
elections. [Consumers Power, 426 Mich I, 7 (quoting Citizens for Capital
Punishment. at 914-915) (emphasi~ added)].
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Relying in part on the foregoing, in Consum2rs Power, the Supreme Court upheld
Section 472a's rebuttable presumption that signatures older than 180 days are stale and void.
That statutory rel)uitement is a greater burden on circulators than Section 482's requfrement that
petition signers be advised that existing provisions of the Constitution are to be altered or

abrogated and that those provisions be jdentified. Like the statutory requirements upheld in

i
I
I

II
Il

I!
1

i1
!

Citizens for Capital Punishment and Consumers Power, Section 482 clearly serves the important

!

state interest of protecting the purity of elections. Const 1962>art 2, § 4. Additionally, Section

I

482 serves the same informational purpose of art 12, § 2 ' s publication requirement for existing

I

provisions that would be altered or abrogated by a proposed amendment.

;

I!
1

Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff has failed to establish that Section 482's presumption of
constitutionality has been overcome and that Section 482 cwtails or places undue burdens on the
circulators of petitions. On the contrary. § 482 enhances the purity of elections by educating
potential signers as to the impact of the proposed constirutional amendment on other constitution
provisions.

Ill.

Defendants Seeretary of State and Board of State Canvassers do not oppose
PlaintifPs motion for immediate consideration.
Defendants Secretary of State and the Board of State Canvassers do not oppose Plaintiff's

l

I

· 1

motion for lln.media.te consideration.

i

!

The Election Law directs that ballots must be prepared and distributed by the 83 boards
of county election conunissioners. MCL 168.689. The counties are required to have the ballots
available for absentee voter distribution by September 21, 2002, 45 days prior to the general
election. MCL 168.71 4. The pU'rpose of this state law requirement is to ensure that overseas
voters obtain their ballots in sufficient time to vote and return them by election day. This ·state
law is also aimed at ensuring compliance \Vith federal law, the Unifonned and Overseas Citizens
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I
Absent Voting Act, 42 USC § I 973ff et seq, that regulates how and when overseas voters must

be allowed to vote in order to guarantee citizens residing overseas or serving in the military the
right to timely receive, vote and return absent voter ballots so that they will be counted on

!
l
j

Plaintiff is technically correct that Section 480 of the Election Law provides that, at the

latest, the Secretary of St.ate must certify constitutional ballot questions to the county clerks by
September 17, 2002, 49 days prior to the general election. Waiting until that date, however,
renders it practically impossible for the county and local clerks to fulfill their statutory
responsibilities regarding the distribution of absentee ballots. The 45 day deadline set forth in
Section 714 was added in 1990. MCL 168.714. The 49 day deadline. however, was most
recently codified in MCL 168.480 in 1970. As Director of Elections Christopher Thomas
explains in his attached affidavit, in order to allow the county derks sufficient time to prepare,

print and distribute absentee ballots. in compliance with state and f~eral law, it is essential that
the Secretary of State certify the ballot to the county clerks at the latest, on the 601h day before
the election. Attachment 1. That deadline corresponds with the Board's duty pursuant to art 12,

§ 2 and MCL 168 .477 to make its official declaration regarding the sufficiency or insufficiency
of initiative petitions. Id. That 60 day deadline is Friday, September 6, 2002. Whjle the
Department of Justice nonnally only institutes action against jurisdictions when absentee ballots
a.re not available by 30 days prior to the eJection (Octobef

s. 2002), if that occln'S the State is

subject to an injunction requiring an extending time for counting absentee ballots. Id.
Given the foregoing time constraints, Defendants join in Plaintiff's motion for immediate
consideration. Defendants, how ever, respectfully request that this Court not consider September

16
·'·

I

I

election day.
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17, 2002 as the applicable deadline and ask the Court to rule on this matter as expeditiously as
possible.
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Conclusion and Relief Son_ght

I

Plaintiff fails to establish the requirements for a grant of mandamus. The Board had a

t

clear legal duty to take the action chaJlenged herein, the declaration of the peti~ion's

l

insufficiency and refusal to certify it to the ballot. The proposed amendment, if approved b;t the

I

voters, would alter or amend the existing art 1, § 24, a fact that was not stated on the face of the
petition a.s required by MCL J68.482. Defendants respectfully submit that this fact alone is

sufficient grounds for this Court to deny this motion for mandamus.
Defendants respectfully request that the Court reject Plaintiff's argument that, becaU$e

Const 1963, art 12, § 2 is self-executing, MCL 168.482 is unconstitutional. Art l2, § 2 expressly
authorizes the Legislature to regulate petition form and Section 482 is a reasonable election
regulation that implements art 12, § 2 's purpose of providing voters with necessary information .
regarding the impact of proposed amendm~ts on the existing constitution, as well as protects the
purity of elections. Const 1963, art 2, § 4.
Finally, Defendants concur with Plaintiff that this matter deserves expedited

consideration.

..
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Respectfully submitted,

JENNIFER M. GRANHOLM
Attorney General
Thomas L. Casey (P24215)
Solicitor General

J(;:::p~~
Gary P. Gordon (P26290)
Katherine C. Galvin (P54083)

Assistant Attorneys General
Attorneys for Defendants
Public Employment & Elections Division
P.O. Box 30736

Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 373-6434
Dated: September 6, 2002
200.20!9461A brief
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STATE OF MICWGAN

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS

I

!

Michigan Campaign for New Drug
Policies, a ballot question committee,
Plaintiff,

v
Board of State Canvassers
and Secretary of State~

Defendants

AFFIDAVlT OF CHRISTOPHER M. THOMAS

Christopher M. Thollla$, being first duly swom~ deposes and says as follows:

1.

He brings the Affidavit in support State Appellees' Response to Plaintiff's
Emergency Complaint for Mandamus_

2.

He has been employed by the Secretary of State as Director of Elections since

June 21, 1981 and in such capacity serves as Director of the Bureau of Elections
and Secretary to the Board of State Canvassers.
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He is personally knowledgeable about the election calendar that dictates ballot
printing time lines and the canvass of the initiatory petition to amend the State

Constitution filed by the Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies.

4.

The Board of State Canvassers is directed. by the Michigan Constitution~ Article
12> Section 2 and by MCL 168.477(1) to make an official determination of

sufficiency or ln$i.J.ffi.ciency not later that 60 days before the November 5, 2002
General Election. This deadline is September 6, 2002. Under Affiant's direction,
the :Bureau of El~tions canvassed the initiatory petition and reported to the Board
of State Canvassei:s and on August 26> 2002 recommended that the Board find
that the petition contains a sufficient number of vaHd signatures. The Board·
voted at its August 26, 2002 meeting to find that petition contains a sufficient

number of valid signatures. However, the Board also voted to hold a final

determination in abeyance until the Board met on September 3, 2002 to consider
the form of the petition with regard to the statutory requirement found at MCL
168.482(3) requiring disclosure and publication on the petition of any existing
provisions ofthe Constitution that w-ould be abrogated or altered by the proposal.

At its Septemba- 3, 2002 meeting the Board unanimously voted find that the

petition is insufficient due to deficiencies in disclosing and publishing existing
provisions of the Constitution that would be abrogated or altered by the proposal+

...

s.

He estimates that 15 to 18% of more than 3 million ballot that will likely be cast

in the Nov~ber General Election will be cast by absent voters. MCL 168.713

.. .. ·· .. "·
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requires county boards of election commissioners to have absent voter ballots

printed and delivered to the office of the county clerks no later than September
19, 2002 (47 days before the election). MCL 168.714 requires the county clerks

to deliver absent voter ballots delivered to local clerks no later than September 21,
2002 (45 days before the election). In order to comply with these provisions, it is
essential th~ the Se~ary of State certify the entire ballot to the county boards of
!

election commissioners no later that September 6, 2002 (60 days before the
election). While MCL 168.480 and 168.649 allow the Secretary of State to certify

I

the ballot wording for a statewide proposal as late as September 17, 2002 (49 days

1·

before the election), such an action would render MCL 168.713

I

and 168.714

I

inoperative as it is impossible to print absent voter ballots in two days {September

17 to September 19). MCL 168.713 and 168.714 were altered by 1990
amen~ents changing

t:he dates by which absent voter ballots had to be available

for distribution to voters by local clerks from 20 days befure the election to 45
days before the election.

· 6.

He is also asserts that ballot printing deadlines are also affected by the Uniformed .
and Overieas Citizens Absent Voting Act which requ~ that absent voter ballots

be available to issue to military and overseas citizens in a sufficient time to have.
those ballots deliveredt voted and returned by election day. The policy of the
Department ofJustice is to bring suit against jurisdictions if the absent voter .
ballots are not available by October 5, 2002, the 30~n day before the .election. ·The

..

remedy- for lato di3tribution of absent voter ballot.s to military a.t=i.d ovetscll.&

.
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citizens is to extent the receipt and tabulation ofoverseas absent voter ballots for

up to l 0 days after the election.

7.

Ifhe is called as a witness, Affiant could competently testify on personal
knowledge and on infonnation and belief to matter set forth herein.

Further, Affiant sayeth not.

Subscribed and sworn to before
me this 5th day of September 2002

~ ~\. "b~~-;:.<\
Jennette M. Sawyer, Notary Public
Shiawassee County, State ofMichigan
(Acting·in Ingham)
My Commission Expires: November 6, 2006
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S.ANORA M. COTTER

DIRECT DJ.A.L~ (517) 374-9129
E-MAIL: SCOTTER@DYKEMA.COM

August 9, 2002
.

.

HANO DELIVERED

Mr. Christopher Thomas. Director
Bureau of Elections

MichiganDeparttnent of State
Mutual Building - Fourth Fl(')or
208 N. Capitol Avenue
Lansing, Michigan 48918
Dear M:r. Thomas:
Re:

Deficiency in Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies'
Petition Seeking to Amend Article I of the Michigan Constitution

Dear Mt: Thomas:
The Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies ("MCNDP"), a ballot question
committee registered with the Michigan Department of State, Bureau of Electionst recently filed
a petition seeking to amend the Michigan Constitution. nus fum represents the Committee to
Protect Our Kids. another registered ballot question committee formed to oppose MCNDP's
proposal.

MCNDP's petition proposes to add two new sections to Article I of the Michigan
Constitution.. A eopy of the petition is enclosed. Without commentinfi on the merits of
MCNDP's propo~, we are writing to alert you to deficiencies in MCNDP's petition that render
it insufficient under the Michigan Election Law (the "Act"). MCL 168.l et seq.
As you know, Section 477 of the Act, MCL 168.477, requires the Board of State
Canvassers to make an official declaration of a petition,s sufficiency or insufficiency. Petitions
seeking amendments to the Michigan Constitution must follow a certain form. Specifically,
Section 482 of the Act, MCL l 68.482t requires that, if a proposal would "alter or abrogate" an
existing section of the constitution, the petition must state this fact and "the provisions to be
Alt~~

or zmroga.tcxl

~hall

bo

cons~tution altered or abrogated

in~ortod,

preceded by the vvords:

'Provi,µo~e

of existing

by the proposal if adopted.'" MCL 168.482(3). Petitions that

I
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fail to insert existing constitUtional sections that would be altered or abrogated do not comply
with Section 482, and must therefore be deemed insufficient.
Although MCNDP's proposal alters or amends several existing sections of the Michigan
Constitution, its petition failed to identify these sections or otherwise include the language
required by Section 482. For example, the proposal requires the le~slature to annually
appropriate funds to a drug sentencing commission and the Michigan Department of Community
·Health, and notes that these funds ..shall not be subject to veto." This language clearly alters the
governor's veto poweI" over legislation or line-item appropriations, as addressed in Article IV,
Section 33 and Article V, S~tion 19 of the Michigan Constitution. Furthermore, the proposal
seeks to create a drug $entencing commission which will adopt sentencing guidelines to be
applied by all Michigan courts - an act which effectively vests legislative power in an entity
other th.an the Michigan legislature, and which would alter existing Sections 1 and 22 of Article

N of the Michigan Constitution. Because the petition failed to insert any of these sections, or to
alert petition~signers that these sections would be "altered or abrogated by the proposal if
adopted/' it -does n9t comply with Section 482' s requirements. Accordingly. the the petition is
insufficient under the Act, and must officially be declared to be insufficient.
Please consider this letter as the Committee to Protect our Kids' formal challenge to the
sufficiency of the petition filed by MCNDP. If you have any questions1 please do not hesitate to
contact me.

Sincerely,

i
l

DYKEMA GoSSETT PLLC

II

!

Sandra M. Cotter

I
t

Enclo:mre

cc:

Gary P. Gordon (w/enc)

I
I
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August 30, 2002

VIA FACSrMILE
Hand Delivered

Christopher M. Thomas
Director of Elections
Michigan Department of State
Mutual Building - 4th Floor
2Q8 North Capitol Avenue
Lansing.MI 48918
Re:

Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policies'
Petition affecting Article I. Section 24 of the Michigan Constitution

Dear Mr. Thomas:
In 1988, I authored House Joint Resolution P (HJR P), a proposal to add crime victims'
rights to the Michigan Constitution. That proposed constitutional amendment was submitted to
and approved by the electors as Proposal Bat the November 8, 1988, general election. The
official canvass of the vote was 2,662,796 in favor of the amendment and 650t51S opposed.
Over 80% of the electorate voted for this very important amendment to our constitution. It
became Section 24 of Article I and has been on the books since its December 24, 1988 effective
date. This has provided powerful constitutional protections for victims of crime. and is a.
national model.
Before the Board of State Canvassers makes a decision at its Tuesday, September 3, 2002
meeting regarding the proposal submitted by the Michigan Campaign for New Drug Policie~ I
believe it is very important for the Board to be made aware that the New Drug Policiest proposal
is "amending Article I of the Michigan Constitution to add new Sections 24 and 2S •..tt (1be
quoted language is taken directly from their petition's introduction to the full re.xt of their.
amendments. On the signature page of the petition. the introductory language is: "A petition to
add to Article I of the Michigan Constitution Sections 24 and 25 that would • •.''). Obviously,
the Michigan Constitution already contains an Article I, Section 24. As I indicated in our
telephone conversation on August 29. I am very concerned about what would happen to the
Crime Victims Rights section of the Constitution if the drug petition is adopted.
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Article XII, Section 2 of OUl' Constitution, where the PeopleJs right to amend the

constitution is set forth, clearly provides:
If the proposed amendment is approved by a majority of the
electors voting on the question, it shall become part of the
constitution, and shall abrogate or amegd existing provision&
of the constitution at the end of 45 days after the date of the
election at which is was approved.

My concern is that at best, this will generate a great deal of confusion among the
electorate. At worst. constitutional rights for victims of crime could be abrogated into oblivion.
Even among the attorneys with whom I've spoken about this issue, there is confusion
about how this discrepancy wou1d be hand.led. I respectfully re.quest that the Board reject the
petition.

I think victims of crime in Michigan deserve the certainty of Article ~ Section 24, as it
currently exists. Should you have any questions, please feel free to call me.

Enclosures:
1)

2)

cc:

Michigan Constitution, Article I, Section 24
Page 824, 1989-1990 Michigan Manual
Setting forth official canvass of the vote
On Proposal B.

Gazy Gordon (w/encl.)
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~~•.:bJNam~111cl·Constirution·l·24&highligbt-

l!Jjnter·ftitndly yer!ilpn otth!J Section - all combined Into one

dgcument~
ARTICLE I
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS (EXCERPT)

i

:24 Rights

I

of crime victims; enforcement; assessment

ag.-lnst convicted defenditnts.
Sec. 24. (1) Crime victims, as defined by law, shall have the
following rights, as provided by law: The right to be treated
with fairness and respect for their dignity and privacy
throughout the criminal justice process.
The right to timely disposition of the case following arrest of

the accused.
The right to be reasonably protected from the accused
throughout the criminal justice process.
Thii right to notlflcation of i:ou rt procee.dlngs.
The right to attend trial and all other court proceedings the
accused has the right to attend.
The right to confer with the prosecution.
The right to maka a statement to the court at sentencing.
The right to restitution.
The right to information about the conviction, sentence,
Imprisonment, and release of the accused.
{2) The legislciture may provide by law for the enforcement of
this section.
(3) The legislature may provide for an asiessment against
convicted defendants to pay for crime victims' rights.
History: Add. H.J.R.. P, approved Nov. 8, 1988, Eff. Dec. 241
1988.
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Constitution of Michigan of 1963 (EXCERPT)

ARTICLE I
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS

&:tide I. § 1

Section

Political power.

Article I.

2

Section

Equal protection; d!scriminatl9n.

Artjc:!e 1~ 3

Section

Assembly, consultation, instruction,
petition.

Article I. § 4

Section

Freedom of worship and religious
belief; appropriations.

Article J, § 5

Section

Freedom of speech and of press.

Article I, § 6 .

Section

Bearing of anns.

Article I. § 7

Section

Miiitary power subordinate to civil

§

power.
Article I. § 8

Section

Quartering of soldiers.

Artlele L

§

9

Section

Slavery and involuntary servitude.

Article I,

§

10

Section

Att~lnder;

Article L § 11

Section

searches and 5efzures.

Section

Habeas corpus.

Section

Conduct of suits In person
counsel.

ex post facto laws;
Impairment of contracts.

or by

Article J.

§

14

Section

Jury trials.

Arti!;le I.

§

15

Section

Double jeopardy; bailable offenses;
commencement of trial if bail

denied ~ bsil hearing ; ef't'eeti.yo d·~t:ct.

Section

Ball; fines; punishments; det ention
of witnesses.

1 of2.
'
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..
Section

law; fair treatment at
investigations.
8!'.!;jg~

1. §

l~

Section

Witnesses; competency, religious
beliefs.

.,

Article l, § 12

Section

Libels, truth as defense.

At:ticLe.J, § 2Q

Section

Rights of accused In criminal
proceedings.

21

Section

Imprisonment for debt.

Article 1. § ~~

Section

Treason; definition, evidence.

8rtlcle I,§. 23

Section

Enumeration of rights not. to deny

8[l;icle

I, §

others.
·:·~rtlcle

. . . ...... . ,

l.c § 21

Section

'~ Rlghts of crime victims;
enforcement; assessment against
convicted defendants.

The Michigan legislature Website Is ll free serviee of the Leglsl&tive fntemet
Technology Team in moperation with the Michigan U!gislat:ive Couneil, the
Mlehlgisn liOUH Qf Represen~tiv~, ond the Mid'li~an senate.
The Information obtained from Chis $ite iS not intended to replace official versions
or that Information and is s:ubject to revision. llle Legislature p~nts this
·

infonnation, without warranti~, expl"ll$S or implied, reg~rding the information's
41rx;uracy, timeliness, or oompleteness. If YQU believe the information Is Inaccurate,
out-of-date, or incomplete or if you have problems a~ng or ~ding the
information, please send your concerns w the appropriate agency using the online
Comm~nt

Please
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PROPOSAL B.

lI

TO INCLUDE CRIME VIC11MS' RIGHTS JN· "IllE CONS1111Jl10N

T«llh)-

..

Yes

COQftty

Coutj

Alcona

Allegan
Alpen&

4,413
J.7%
29.998
11,461

lA,.205

71683

6.038

:a.raga

,.737
2.858

Alger

Autrim
Artmac

:-1.
letriezl
Bal'X'J

eftlll:

Brandl

Ollhowi
Cass
Oulcvolx
Chcboyp.n

~

CllntoO

CraYo'ford
Delta.
Dic:Jdmon

EatoQ

Emtnct

Oen.soc

Glad~

~IC

~Tra.wnc

Gratiot
Hilbdale
Houpton
Hiaron

~~qi
toteo

lroa

lnbella

1ackson

ICal:anw.oo
KaJkub
Kent
KC'WOa'law

1~.011

<13,226

3,,14
2.,'152 .

USO

~
U,JS.3

33~72

045

'

No

m

l.004

5,793

l.al

1,44S
l,435
661

7,26!
6$77

u.m
4,117
13.$47

9,146

37.82.1
l0,8Sl

!6.l,716
8,258

7,201

'-'.874

U,981

l3,84J

1~183

13,642

110.S96
ll,612
11.SU

a.w

10.588
1,59

l,959
2,287

8.40&
12.S.688

~'45

30,6'7

6,304

993

7,714

38.0ll

1.954

Marquctt~

~o=bsCc

Midlud

M°ISA\IPe
Mo~

Mantc:all'l1

~
Oceana

~a"
O.otouqon
~b.

Oscoda
~o

2.l26

4i.•5l
2..BSO

Onan

9,613
9,132

~soo

S&linaw

10,481

92,259

14.596
9,221

1~~

193.041

16',981

Q,)4J

3,801

801

4).129
~86

4,&11

3,»~

3.810

11,337
4',016
2,364
1,5~2

l,3l9
J2.620

ll,815
1,049

21,061

8,66S'

25,125

u.m
8;300
· »,n4

4,893
. 41,119
16,m

3,SJ&
~Rnq D,416
N cgms
14,047

.5,07S
2().421
10.131

37,764

1,062

I,612

7.S4J
18.190

6,112
17,086
S0,384
82,156

4,856

~082

2,286
2;.22A
',531

3.m

794

2.931

9,34S

l,t19
10,9:;3
9,165

2..4'7

. 10,9$7

10,614
3,551

11,137

J,2'1
26.138
7,761
'¥1).fn

Muon
Mecosta "

3',656

1$,394

UviApton
M.actiaac
Luce

No

2M,639

4S.J30

. 9,906

Lena11t"ie

Ya

Macomb
M*t;c

42,433

52.783
ll,837

=u
Lib

Total t,,

. eo.ti

.J.924
9,,954

J,017
10).50 .

!S,262

CaaidJ

Presque Isle
ROKOmmo11

St. 02.ir

St. Jo=pb
Sanil&c

SchtiOtcran

Shiawassee

Tuseo!a

Vulh.1r=
WasbtcllitW
W-.y,,.11
Wci'tord

20,919

6.271
20.78?
)5.665
l.533
. 3.662
217,442
6.389

lB,662
8,671
9,460
6.025

25.316
3,W1
31.984
12.910
2,916

l,*

6.420

7.'64

498

J,2JS
'7,197
2.276

6',463

2):86

2,279
2,215
7,458
1;.231
~.135
~.862

902
3,048· .

ll,S77

411,(187

349,696

l,Dal
7,046

6.J68

7,338

!1,739

_71,391
1.91'
1,753
1,123

4,1~

~39

6.571
1-4,SS7
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